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Abstract

This dissertation focuses on the contribution of electronic communication

(e-Communication) to knowledge management. It is based on an

empirical survey of knowledge management practitioners in the private,

public and NGO sectors in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. The major

findings of this study are (1) that many knowledge management

practitioners have not received any formal training in knowledge

management, (2) that for most of them their practices are not informed by

explicit knowledge management policies, (3) that there is no culture of

sharing knowledge established within particular organisations, and fmally

(4) that knowledge managers are not using e-Iearning facilities to keep

their knowledge of knowledge management current.
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Chapter 1

STATEMENT OF PROBLEMS, RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND OVERVIEW

INfRODUcnON
In this introductory chapter the background to the study is given. Tills will be

followed by amongst other things, the statement of the problem, critical

questions, research methodology, chapter overview and a summary.

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY
Tills study came about as a result of the researcher's interest in knowledge

management and how organisations employ technologies to manage it. It was

also an interest in understanding the difference in and application of terms

such as information and information systems, data and data management,

best practice, intellecmal capital, corporate memory, knowledge as well as

wisdom management. All these terms are related to knowledge management

and are an endeavour to define, capture and manage the essence of this study.

Organisations generate, store and share knowledge in different forms. The

number of meetings, virtual or person-to-person, workshops, seminars and

conferences that take place in many organisations attest to this.

Co=unication takes place every day through informal talks in the passages

and in tearooms. Circulars and notices are used as everyday co=unication

strategies. Mersbam and Skinner (1999:140) agree that ifwe look at the sheer

volume of information stored by organisations today including reams of

printed information such as computer documentation, procedures,

specifications and reference documents we quickly see the argument for

taking information on-line. People can nO longer afford to wade through a
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shelf full of dorumentation and companies can no longer justify the time and

cost of printing all this information without any guarantee that others will

aaually have access to it. Observing the above scenario the researcher

hypothesised that we are information rich but knowledge poor.

De Villiers and Michel (2004:22) believe that knowledge is the fundamental

element of competence within an organisation through which it achieves its

future objectives. The application of knowledge solves business problems and

makes the utilisation of business opportunities a reality. They continue that

managers today drown in data and information, yet lack significantly In

knowledge and wisdom.

Drucker (2002) states that knowledge has become the key economic resource

and dominant and perhaps even the only source of competitive advantage. In

government offices one witnesses thousands of personnel files, containing

extremely important information and knowledge. Many of these files have

been turned into digital formats for easy retrieval.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEMS

Globalisation activated an unprecedented digital revolution. It has added to

the information explosion. This brought about a new challenge in the

management of knowledge in organisations. One of the characteristics of the

present and future organisations is the increased availability of information

and its effective use (Mersham and Skinner 1999: 154). Therefore the

knowledge economy should have workers who are multi-skilled and flexible

to learn new skills.

Successful people in the South African workforce will have skills in the areas

of computer communications, data arullysis and data interpretation.
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Information sharing will be very imponant in sustaining such penon:nances

(Mersham and Skinner 1999:155). Orgmisations would therefore have to

unlock the intellecrual capital of their knowledge workers (Dlamini 2004). In

the modern economy, companies and countries are as good as their ability to

generate, use and manage knowledge and their knowledge workers. Building a

company that makes outstanding use of knowledge or intellecrual assets will

always depend on the right format, to the right people. Therefore neither

teehoology nor money is a sustainable source of competitive advantage

(D1amini 2004).

The problem is that because of the advent of technology and the role

techoology plays in transporting infonnation, techoology is seen as a panacea

for all problems in the organisations. Knowledge is fundamentally a human

creation; no technology or infonnation techoology system, however,

sophisticated, can generate it What techoology can do is facilitate a flow of

information to enable people to be as creative as they can, and to simplify

human choices by giving structure to overwhelming quaotities of data.

Orgmisations such as the private sector became early adaptators of

techoology, converting their manual systems into vinual systems. The

Internet, intranet, emails and cell phones co=unicate messages, infonnation

and knowledge to millions of people per day, in the process adding to

corporate and instirutional memory.

The speed at which government is ruming to technology is slower than the

private SectOL Systems such as PERSAL and recently BAS in government are

supposed to process personnel finances quicker and easily. In that regard

organisations both private and public have invested hugely into technology.
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All problems that humans C21l solve with knowledge and wisdom acquired

from the past, are thrown to technology.

Witschger (2003:14) proposes that the primary role of a technology creator

should not be to recreate or replace the human being, however, challenging

that task may be, but to offet: tools that optimise human ability and

brainpower. The idea is not that man becomes the slave of his own creation.

Instead a combination of human and user imerface computet: capabilities is

needed Witschger (2003:15) argues that any company can throw technology

at a business problem but successful companies will provide a combined

technological/human-interfaced solution that treats the customer as a person

and not as a numbet:.

"Ibis study therefore will focus on the contribution of electronic

commurncanon in knowledge management and where this is taking

organisations.

AIM OF THE STUDY

The five aims of the study are:

• To contribute to the understanding of knowledge management as

distinct from infonnation technology.

• To understand the history and use of knowledge management as

part of the indigenous knowledge systems.

• To show how e-communication unpaas on knowledge

management
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• To detennine which knowledge management technologies are

used by organizations.

• To investigate future trends in knowledge management.

CRITICAL QUESTIONS

• How did early communities manage knowledge?

• How do organisations manage knowledge?

• What electronic communication tools are used in the

organizations to attain, synthesize, process, store, disseminate and

share knowledge?

• What are the taxonomies of organisations that are uSIng e

communication for knowledge management and wisdom

management?

• What are the benefits of these technologies to organizations?

REsEARCH METHODOLOGY
The project is ofa qualitative nature and entails the following

• The research will consist of a literature survey on data,

information, knowledge and knowledge management.

• An overview of the practice of knowledge management as pan of

the indigenous knowledge systems from Nomadic period till

today will be studied.
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• The impact of electronic communication using case srudies from

the public, private and non-governmental organisation sector will

be used

• A survey questionnaire will be sent out to select organisations

representing the public, pnvate and non-govemmental

organisations.

• TIlls will be followed by a quantitative and qualitative analysis of

results.

• The researcb will focus on how these organisations converge the

use of electronic communication and human capital to leverage

best practice in knowledge management

ENVISAGED VALUE OF RESEARCH

The researcb will clarify the definition and the role of knowledge management

as a relatively new field in South Africa. The empirical nature of the research

will document the paradigm and progress that has been attained by selected

South African organisations in respect of electronic communication and

knowledge management in KwaZulu-Natal. The most important value will be

to indicate the trend that knowledge management tools are playing within

organisations and what this means for future knowledge management.

CHAPTER OVERVIEW

Chapter 1
Background to the srudy, statement of problems, research methodology and

OVervIew.
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Chapter 2
Literarore survey

Chapter 3
The origin and development of knowledge management

Chapter 4
Knowledge management in organisations

Chapter 5
Electronic communication in otganisational knowledge management

Chapter 6
Advantages and disadvantages of information management systems and

technology in government

Chapter 7
The furore of electronic communication in organisations

Chapter 8
Fieldwork and data processing

Chapter 9
Results

Chapter 10
Conclusion and recommendation

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

The Study would be limited by the experience of the knowledge managers to

answer practical questions on the implementation of knowledge management.

This was manifest in the way many assumed knowledge managers called the

researcher to get clarity on terms like 'learning organisations, best practice'
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and others. The researcher believes that limitations would be covered by

other questions in the survey questionnaire that are non-technological, which

would reveal the extent ofimplementation in the organisations.

SUMMARY

In this chapter the researcher discussed the statement of problems. TIlls was

followed by the aim of the srudy, research questions, research methodology,

envisaged value of research and chapter overview. The next chapter will focus

on the literature survey.
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Chapt" 2

LITERATURE SURVEY

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the researcher will introduce the literature survey regarding

electronic co=unication in knowledge managemenL He will thereafrer

define the tenninology related to knowledge management and indicate the

continuum link among them.

THE CASE FOR TECHNOLOGY IN KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Since rime immemorial man has had to manage knowledge for survival's sake.

Knowledge management has ensured the survival of the human species,

peoples' cultures, and language and allowed the preservation and

improvement of indigenous knowledge against dangerous diseases, animals

plants and practices. With the advent of technology knowledge management

has been confused with the purchasing and implementation of knowledge

management projects of an information co=unication rechnology nature.

Knowledge management has two main aspects to it

• The firsr is the technology aspect rhat con=s the technicalities

of capturing, storing, accessing and disseminating knowledge.

• The second is me human management aspect or how we

encourage a knowledge-sharing culture within an organisation

(Mersham and Skinner 1999: 139).

The sweeping changes and the lure of new rechnologies have brought more

attention to computers than the power of tacit knowledge in peoples' heads.
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TUOIni (Fried 2004) argues that many knowledge maruJgelllent projects have a

high orientation of infonnarion technology. These have a success rate of only

25%. The reason is that knowledge management is always seen as a

technological issue. TUOIni (Fried 2004) emphasises the point that technology

is a relatively small part of any successful knowledge management programme

but continues to get more attention than organizational practice.

This leads to TUOIni's second observation, that tools and technologies cannot

be utilized without a corresponding practice. In this view, it is not essential

that single individuals know and act based on their knowledge. A

conceptualisation of knowledge in organisations has to emphasize the link

between knowledge and action as the basic constraint of social systems.

Knowledge in organisations - corporate knowledge - is socially and culturally

embedded, and it can only be generated through changes in organisational

activities and practices. TUOIni (Fried: 2004) argues that,

meorrhm oftm h= heen too quick in puinting out that

organisations don't have real memory, sense making capability and

intelligence, and that, of COliTJe, human beings are the unique hosts of

these cognitivtjOCl//tits.

The central idea of TUOIni'S (Fried:2004) deals with the concept that

organisations are collective entities where it is possible to find similarities to

intelligence as manifested in humans. Above all the researcher would stress

the link between knowledge and action spotted by Tuomi (Fried: 2004),

because these considerations are important for the discussion of information

technologies. They highlight the fact that information technologies are only
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adopted when users integrate them in meaningful ways intO existing social

practices. 'Ibis makes a long story shon but it encourages us to reconsider a

long tradition that leads us to believe that knowledge management is more or

less a technological issue. With Tuomi's work we have to put social practices

and meaning processes alongside knowledge management In this sense, we

find a very practice-oriented aspect in Tuomi's work (Fried: 2004).

Tuomi (Fried: 2(04) prepares the theoretical groundwork for the third

generation of knowledge management that links knowledge and action/

practice to a more effective access to information. Consequently, Fried (2004)

pursues questions concerning what role information systems play in

knowledge management; how people create shared understandings about the

world; what theoretical approaches enable us to understand how to connect

information and communication into action; and how organisational

knowledge acrually emerge.

'Ibis conclusion is also supported by the industry-wide analysis of infonnation

technology investments by Srrassmann (1997) who strongly argues that there

is no relationship whatsoever between computer expenditures and company

perfor:m=ce. On a similar note Brown, (Srrassman 1997) underscores that in

the last 20 years, D.S. industries had invested more than $1 trillion rn

technology but had realized lirde improvement in the efficiency or

effectiveness of its knowledge workers. Brown attributes this failure to

organisations' ignorance of ways in which knowledge workers communicate

and operate through the social processes of collaborating, sharing knowledge,

and building on each other's ideas. The researcher strongly identifies with this

view. The money spent on buying computers in the government sector is not

aligned nor assessed according to the outputs or perfor:m=ce of the work
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done. There is little sharing of skills and knowledge obtained from education

workshops. Instead of enriching the organisation memory, it becomes an

individual's ammunition for the next advertised employment opportunity.

This disconnection between information technology expenditures and the

organisational performance may be attributed to an economic transition from

an era of competitive advantage based on information to one based on

knowledge creation. The earlier era was characterized by relatively slow and

predictable change that could be deciphered by most formal information

systems. During this period, information systems based on programmable

recipes for success were able to deliver their promises of efficiency based on

opticnisation for given business contexts.

Today's business world does not put a premium on playing by pre-defined

rules but on understanding and adapting as the rules of the game as well as

the game itself-keeps changing. Examples of such ch"oging business rules,

conventions and assumptions are suggested by the emergence of virtual

corporations and business ecosystems. As noted by Srrassmann (1997)

elevating computerization to the level of a magic bullet may diminish what

matters the most in any enterprise: educated, committed, and imaginative

individuals working for organisations that place a greater emphasis on people

than on technologies. The lack of correlation of information technology

spending with financial results has led Strassman (1997) to conclude that it is

not computers that make the difference, but what people do with them.

Some technology experts and academic scholars have observed that there is

no direct correlation between information technology investments and

knowledge management. Srrassman (1997) quotes Brynjolfsson who argues
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that the same dollar spent on the same system may give a competitive

advantage to one company but only expensive paperweights to another.

Hence, a key factor for the higher rerum on the information technology

dollar is the effective utilization of information as it relates to organisational

performance.

How industry executives should go about deciphering the mantra of effective

utilization remains an illusive issue. This argument is strongly supported by

SAMDI (2003:20) who believe that organisations often fail to derive full

benefit from newly implemented information technology systems because

they inadequately manage the risks associated with the people who use them.

He continues to mention that research has shown that companies typically

unlock only between 30% and 40% of the total functionality and power

inherent in an information technology application. The rest remains unutilised

because the users have not taken ownership of the system and don't

understand the business case for haviog implemented it. They were never

made to understand why the system was being introduced and what value it

was expected to add to the organisations.

If employees cannot understand the vision behind a system rollout and do

not share in the wealth they create for the company through its use, then the

system has no legitimacy within the organisation and its true value cannot be

realised. WIig (2003:20) proposes that a new system rollout must be

accompanied by a thorough examination of the people risks involved. These

could include:

• Improper co=unication of the case for change;
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• A low level of infonnation technology sophistication within the
company;

• Insufficient capacity to implement the change;

• Poorly managed training and little management sponsorship of

the system implementation.

Unless the risks are properly managed, the changeover could be severely

hampered The best computer technologies will always add unnecessary costs

to a poorly IIlaIlllgCd firm. Elevating computerization to the level of a magic

bullet of this civilization is a mistake mat may only find correction after huge

expenditure. To solve the problems of delivering and assimilating new

technology into the workplace, we must look to the way humans act and

react. Hence knowledge management must look at the skills of human capital

and not the ptoduct of the organisation.

According to Mersham and Skinner's model (ZOO1) there is a need to

understand knowledge management as a people-based knowledge-sharing

culture. This will reveal to us a few questions such as:

• How do people learn?

• How do people share infonnation?

• What do people leam?

• When do people leam?

21



THE CONCEPT OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

There are many definitions of the term 'knowledge'. According to Davenport

(1998) knowledge is a fluid mix of framed experience, values, contextual

infonnation and expert insight that provides a framework for evaluating and

incorporating new experiences and infonnation. It originates and is applied in

the minds of those who have knowledge. This definition indicates the source

and the danger of the personalisation of knowledge. It points to the possible

accumulation and hoarding of knowledge, as knowledge can become a source

of power.

Some researchers saatify knowledge according to its development from 'data.,

infonnation to knowledge'. Knowledge is a slippery concept and is easily

confused with data and information.

DATA
Data serves as the essential nucleus, which when combined yield meaningful

infonnation (Lim: 2001). Data comprises raw unfonnatted information. It is

easily manipulated, updated, edited, copied and reused Data lacks context

and structure and is therefore meaningless on its own. Smith (2001) makes a

congenialliok in the string involving data., information and knowledge, ''Data

is the raw material of infonnation, information is the raw material of

knowledge, and knowledge is the raw material of wisdom".

A collection of data is not infonnation.

A collection of infonnation is not knowledge.

A collection of knowledge is not wisdom.

A collection of wisdom is not truth (Sheenagh: 2(02).
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Information

/
FIgUre 1 shows a linear upward developmeot from data to wisdom adapted

from Lim (2001)

It is this combination that makes information [lim 2001], which can theo be

either stored or transmitted in a multitude of ways. Technology is an enabler

in this equation. From using the Internet to intranets, and from e-rnaiIs to live

chats, the transmission of information has led to a whole new section of

commerce and industry. They herald an evolutionary step for transmitting

information. Technology and electronic software are just the enablers for

information transfer. Once information is transferred, it is the ability to aCt on

it that is referred to as knowledge. (Lim 2001) This dynamic interrelationship

is shown in FIg. 2
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knowledge

infonnation

Figure 2 shows the data-infonnation-knowledge ripple adapted from Lim

(2001).

RELEVANf INFORMATION LEADS TO KNOWLEDGE

Meaningful data becomes infonnation. Drocker (2002) defines infonnation

"as data endowed with rdevance and purpose". She points to the following

features about information:

• eed.s consensus on meaning

• Requires human IOteractlOn and can be created by people and
computers

• Can be used by anyone anytime

• Can be easily linked

• Often static
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• Large quantity - there is tons of information

• Linked to data

An interesting point that is raised by 'consensus meaning' indicates the

importance of correct communication as well as variables like culrure and

language background by those that are communicating information. If one of

them does not understand the information given, the information may remain

'data'.

To be useful, information should be accurate, timely, complete and relevant.

Accurate information provides a reliable reflection of reality (SAMDI 2003:

14). Tsuchiya (2002:102) further says, "information is knowledge expressed by

means of metaphors". It carries its sender's knowledge articulated through his

(or her) interpretative framework. To become knowledge of its receiver, the

information needs to be interpreted through the framework of the receiver.

Each person has his or her own framework, which functions in a similar

manner to a filter. When the sender's framework is quite different from the

receiver's in terms of culture, background and experience, the receiver seldom

acquires the knowledge the sender intended to transfer (Tsuchiya: 2002).
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wtig (1993) gIVes this example to illustrate when infocmation becomes

knowledge

You ((JIInot drink milk within one holiT of taking those

antibiotics" Tom war told. 'Oh. I didn't knOll/ that. Do you know

wby?" It is because tbe antibiotics rviJl react tvith the lactose and break

down into inert components." After having received this information,

Tom thoughtftr a moment and said: 'That makes sense, I see wby.

In this episode, Tom quickly related the new infocmation to what he already

knew about milk, what takes place in the stOmach, and the effects and

functions of medicines. In this process he did two things. He compared the

received infocmation with his prior knowledge and ascertained that it was

acceptable. He also intemalised the new infocmation by remembering the

episode itself; in addition, he formed associations and other links with prior

knowledge. He even added the aspect of 'potential changes that can take place

in the stomach' to his mental model or schema for the functioning of

ingested medicines. Tom had changed the infocmarion intO knowledge that

he now held (Wtig 1993). This confinns how SAMDI (2003:74) states the

difference between infocmarion and knowledge,

Information must com1111/1ticok insight in a matter or predict

something that would not othertviJe become kn01V1l. Information

is tbe basis.from which knOll/ltdge originates, and knOll/ledge is

tbe basisform which insight originates.
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A manager who has insight in a matter is of value to the enterprise since the

insight is necessary to take sound decisions.

Different types of information

Information can be classified on different bases: Internal or external

information has bases. Internal or external information has as a base whether

information originates fot decision makers inside the organisation Ot outside

it. Information classified on a time basis can be classified into historical

information, current infonnation and future information. Strategic, tactical or

operational information indicates the information that is needed by the

different management levels (SAMDI 2003: 75).

Functional information indicates that which the different functional areas in

the institution or organisation need For knowledge management to succeed

information must first be managed The primary objective of information

management is to secure relevant information in time, in the correct form and

at an acceptable cost, and make it available to decision makers. The objectives

of information management are as follows (SA..I'vIDI 2003):

• Data must be recorded in a suitable medium. The internal and

external activities that have an influence on the continuation of the

enterprise must be recorded and processed Daily transactions must

be recorded and the information made available to decision makers.

Suitable forms must be designed to record the necessary data.

• Certain source documents and data must be retained in the most

effective way.
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• The most suitable means for and methods of adminisrration muSt be

identified and used in information management

• Information must be available to the decision-maker in the most

suitable fonn, such as paper, computer screen, and telephone or fax

machine.

KNOWLEDGE
Two mainstream approaches to differentiating between information and

knowledge exist (SAMDI 2003:73):

• A linear progression: Data that is received will progress into

becoming information after where knowledge is created. Knowledge

thereafter progresses to wisdom.

• A non-linear progression: assumes that information arises from data,

but knowledge does nor, but forms information. Rather, knowledge is

regarded as the sense-making capability through which information is

created from data.. The researcher used the linear progression

approach as the basis of this study.

Weggernann (1997: 135) characterized knowledge as justified true belief, a

characterization that still plays an important role in the demarcation between

science and common sense. Essers and Schreinemakers (Weggeman 1997)

attribute to the term knowledge a number of distinguishing characteristics in

relation to the reference term information. Knowledge is (more) durable,

objective and, to a certain extenr, not bound by the context.
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This definition is, to a large extent, in agreement with that of Akkennans

(W"Jiggemann 1997:136) who sees knowledge as a source for solving

problems. Giddens too (W"tiggemans 1997), approaches knowledge as a

phenomenon that can only be made accessible through people, and which

forms the basis of their actions. N onaka and Takeuchi (Weggemans 1997:

136) emphasize, amongst other things, the social character of knowledge and

the learning processes in organisations.

Without an effective system of collecting data and generating information,

effective knowledge management is unlikely (Irivedi: 2002). Indeed, there will

be lirde to manage. Knowledge is valuable information embedded in the

brain. According to 5tewart (2002) knowledge is a non-subtractive

resource...it can be used without being consumed. Knowledge is mobile,

exists independent of space and can be transferred around the world cheaply,

easily and quickly. Knowledge differs from other assets in that it is abundant.

Knowledge is the action-orientated meaning that shows you understand the

information. ''It's 32" C outside.... ice cream is going to sell well today". The

emphasis is on the action:

• Knowledge is focused innovation.

• Knowledge is all-hands contribution.

• Knowledge is the pooled expertise and efforts of networks and
alliances.

• Knowledge is the differentiator.

A further example that can be used to clearly distinguish knowledge from

information is the difference between a map and a human guide. A map is a
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set of data org:urised into a coherent and reusable form. Someone with

knowledge of the temtory has created the map. If I share the same culture

and background as the mapmaker, then I am able to use the information. A

different background may mean that the map remains data to me - useless

sruff without context. The guide on the other hand is knowledgeable. He or

she does not need to consult the map, rakes into account recent experience

and has the ability to relate my ability to his or her knowledge of the terrain.

The guide is the fastest way to achieve my objective provided that I trust him

or her.

Knowledge is hard to structure:

• Only exists when it is used, as it is the capacity to act;

• Difficult to capture on machines;

• Highly personal;

• Hard to transfer;

• More value;

• Intanglble asset (tntellecrual capital);

• Created by people.

Housel (2001) argues that knowledge requires a higher understanding than

information. For example, the information on how to balance on a tightrope

goes only so far. It is just information. The knowledge of how to do it is held

within a person, after he or she perfects the skills of balancing. It often cannot

be transferred artificially and requires a rather hands-on approach if it is ever

to be passed to another individual.
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Another way to define knowledge is by looking where it resides; e.g. tacit

knowledge IS III the mind of the person with knowledge and explicil

knowledge IS III books. Lim (2000) quoting Hubert argues that tacit

knowledge is the skills and 'know-how' we have inside each of us that cannot

be easily shared. 'Know-how' in the corporate world is often just as

important as 'know-who', which can hold a competitive advanrage over

competitors. 1bis is often overlooked, especially during downsizing or

restructuring exercises, and by then it is too late.

Tacit knowledge comprises experience, mental models, know-how, values,

beliefs, intuition, emotions hunches and perceptions (knowing what to do

with the hammer and the naiI). Tacit knowledge is something that we simply

know without the ability to explain. We see it in craftsmen or in good

sporting teams where each player instinctivdy knows where to pass the ball.

Tacit knowledge mediates our day-ta-day lives. Humans are able to take

patterns from a variety of experiences, associate them with incoming data, fill

in the gaps with intuition and make a decision as to the best way forward

Those decisions are made and remade in real rime, mosdy at a subconscious

level. Human beings are the storage medium of tacit knowledge. Where the

storage medium is an individual, then it is vulnerable to loss; where it is stored

in a community the vulnerability is reduced and the ability to reuse enhanced.

Imporrandy the act of sharing tacit knowledge always creates something new.

It is the engine of innovation.

Explicit knowledge, as its name suggests, is easier to identify. It can be

expressed easily in language and encoded in mammals. It is reusable in a

consistent and repeatable manner. It may be stored as a written procedure in
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a manual or as a process in a computer system. The documented procedure

of a lessons-learnt workshop, the written up co=ents of an economist

examining a set of financial data, minutes of a meeting, a chain of e-mail

correspondence. All those are explicit knowledges that we use to support or

to make decisions and exercise judgement. TIlls explicit knowledge is stored

in a physical or virtual entity.

Explicit knowledge is the knowledge that can be easily captured artificially

through, say, manuals and standard operations, and then shared with others

either through thought courses or books for self-reading. In an organisation,

tangible knowledge takes the form of job procedures as well as the company'

s philosophy and strategy.

Information relates to description, definition, or perspective (what, who,

when., where). Knowledge comprises strategy, practice, method, or approach

(bow). WISdom embodies principle, insight, moral, or archetype (why)

(Sheenagh: 2(02).

Blackler (2000) quotes Collins who mentions other fonns of knowledge. He

mentions that there is (1) embrained knowledge which is knowledge

dependent on conceptual skills and cognitive abilities and (2) embodied is an

action oriented and is likely to be only partly explicit called 'knowledge how'.

Such knowledge depends on peoples' physical presence, on sentient and

SerlSOry information, physical cues and face-to-face discussions. It is acquired

by doing, and is rooted in a specific context.

He goes on to say there is 'encultured knowledge' which refers to the process

of achieving shared understandings. Cultural meaning systems are intimately
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related to the processes of sociillization and acrulturation; such

understandings are likdy to depend heavily on language, and hence to be

socially and open to negotiation. Yet there is another form of knowledge

known as 'embedded' knowledge which resides in systemic routines. The

notion of 'embedded' knowledge explores the significance of relationships

and material resources. Embedded knowledge is analysable in systems terms,

in the relationships between, for example, technologies, roles, formal

procedures, and emergent routines.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Knowledge needs to be managed to bring together its different pockets,

dispersed throughout many parts of the organisation, for the benefit of users.

In the broadest possible term knowledge management is the process whereby

organisations acquire, store, process and share knowledge. According to

Miller (2003) it is the systematic processes by which knowledge needed for

the organisation to succeed is created, captured, shared and leveraged.

AxIOMATIC STATEMENTS ABOUT KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Klopper (2002) mentions six axiomatic statements of knowledge management

that form part of a theoretical framework. These statements form the basis of

knowledge management and are:

Conceptual principle

KM requires a range of cognitive processes and a vanety of forms of

communication.

Competitive principle

The primary function of KM is to optimise the survival of the members of a

group by giviog them a strategic advantage over other groups.
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Cooperative principle

A strategic advantage through KM is achieved by selectively disseminating

knowledge to individuals inside the group that will enable them to make

decisions that control management procedures and manage operations to the

advantage of the group.

Persuasive communicative principle

A strategic advantage through KM is achieved by using knowledge to sell

property e.g. ideas e.g. intellectual property, services, goods to clients to the

advantage of the group.

Confrontational! survival principle

A strategic advantage through KM is achieved by using knowledge to protect

a group against hostile actions from other groups directed at one's own

group.

Expansion principle

A strategic advantage of KM is achieved by using knowledge to co-opt those

competitors into one's group that could give one's group a selective

advantage over other competing groups.

Internal differentiation principle

A strategic advantage of KM is achieved by differentiating KM roles and

decision-making powers within one's group.

Knowledge management is a broad field of researches and applications

drawing on expertise from a large variety of domains. The driving force of

knowledge management could be presented as an attempt to produce
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efficient and re-usable tools for the understanding and manipulation of

human and machine-processable knowledge. Knowledge management could

thus be described as aiming to provide a fuunework for anticipating the

unknown. The objects of knowledge management are belief systems, models,

texts) theories, and like resources.

Smith (2001) defines knowledge management as the identification and

analysis of available and required knowledge assets and knowledge asset

related processes, and the subsequent planning and control of actions to

develop both the assets and the processes so as to fulfil organisational

objectives. First activities labelled as knowledge management in this sense can

be identified in the late 1970s. There is not much doubt that mankind used

knowledge and, thus, somehow managed knowledge already long ago.

Knowledge management is the identification, optimisation and active

management of intellectual assets, either in the form of explicit knowledge or

tacit knowledge possessed by individuals and communities. Sheenagh (2000)

talks about the three pillars of knowledge as (a) people (b) processes and (c)

technology. People are the most important aspect of knowledge management

yet the most difficult to manage. Important aspects under 'people' are

organisational srrucrure, culture, nerworks, roles and skills. The focus is on

investing in the skilling ofpeople as intellecrual capital of the organisation.

Weggernann (1997:137) adds that knowledge management concentrates on

obtaining, improving, sharing, implementing and disposing of information

that enables the organisation to realize its collective ambition and Strategy. As

such, knowledge management contains four, successive sub-processes, i.e.
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• The identification of the strategic knowledge requirements given

that the mission, aims and strategy of the organisation detennine

what is necessary;

• The detennination of the knowledge gap (the difference between

the quantity and the quality of the necessaty versus the available

knowledge);

• The specific narrowing of the knowledge gap (by developing new

knowledge, the improvement of existing knowledge and/or the

disposal of irrelevant or 'outdated knowledge');

• The distribution and (causing) the application of the available

knowledge for the benefit of the clients and other stakeholders.

One of the important aspects of knowledge management is managing its

knowledge assets, which includes market assets, technologies and

organisations that a business owns, or need to own and which enable its

processes to add value and facilitate improved services. However, knowledge

managemenr is not only about managing these knowledge assets but also

managing the processes that act upon the assets. These processes include:

developing knowledge; preserving knowledge; using (preserved) knowledge

and sharing knowledge (SAMDI 2003: 79).

It is important to identify the nature of the organisation, the strategy and the

processes. It is equally important to know the kind of knowledge the

organisation deals with. Successful knowledge management is linked ro the

strategy of the organisation. Technology is an enabler and should come last. It
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should be used to leverage what we know about OUI customers to serve them

better.

Sheenagh (2002) traces the phases of infonnation technology in the years

leading to year 2000. The first phase was inward looking, focusing on

productivity issues. This phase created a multitude of project datahases, best

practices databases. The second phase was similar to the first one but with a

focus. The main question in this phase was, 'How can we leverage what we

know about oUI customers to serve them better?' Data warehousing was the

theme of the day. The problem with the first two phases was that they created

massive data and text archives of dubious value, which was all-passive, with

no interaction.

The third phase began early in 2000 and it is about interaction. It combines

the knowledge and skills of the people in the organisation with infonnation

technology to achieve more with less time. The main features are e-learning,

e-business) e-commerce, on-line transactions, web pages, e-mail and other

web-hased human driven transactions.

Knowledge management has propelled orgarnsanons from an industrial

economy to a knowledge-hased economy. In the industrial economy there

was lack of innovation, knowledge was seen as power, employees were not

empowered, there was a lack of ttust, lack of collaboration, lack of

transparency and hierarchical structures where as the knowledge economy is

characterised by personal and organisational growth (emphasis on the number

of hours of personal training), increased importance of infonnation, service

orientated, knowledge of customer, flexible and sharing organisational culture,

collaboration and trust (Sheenagh 2002).
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SUMMARY

In this chapter the researcher summarised arguments of three authors who

argued that technology is confused with knowledge management.

Organisations invest hugely into technologies with a hope that the investment

will change the organisational performance. The researcher defined the terms

such as data, information and knowledge and analysed the location of

knowledge management in organisations.

In the next chapter the researcher will trace knowledge management from the

Nomadic societies to date.
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Chapter J

THE ORIGIN MID DEVELOPMENT OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGE..1\fENT

INTRODUCTION

Knowiedge management is as old as mankind Hence it can be traced back to

the age of Nomadism. According to Britamri&a COW! Encyclopaedia (2004:465)

Nomadism is a "way of life of peoples who do not live continually in the

same place but move cyclically or periodically". Nomadism is based on

temporary centres whose stability depends on the available food supply and

the technology for exploiting it.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN THE HUNTER-GATHERER SOCIETIES

The researcher hypothesizes that the survival skills of the Nomads constitured

some type of knowiedge. He therefore proposes that the early man survived

because of the intelligent way he stored and passed on to future generations

the tacit knowiedge accumulated over lifetimes. For Nomadic societies

knowiedge made the difference between life and death. Centuries ago the

hunter-gatherer had to store and utilise a large amount of knowiedge in order

to Surv1ve.

There are three types ofNomads. First is a hunter and gatherer society who

depended on roots and hunting, second the later day pastoral nomads who

depend on domestic livestock, migrate in an established territory to find

pasture for their animals and thirdly tinker or trader nomads, such as the

Roma and the Irish and Scottish Travellers, are associated with a larger society

but maintain their mobile way of life. Nomadism declined in the 20th century

as urban centres expanded and governments sought to regulate or eliminate it.
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Some of the knowledge and skills, which Nomads had to have knowledge

about were:

• The best seasons for greener pastures and animals for food;

• Which poisonous foods not to eat;

• How to cure different kinds of afflictions;

• Hunting different sorts of animals;

• Surviving dangerous animals.

This knowledge had to be shared among men, between men and their wives

as well as told through oral literature to children. Their women-folk who were

gatherers knew which roots sprouted up in which season, which fruits were to

be picked as well as looking after their own offsprings while their men went

to hunt This knowledge had been passed to them by their own parents

(Brittannica encyclopaedia 20(4).

A family organisational structure existed which saw the men hunting animals

and therefore possessing al the necessary skills and technologies of the time.

Mothers acquired and shared knowledge on how to look after the children,

cook with their girl child Division of labour was clearly practised also as a

way of managing a family organisation. 1bis led to the differentiation of

societal roles.

ORAL TRADmON AND THE ROLE OF STORYTELLING IN NOMADIC

SOCIETIES

The researcher believes that oral tradition was a powerful instrument by

which survival knowledge was shared in the evening around fire. SAMDI

(2003: 69) confirms that, "there, the anecdotal wisdom and information play
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took place". Storytelling played a significant role in conveying survival

knowledge, which included value-laden anecdotes. This was the way in which

important information and survival knowledge was conveyed between and

among people as well as between different generations. Latdy, the importance

of and value of storytelling has resurfaced in the context of business

management as well as academic research in the social sciences.

Babra (2001:176) argues the importance of storytelling to turn tacit to explicit

knowledge by mentioning five values of stories:

• Stories of identity convey values, build esprit de corps, create role

models, and reveal how things work.

• Stories are more impottant than memos, mlSSlon statements,

newsletters, speeches, and policy manuals. They constitute the

single most powerful weapon in the leader's literary arsenal.

• If you ask people what they know, they will generally tell you

what they think they ought to know, and it will generally be

explicit knowledge-the knowledge that can be written down.

• The more valuable tacit knowledge, and a substantial proportion

of explicit knowledge, is only known when it is needed to be

known.

• Heuristics or rules of thumb are one of the most valuable of

assets and may be articulated without the need to render them

fully expliciL
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Srorytelling powerfully increases our descriptive ability. Stories build OUI

capacity to more ac=tely describe our capabilities and the complex strategic

environment in which we operate key elements for managing co=unication

and implementation of strategy.

Scholtz (2003) mentions why we use stories in organisational development:

We ItSe sttmes. your story. my story. old slams. new mries.

tribal mms, heroic moo. Stams that reward ItS by mating meaning

and ((Inneding ItS; III ef1th other; to the n"" .isions we have mated to the

Ift1V Itt:el 0/service IVt tviIIgive 01lT customers; III motWotl our dynomiJ:

selling tel11lfS; III inspin Ift1V learning and careers; to tef1th how III live

rvith ef1th other and III share the war slams 0/high pnformana teams

andcophm the tacit kttowkdge in the aUs 0/01lT hItSiness.

If taken into account that the recording of information in the Nomadic times

was relatively rudimentary by modem day comparison, it is even more

astounding that significant innovations and developments did occur on the

continent of Africa (SAMDI 2003: 69). Fire was used to scare dangerous

animals as well as cooking and warming up in winter.

Those who were regarded as the wise amongst all were afforded esteemed

positions (SAMDI2003: 69). Typically elders were regarded as wise, but

others were deemed as knowledgeable members of society as well. They used

anecdotes, which ''provide a means by which an organisation or a leader

creates a common identity by providing models and examples of good and
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bad behaviour," (BaI= 2001:179). In the rurrent knowledge management

practice storytelling is used as a way of solving problems, charring the way

forward, validation of practice and discussing the lessons learnL Storytelling is

becoming an important strategic tool in being taught as a business school

course.

At IBM the approach is to select a sample of projects and then reassemble as

many as possible of the original team for one-day storytelling workshops.

Storytellers are encouraged to reminisce, in the style of a reunion, creating a

series of anecdotes, humorous incidents, lessons learnt, observations and

plain narratives. It does not follow a linear sequence over time, but jumps

around in time as the flow of the storytellers evolve and explore (Bahra

2001:180).

In the old examples of leaders or managers were those who hailed from royal

descent, particular individuals who through their travels or innovations were

regarded as icons or thought leaders and traditional healers. These people

were regularly approached for advice upon which they then regularly afforded

the consultants information on how to act or behave. These people were

respected and trusted. "Respect and trust forms an integral part of the

knowledge management process" (SAMDI 2003:69).

THE ROLE OF THE SHAMAN AS THE CUSTODIAN OF KNOWLEDGE

In the Nomadic period the Shaman was a very important knowledge

manager. The Shaman was the priest, an earliest professional man and spoke

directly to all-powerful spirits. He was a rwo way conveyer of messages and

wishes ro man and the spirits. The Shaman had a higher starus in the omad

co=uniry and commanded a lot of respect. He was a priest, healer,
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psychiatrist, foreteller and a teacher who sought to placate Ot exorcise the evil

spirit with incantations and spells. He believed that man is an animal that

prays. The researcher believes that in the present African tradition the

'izinyanga' (traditional African doctors), 'abathandazi' (spiritual forsayers) and

izangoma (traditional forsayer) would fit the role of the Shaman (Diamond

1996).

The Shaman knew and practised many co=unity rituals. During the dry

spell he would intercede by praying for the rain. In death the corpse was tied

up so that its wandering spirit would not reanimate the body and present

hann to the living and sometimes Laid in the grave weapons to please spirits in

its new existence. 1bis researcher believes that the Shaman would

co=unicate or cLaim to co=unicate with the ancestral spirits thereby

endowing himself with powers that he thought he had He managed a vast

amount of knowledge, which he would give either to his son or his trusted

relative or friend His hereditary position was a revered and sacred one. His

family became a very powerful house consulted by a wide variety of

co=unity stakeholders.

Old men shared and transferred their skills on how to hunt and dig edible

roots to younger men thus ascertaining hunting as a man's way of showing his

prowess and his ability to feed his family. While men hunted, womenfolk

picked berries, fruits and saved seeds for future seasons. While certain foods

were eaten raw, the discovery and management of fire as a powerful tool for

cooking was discovered (Diamond 1996:38).
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THE DISCOVERY OF THE KNOWLEDGE OF FIRE AND THE RESULTANT

EFFECTS

The discovery of fire would change the entire life of the Nomads as they

began shaping their arrows laced with poison. This period began a long

period that would result in the development of steeL Fire was man's source of

power that did not come from his own muscles. It warmed his cave and made

his existence possible in Europe and Asia during the last glacial period. This

discovery multiplied his feats as a hunter, discovering that all animals are

deathly afraid of fire.

Prehistoric man used it in torches to stampede and bewilder his game. Man

began to use fire to cook his meet, which gready improved his lot. According

to anthropologist Carleton Coon (Diamond 1996:78), "the use of fire is the

only open and shut difference between man and all other animals".

The art of cooking may have been closely bound with early man's love of the

rich marrow of large bones. When man cracked the cold bone, the marrow

was still hard to get at, but "when heated in fire, it split easily" (Diamond

1996). It seems, likely that woman was the real pioneer behind the actual

methods by which plants and animals were deliberately made to serve human

needs. Men hunted and womenfolk gathered foods like fruits, nuts, roots and

seeds to supply their diet (Diamond 1996:80). For women gatherers fire was

used preparing food for the evening.

The development of the arrow must have come as a relief for it meant much

faster speed to catch or kill the hunted prey. It saved the hunter's hours of

trying to evade the wind, which the prey is naturally trained to smell. On land

he hunted with bow and arrow, which allowed him to stalk unseen. He
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studied the migrations of fish, made and baited traps, which caught them in

quantity, and dried the surplus for future use.

It was probably these basic discoveries that enabled prehistoric man to begin

a truly hUIIlJln experience. Tool making was the second most imponant

discovery that defined man's eras and made him distinct from other animals

For instance a chimpanzee or a monkey "will pick up a natural object and use

it as an improvised implement but only man devises tools for his future

needs".

Managing that knowledge had progressed from a primitive pastime to

enabling him the acquisition ofwealth by digging wealth lying underneath the

earth leading to the discovering of diamonds, gold and other precious metals.

Defence weapons from spears to fighter planes have been developed and

improved on the basis of the flint objects initially made by the omadic

societies (Diamond 1996).

Tool-making oudined and defined man's development periods. Fitst there

was the Palaeolithic or Old Stone Age which began about 500 000 years ago

and lasted until around 8000. Mesolithic Age, then the eolithic Age

characterized by polished stone tools, fonowed this. These periods of tool

making and improvement reveal the development of man's technology during

ahnost a million years.

Next was the art of gov=unent. This happened when the men of several

neighbouring families overcame their mutual suspicion and formed a

cooperative hunting band This meant knowledge sharing of how to circle a

prey being hunted, which seasons were good for which animals and plants.
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DoMESTICATION OF ANIMALS AND THE BEGINNING OF MORE

ORGANISED CLUSTER FAMILY LIFE

Once man had outlived mutual suspicion there developed an idea of sharing.

A group of men would go huoting. They must have shared strategies on how

to organise huoting and how to circle difficult prey. After the domestication

of dogs the huoting sessions would become easier. The dry spells also added

to the domestication of certain plants such as corn. Man began spending

more time on a fixed abode and allowing cattle to graze outside and be

collected in the afternoon (Diamond 1996).

By selective breeding the wild cow was converted into a docile dairy. Sheep

and goats, whose fleece gradually improved duting captivity, provided

clothing materials. Animal duog was always a valuable fertilizer at a time when

all land of an individual was measured by his herds and flocks. The Shaman

carried a large amouot of knowledge that he puts to use during the relevant

occasions such as butial.

With domesticated animals a strong feeling for home, an allegiance to a Spot

on earth resulted in the establishment of cluster villages. Since the welfare of

each village along the banks was linked to that of its neighbours, villages

began to make alliances thus beginning the prototype of nations. The

economic advances made possible by the N eolithic village quickly resulted in

a higher standard of living. The new prosperity swelled the population and

prolonged the average span of life.

Because farmers are deeply concerned with the weather the village rain priests

and wind priests, rather than the huoting shamans, began to domesticate

religious practice.
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Neolithic man moved down and began to colonize the plains of the Tigris

and Euphrates Rivers. In this new environment, man confronted alanning

problems. The Tigris-Euphrates plain presented, as it does even today, a

combination of land so dry that nothing would grow on it without irrigation

and land so wet that it could not be tilled without considerable drainage.

THE BEGINNING OF THE MECHANIZATION OF KNOWLEDGE
MANAGEMENT

Man invented the plough and thus began the machinations of agriculture. He

trained cattle to pull ploughs. He probably invented the sailboat turning the

broad rivers into highways. With better means of transport came a great surge

of commerce and trade. As civilization drew near, the town builders

completed its necessary foundations, settled in co=unities where human

beings could work in organized security, and improved transport and

communication that extended the range of interests throughout their world

(Diamond 1996).

Following the tool-making discovery was the celebrations of elaborate and

barbaric ceremonies of puberty. For a young man to enter the high estate of

man he was forced to undergo a physical loss, such as circumcision or the

amputation of fingers. After he had suffered and had been taught the social

and sexual responsibilities of the adult he could be initiated into manhood

with solemn but joyous ceremony.

IMPoRTANT PERIODS OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT FROM NEOLITHIC

AGE TO THE 21sT CENTURY

Stone carvings, drawings and cave paintings have been a major source of

information to enable people who lived centuries after to understand how

people of the old survived. These cave drawings have shown how rituals were
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carried out. They have archived and shared past knowledge for the future

generations in the process increasing our understanding of the indigenous

knowledge systems.

Archaeologists also discovered hundreds of artefacts from graves and

undemeath the ground The graves also served as a form of knowledge

management centre as they contained various fonDS of artefacts and some

form of royalty would be manifest in the number of people found in one

grave as some kings were buried with their servants. When archaeologists

excavated centuries old artefacts invaluable knowledge was had into the

lifestyles of the bygone era.

One way the Celtic managed knowledge for generations to come was 'Celtic

Death Rites' whereby they envisioned the hereafter as a continuation of

earthly existence, involving all the same pleasures and physical needs. When a

man died, his family put into his grave the things he wculd require in the

world to come such as weapons, jewellery and vessels filled with wine.

Leaders were laid to rest in their chariots and their earthly trappings

(Diamond 1996).

LITERACY AS A TOOL FOR MANAGING KNOWLEDGE AND CONQUERING

NATIONS
Writing came as an essential tool for documenting the nomadic history so

that the thoughts and events of the past may be read rather than merely

deduced from archaeological relics. Among the components of a civilized

society are:

• The pursuit of knowledge and arts;

• A high level of political organisation;
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• A complex social and economic order,

• T roe specialization in crafts and skills;

• Submission of the individual to the impersonal requirements of

the state;

• Usually but not invariably, the ability to write and thus to record

and convey information is an ingredient.

Nomads employed hieroglyphics, whicb required sucb painstaking calligraphy

that in time the scribes evolved a cursive, everyday handwriting called hieratic

in whicb the elaborate hieroglyphics were reduced to simpler lines

representing only the barest suggestion of the originals. As centuries passed,

hieroglyphics was relegated entirely to sacred and official inscriptions on

temples and funerary monuments, and hieratic that became all

correspondence, legal documents and business transactions were set down.

It was in hieratic that the Egyptians left their legacy of medical science to the

Western World Here is an example from an Old Kingdom medical papyrus:

If tholl <X0111imst a 1!J01t having a 1JJ01I1Id in the /IJjJ of his

f!)'brotv penetrating m the bone, tboll sbollldrt pa1patt the 1JJOIIM O1td

draw mgttherfor Dim his gash with strrtching- If tboll .fillMst that the

stitching is /nose, tholl Sbollldrt draw it mgttherfor Dim with /TJJ(J strips of

plaster, and tholl shollldrt mat it with !J?ast alld boll'] tmy dt!J 1I1Itil

he movm heenagh: 2(02).
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The vast majority of societies with writing acquired it by botrowing it from

neighbours or by being inspired by them to devdop it, rather than by

independendy inventing it thernsdves. The societies without writing had a

later start on food production. The histoty of writing illusttates strikingly the

similar ways in which geography and ecology influenced the spread of humao

inventions (Diamond 1996: 238). The devdopment oLhumao species has .

gready been influenced by the technological innovation. TIlls invention has

tipped other societies more than others.

The more literate societies were able to conquer more nations who were not.

Literacy made the Spaniards heirs to a huge body of knowledge about humao

behaviour and history (Diamond 1996:80). In the 20" century it is not the

basic illiteracy that is a threat to the survival of organisations but the

computer literacy that has brought access to tons of information through

Internet and other dectronic means. By contrast, not only did Atahua1lpa

have no conception of the Spaniards thernsdves, and no personal experience

of any other invaders from overseas, but he also had not even heard (or read)

of similar threats to anyone dse, anywhere dse, anytime previously in history.

That gulf of experience encouraged Pizarro to set his ttap and Atahua1lpa to

walk into it (Diamond 1996: 80).

The Phoenicians acquired knowledge of hieroglyphic writing from the

Egyptians. At the end of their ttade routes, the Phoenicians set up pe=anent

colonies. The clue to the direction of whether to read from left to right was

depicted by the direction of signs depicting birds, snakes and other creatures.

If they faced right one was expected to read from left to right. Knowledge

spread through the merchants, the slaves and still with the nomadic semers.

With the acquisition of a writing skill and the sted making skill people could
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create while other would adapt products for local consumption. The

Phoenicians appeared in Greece and were regarded as the middlemen of

civilization. They were, as a rule, adapters rather than creators, absorbing

elements of civilization from their neighbours and spreading around the

Medit=ean world the ideas they accumulated and the merchandise they

manufactured

INvASIONS AND KNOWLEDGE DIFFUSION

About 4000 B.C. horses were domesticated. This period which lasted for 6

000 years transformed warfare as the horse permitted people possessing them

to cover far greater distances than was possible on foot. However, the spin

off to this development was the quick spread of knowledge. Conquered

nations were forced into new religions; surviving women were taken back

either as slaves or to be forced into bearing children for their conquerors.

This period was influential in spreading knowledge and skills.

Invading armies or people also brought with them diseases that the invaded

and conquered people were not immunised against. As the diseases took their

toll on the numbers of the dying, the invaders who bad better Steel

technologies took their land. Diamond (1996:78) mentions that a small pox

epidemic in 1713 was the biggest single step in the destruction of South

Africa's native San people by European settlers. Soon after the British

settlement of Sydney in 1788, the first of the epidemics that decimated

Aboriginal Austtalians began.

Domestication of crops led to food production. Places that bad better

systems of knowledge management fared better in food production. Food

production also allowed higher population growth in those areas where it was
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common. These were Southwest Asia, China, Mesoamerica, South America

and the Andes of South America and Amazon Basin. Africa's Sahel zone

tropical West Africa, Ethiopia and New Guinea are candidates for that

distinction. It is also those countries that proved to be very powerful in wars.

The arrival of founder domesticates enabled local people to become

sedentary, and thereby increased the likelihood of local crops evolving from

wild plants that were gathered, brought bome and planted accidentally, and

later planted intentionally (Diamond 1996:100).

DESEASESAS WEAPONS OF INVASION

In certain areas food production began with an abrupt arrival of foreign

people and literate people (Diamond 1996:102). These places include areas

like California, the Pacific Northwest of North America, the Argentine

pampas, Australia, and Siberia.

In those areas the hunter-gatherers were killed, infected, driven out or largely

replaced by arriving European farmers and herders who brought their own

crops. The Nomadic style of farmers and their children meant they left

behind and were always exposed to new ones that their bodies were not

immune against. Those 'crowd diseases', like the bubonic plague of A.D 542

543, so named because they survived in large crowds or communities became

plagues (Diamond 1996:206). Soon after the invading armies arrived those

who were invaded would contract a new disease and would die by hundreds

and thousands. 1bat would then leave the invaders with more and stronger

armies to finally take over the new land.

Writing marched together with weapons, microbes, and was centralized as a

modern agent of conquest (and knowledge management) (Diamond:1996
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216). The co=ds of the monarchs and merchants who organised

colonizing fleets were conveyed in writing. The fleets set their courses by

maps and written sailing directions prepared by previous expeditions. Written

accounts of earlier expeditions motivated later ones, by describing the wealth

and fertile lands awaiting the conquerors. The accounts taught subsequent

explorers what empires were administered with the aid of writing. While all

those types of information were also transmitted by other means in preliterate

societies, writing made the tr'dosmission easier, more detailed, more accurate,

and more persuasive.

IDEA DIFFUSION OR BLUEPRINT COPYING

Knowledge management is a prime example of a cross-disciplinary fidd that

is a rich mixture of management practises borrowed Ot copied from different

fidds. This could either be through the 'idea diffusion', which entails

changing the otiginal idea to suit the local or specific circumstances at

through blueprint copying, which is taking the idea as is. The devdopment of

human species from being hunter-gatherer to farmers up to the knowledge

based workers has been through the two processes.

While blueprint copying and modification are the most straightforward

option for transmitting technology, that option is sometimes unavailable.

Blueprints may be kept secret, or they may be unteadable due to an invention

made somewhere fat away, but the details may not get somehow, in achieving

a certain final result. However, writing was used as a power tool; to subjugate

those they came upon. Diamond (1996) confirms that the kings and priests of

ancient Sumer wanted writing to be used by professional scribes to record the

numbers of sheep owed in taxes, not by the masses to write poetry and hatch

plots.
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Food production was a necessary condition for the evolution or early

adoption of writing; it was not a sufficient condition. Thus food production

and thousands of years of societal evolution following its adoption were as

essential for the evolution of writing as for the evolution of microbes causing

human epidemic diseases. Once writing had been invented by those few

societies, it then spread, by trade and conquest and religion, to other societies

with similar economies and political organisations.

Historians of technology have proposed a laundry list of at least 14

explanatory factors. One is long life expectancy, which in principle should

give prospective inventors the years necessary to accumulate technological

knowledge, as well as the patience and security to embark on long

devdopment programmes yidding ddayed tewards. Hence the gready

increased life expectancy brought by modem medicine may have contributed

to the tecendy accderating pace of invention.

The next five factors involve economics or the organisation of society: (1)

The availability of cheap slave labour in classical times supposedly

discouraged innovation then, whereas high wages Ot labour scarcity now

stimulate the search for technological solutions. Once the inventot had

discovered the use for new technologies, the next step was to persuade the

society to adopt it. Merdy having a bigger, faster and more powerful device

for doing something was no guarantee of ready acceptance. Innumerable

technologies were either not adopted at all or adopted after a prolonged

resistance (Diamond 1996:247). The tesearcher c10sdy identifies with this

phenomenon where in the government offices one finds technologies like

computers that are used at a very low minimum of their potential or not used

at all This may be because of the lack of skills on the part of those who are
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supposed to use them or lack of understanding why they need to use them if

they can do so manually.

Patents and other property laws, protecting ownership rights of inventors,

reward innovation in the modem West, while the lack of such protection

discourages it in modem China. Modem industrial societies provide extensive

opportunities for technical training, as medieval Islam did but the modem

DRC does not. Modem capitalism is, and the ancient Roman economy was

not, organized in a way that made it potentially rewarding to invest capital in

technological development. The strong individualism of U.S. society allows

successful inventors to keep earnings for themselves, whereas strong family

ties in New Guinea ensure that someone who begins to earn money will be

joined by a dozen relatives expecting to move in, be fed and supported

Diamond (1996) mentions another four suggested explanations that are

ideological, rather than economic or organisational

• Risk-taking behaviour, essenrial for efforts at innovation, is more

widespread in some societies than in others.

• The scientific oudook is a unique feature of post-Renaissance

European society that has contributed heavily to its modem

technological pre-eminence.

• Tolerance of diverse views and of heretics fosters innovation,

whereas a strongly traditional oudook (as in China's emphasis on

ancient Chinese classics) stifles it.
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• Religions vary greatly in their relations to technological

innovation: some branches of Judaism and Christianity are

claimed to be especially compatible with it, while some branches

of Islam, Hinduism, and Brahmanism may be especially

incompatible with it.

The adoption of technology (or lack of it) detennined the fate of those

adaptor or non-adaptor societies. It is widely believed that Australian

Aborigines as a group shared ideological characteristics contributing to their

technological bad.-w.mlness: they were (or are) supposedly conservative, living

in an imagined past drearntime of the world's creation, and not focused on

practical ways to improve the present. A learling historian of Africa

characterized Africans as inw.ard looking and lacking Europeans' drive for

expansion (Diamond: 1996: 240).

However, on every other continent as well, certain native societies have

proved very receptive, adopted foreign ways and technology selectively, and

integrated them successfully into their own society. The researcher believes

that even globalisation has not been fully accepted by all nations of the world

however much its forceful wave is. Huge pickets at the International

Monetary Fund, the G7, and the World Bank conferences have demonstrated

this belief.

In igeria the Iba people became the local entrepreneurial equivalent of New

Guinea's Chimbus. Today the most numerous _'ative American tribe in the

United States is the Najavo, who on European arrival were just one of several

hundred tribes. But the Navajo proved especially resilient and able to deal

selectively with innovation. They incorporated Western dyes into their
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weaving, became silversmiths and ranchers, and now drive trucks while

continuing to live in ttaditional dwellings.

Nowadays, the Islamic societies in the Middle East are relatively conservative

and not at the forefront of technology. But the medieval Islam in the same

region was technologically advanced and open to innovation. They achieved

far higher literacy rates than contemporary Europe; they assimilated the legacy

of classical Greek civilization to such a degree that many classical Greek

books are now known through Arabic copies; they invented or elaborated

windmills, tidal mills, trigonometry, and lateen sails; they made major

advances in metallurgy, mechanical and chemical engineering, and transmitted

them to Europe. In the Middle Ages the flow of technology was

overwhelmingly from Islam to Europe, rather than from Europe to Islam as

it is today.

Like any organisation, societies that did not adopt new inventions like guns

soon found their fate being decided by other societies. The researcher argues

that societies, like organisations, have a challenge to use available

technologies. That should however, not override the economic benefit of the

human resource.

SUMMARY
In this chapter the researcher provided insight into the history of knowledge

management from the Nomads. He focused on each invention and its use

and how such inventions, for instance the making of fire led to tool making.

Tool making led to the early technology of warfare. Together with some form

of literacy the nations that passed this knowledge on to its offsprings became
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powerful In the following chapter the researcher will look at how knowledge

management is used in the business organisations.
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Chapter 4

KNOWLEDGE M.>\! AGEMENl IN ORGANISATIO. 'S

INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter the researcher provided infonnation on the role

played by knowledge management for the survival and the development of

mankind from hunter-gatherers througb to the Stone Age, which gave rise to

the Industrial age.

In this chapter the researcher will discuss the role of knowledge management

in corporate organisations as a communication strategy for the survival of the

organisations.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT AS FOUNDATION OF ORGANISATIONS

According to Wlig (1993: 9) knowledge is the foundation of all functions and

aspects of the enterprise. Without its knowledge, an enterprise could not

continue to exist and operate. Its organisation and management structures,

traditions and culture, technology and operations, systems and procedures,

and the quality of its services and producrs are all based on and embed the

enterprise of knowledge and expertise. Continually there are opportunities to

learn how to improve knowledge and with it, the way it performs from

internal and external information feedbacks (Wlig 1993).

BASIC REASONS FOR MANAGING KNOWLEDGE

According to Malhotra (1998:10) knowledge management is necessary for

organisations because what worked yesterday mayor may not work

tomorrow. In the knowledge economy over 70 percent of workers in

developed economies are information workers. Many facrory workers use
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their heads more than their hands. Weggeman (2001:135) mentions four

reasons for organisations to turn to knowledge managemenc

• The necessity in the high-wage countries to concentrate on

knowledge-intensive produers and innovation;

• The increase in the number of knowledge workers and knowledge

intensive organisations;

• The continuous professionalisation of the provision of services in

the business sector,

• The increased competition as a result of globalisation and the

resulting dynamics of the environment

CHANGlNG FROM WORKERS TO KNOWLEDGE WORKERS

Knowledge workers need to be facile in the applications of new technologies

to their business contexts. Such understanding is necessary so that they can

delegate 'programmable tasks' to technologies to concentrate their time and

efforts on value-adding activities that demand creativity and innovation.

Conada (1998) states that there is an increasing substirution of brain for

brawn within our organisations and our social lives, a reflection of a drastic

change of a worker who owns the means of production. Knowledge workers

should have the capability of judging if the organisation's best practices is

aligned with the dynamics of the business environmenL

The knowledge workers would also need to have an overall understanding of

the business of their organisation and how their work context fit within it.

Such understanding is necessary for their active involvement in the
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organisational unlearning and relearning processes. They can be instrumental

in synchronizing the organisational 'best practices' with the extemal reality of

the business environment They would need to be comfortable with self

control and self-learning and act in an entrepreneurial mode that involves a

higher degree of responsibility and authority as well as capability and

intelligence for handling both (Malhotra ZOO!).

FROM INDUSTRIAL TO KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY

According to Koulopoulos and Frappauolo (ZOOO) the middle of the ZO"

centuty American business culture was rrw:ked by very high levels of

bureaucratisation, organisational segmentation and impersonalised indeed.,

depersonalised-environment At the same time in Europe and Asia employees

were more involved in planning on how to do their job, Japanese employees

were gathering before the workday to exercise and sing company songs.

The industrial economy made way for knowledge economy. Knowledge

economy IS the business environment that has been created by the

convergence of co=unication and computer technologies. Work in the

knowledge economy involves people who apply their judgements, skills and

creativity personal assets that are beyond the complete control of employers.

South Africa cannot divorce herself from the new economy. Hence South

Africa is a member of the International Monetaty Fund
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According to Management Today (2002):

It is impossibk /() mo11itor and inslrJlct this kind ofhowM!!

IWTk in the W'!Y that mfJ1l(1!JTS rould wben IWTk was the rompktion of

rrpetitillll manual tasks. It is impossibk to see what isgoing on in peopks

h,ads. Th, mOIT DJOrk inllOIllIIs th, application of knowkdg' and

crealivitf, the mm traditional forms of managerial rontrol become

imkoant

In the knowledge economy it will become even mote difficult to specify in

advance what worlters ate expected to contribute if an element of their role

will be to innovate, create and adapt to unforeseen changes. Management

Today (2004: 22) confirms this view that this perspective of knowledge as a

requirement for the establishment of the furure capability of an organisation

is analogous to an ice berg where what really matters, lies below the surface.

TIlls view of knowledge managers emphasises a point that knowledge

management is strategically based and furure orientated rather than

operationally based and utilising almost purely historical information

(Management Today: 2004).

Thus the culrure of worlt in these orgarusanons will have to be highly

col1Jlborative to bring people together voluntarily to share ideas. It will also

have to be based on respect for individua1s, who might choose to walk out of

the door with those assets. The culrure of worlt will have to be both more

social and more individualistic.
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Phelps (2004:23) believes that the only way to create a rulture that is

simultaneously more collaborative and individualistic is if knowledge workers

are ahle to manage their own work. He believes organisations that do not

have a social sense of work and knowledge will be at a disadvantage in this

world of innovation and self-management. Workers will increasingly be

inspired to give a little == for organisations that stand for something more

than making profits and meeting targets.

Management Today (2004:23) also emphasises that knowledge economy

implies an understanding of the creation of customer value, the management

of business processes and the establishment of marketing networks. Added to

these the enterprise requires human competence, a command of the

appropriste technology and entrepreneurs, leaders and managers who can

identify opportunities and fuse the many knowledges into desirable products

and services through their holistic insights in an integrative manner.

Maholtra (2001) argues that the most important issue for organisations is to

ensure that they focus on the synergy of data and information processing

capacity of infonnation technologies, and the creative and innovative capacity

of their human members. Advanced information technologies can

increasingly accomplish 'programmable' tasks traditionally done by humans.

If a procedure can be programmed, it can be delegated to information

technology in one form or another.

The information and control systems in organisations are intended to achieve

the 'programming' for optimisation and efficiency. However, checks and

balances need to be built into the organisational processes to ensure that such
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'programmes' are continuously updated in aligrunent with the dynamically

changing extemal environment.

The human sensors that are interacting continuously on the front lines with

the enema! environment have a rich understanding of the complexity of the

phenomena and the changes that are oceutring therein. Such sensors can help

the organisation synchronize its programmed routines or best practices with

the enema! reality of the business environment (Malhotra: 2(01). The push

towards the knowledge economy is because of the change from industrial

economy to knowledge economy.

Characteristics of the knowledge economy

The knowledge economy differs from the traditional economy in several key

respects:

• The economics is not of scarcity, but rather of abundance. Unlike

most resources that deplete when used, information and

knowledge can be shared, and aetually grow througb application.

• The effect of location is diminished. Using appropriate

technology and methods, virtual marketplaces and virtual

organisations can be created that offer benefits of speed and

agility, of round the clock operation and ofglobal reach.

• Laws, barriers and taxes are difficult to apply on solely a national

basis. Knowledge and information ~eak' to where demand is

highest and the barriers are lowest.
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• Knowledge enhanced products or services can command price

premiums over comparable products with low embedded

knowledge or knowledge intensity.

• Pricing and value depends heavily on context. Thus the same

infonnarion or knowledge can have vastly different value to

different people at different times.

• Knowledge when locked into systems or processes has higher

inherent value than when it can 'walk out of the door' in people's

heads.

Human capital competencies are a key component of value in a knowledge

based company, yet few companies report competency levels in annual

reports. In contrast, downsiziog is often seen as a positive 'cost cutting'

measure.

These characterisrics, so different from those of the physical economy,

require new thinking and approaches by policy makers, sernor execurives and

knowledge workers alike. To do so, though, requires leadership and risk

taking, against the prevailing and slow changing attitudes and practices of

exisring insriturions and business pntctice.

THE EFFECf OF GLOBALISATION ON THE KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY

The International Labour Resource and Infonnarion Group Development

Report (1998) defines globalisation as the continuarion of the trend of

growing openness and integration among economies that has brought the

world a half century of unparalleled prosperity. This definition implies a

positive development for the world economy.
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It sees g1obalisation as a natural and inevitable pan of historical change, the

only possible path for the world economy as well as that it will increase

wealth and prosperity for all countries and people, including workers.

However, capitalists, in particular trans-national corporations, to safeguard

their interests and destroy any possibility socialism, have attacked

g1obalisation. This line of thought sees globalisation as an attack on worker

rights, trade unions and labour standards. According to this view g1obalisation

will:

• Increase world poverty and lower living standards of workers,

• Increase the gaps between the rich and poor within countries.

THE BEGINNlNG OF GLOBALISATION

The resolve of the Western states to build and strengthen international ties in

the aftermath of World War II laid the groundwork for g1obalisation.

Globalisation is a process of restructuring the world economy, which is a

response to the erisis in the capitalist economic system, which began, in the

early 1970's. The main purpose of this restructuring is to find new ways for

business to maximise profits. Restructuring takes place at many levels:

• In the way investment and trade is carried our;

• How international organisations, agreements and regulations
operate;

• How the production process IS organised (e.g. workplace
restructuring);

• The way development projects are decided;

• Changes in people's daily lives;
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• The increasing influence of the ideas of free market capitalism

(International Labour Resource and Information Group 1998).

In the early 1970s many large capitalist companies began to experience

problems in maintaining their levels of profit They needed to find new

approaches to the way they did business. The set of ideas that inform

g1obalisation are:

Free market capitalism

The principle of free rnarl<et capitalism is that business is the most important

force for a country's development Free market economy is sometimes called

nee-liberalism. According to free market capitalism, if business makes large

profits, the benefits will trickle down to everyone. This will promote

individualism, particularly the drive for profits and success on the part of the

individual business owner Ot entrepreneur (International Labour Resource

and Information Group). Three general policy measures have come to be

associated with g1obalisation, privatisation, deregulation and trade and

financial liberalisation (International Labour Resource and Information

Group 1998).

The free market system opposes the intervention of the state into the

economy as a producer, owner, or deliverer of services. The state is never as

efficient in producing goods or delivering services as a private business.

Measures ofprivatisation are:

• Selling off of state enterprises;

• Outsourcing of subcontracting;
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• Promoting parmerships between the state and the private sector;

• Increasing the user charges for services.

DEREGULATION

Deregularion refetS to a range of measures that reduce the state's role as a

producer, providet of services and promoter of social welfare. Key measures

of deregulation are:

• Removal of subsidies;

• Removals ofprice controls;

• Reduction of direct taxes;

• Easing or removal of state regulations on bnsiness (International

Labour Resource and Information Group 1998).

TRADE AND FINANCIAL LIBERALISATION

Globalisation has brought diminishing national borders and the fusing of

individual national markets. Trade and financial liberalisation covetS measures

that allow goods, services and money to move more easily across borders.

The motive behind this liberalisation is to make it easier to do bnsiness

internationally. Trade liberalisation is often closely linked with investment

agreements and policies in order to attracr foreign investors. The key

measures of trade liberalisation are:

• Removal of tariffs (Le. taxes on imported goods);

• Foreigners can own removal of limitations on how much of a

!inn or industry;
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• Removal of quotas (limitations on the amount or quantity of a

certain good that can be imported).

Financial liberalisation removes restricti.ons on movement of money across

borders. Financial liberalisation makes it easier for companies to take their

profits out ofone country and invest elsewhere.

Factors that have contributed to globalisation

Workplace restructuring

With this approacb to organising production, more pressure was put on

organisations and workers to become internationally competitive that is to

compete with other organisations around the world Increased

competitiveness meant that workers were called upon to produce more goods

in the same time, at the same cost. The push for increased competitiveness

often meant workers were expected to do new or different jobs-often referred

to as multi-skilling. In many cases competitiveness went hand in hand with

downsizing or right sizing or rationalisation (International Labour Resource

and Information Group 1998).

Technological advances

The advent of computers changed the face of how business is done.

Computers make it possible to move information or money around the world

in an instant. People and businesses are now able to find out what is

happening around the world mucb more quickly. With this information

people and businesses are able to make decisions and carry out their activities

in a way that was not possible. Improvements in the telephone technology
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have made it possible to talk to people in all parts of the world at any time of

the day or oight Through the use of cell phones, many people are accessible

no matter where they are moving in a car, walking on a mountaintop, or in a

meeting.

This increased speed and access of communication further assists 10

promoting changes in a number of aspecrs of the world economy. Computers

combined with highly organised, high-speed aeroplane travel systems make it

easy for goods or people to travel anywhere in the world fairly smoothly~

With the use of computers, one worker can often do a job that previously

required 3, 5 or even 10 people. The use of computer technology has led to

great increases in productivity in many businesses and government

departments. However, technology has also led to retrenchments in the

workplace.

McGarry (2001) argues that at the heart of the concems is the fact that huge

trans-national organisations are becoming more powerful and influential than

democratically elected governments, putting shareholder interests above those

of communities and eve customers.

McGarry (2001) quotes Statistic S.A to argue that South Africa has also

suffered because of the effect ofglobalisation.

Rates ofunemployment % 1994 1995 1996 1997

Vcry expanded unemployment rate 38.4 37.4 41.7 42.4

Expended unemployment rate 30.9 29.1 35.6 37.8

Official unemployment 19.2 16.9 21.0 22.9

FIgure 3 adapted from Statistics SA: 1997 (McGarry 2001).
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This (FIgure 3) indicates the effect globalisation has on South Afiica but also

on developing countries whose majority of populations are still employed in

the elementary (non-knowledge based) occupations. The already meagre share

of the global income of the poorest people in the world has dropped from 2.3

% to 1.4% in the last decade (McGarty 2001). The challenge is for

organisations in the developing countries to skill their populations to a higher

level that fits in with the digital communication age (International Labour

Resource and Information Group 1998).

Policy implications

The evolving knowledge economy has important implications for policy

makers of local, regional and national government as well as international

agencies and institutions e.g.:

• New ones must supplement traditional measures of economic
success.

Example: Nova Scotia has developed Knowledge Quotients for their
economy

• Economic Development policy should focus not on 'jobs created'

but rather on infrastructure for sustainable 'knowledge

enhancement' that acts as a magnet for knowledge-based

comparnes.

Example: Sopbia Antipolis in France is a hub for many knowledge-based

businesses.
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• Develop regulation and taxation for infonnation and knowledge

trading at international level, looking to future knowledge-based

industries rather than traditional industries.

• Stimulate market development through new forms of

collaboration.

Example: Several ED programmes now focus on market development (rather

than produa development) and encourage participation by collaboration

across national boundaries using e1eamnic knowledge networking methods.

lMPUCATIONSFORORGANGATIONS
Many organisations are now realizing the role of knowledge and are creating

knowledge management programmes and appointing Chief Knowledge

Officers. Such responses should be part of a coordinated effort that (Skyrme:

2001):

• recognizes the importance of knowledge to their business bottom

line.

Example: Buckman Laboratories. Buckman recognises the value of solving

customer problems by enhancing knowledge flows from their chemical

experts direa to the customer interface.

• Develops new measures of corporate performance based on
knowledge;

Example: Skandia supplements annual reports with intelleaual capital reports

using measures &om the Skandia Navigator.
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• Systematically enhances Stadia learning and knowledge, through

new organisation and processes.

Example: Price Waterhouse has created knowledge centres to improve the

capture, codification and dissemination of 'best practice' knowledge.

• Provides a technology infi:astrucrore to enhance knowledge

creation and sharing.

Example: Hewlett-Packard uses an inrranet for knowledge sharing throughout

the company on a global basis.

• Encourages the sharing of knowledge through effective Internet

settings and business practices.

Example: Steelcase designs 'smart' working environments and have

developed a culture of knowledge sharing (Skynne: 2001).

ISSUES AND CHALLENGES

The main challenges facing policy makers and business leaders are the

following:

It is difficult to 'go it alone'. Stakebolders, especially employees and business

partners must sbare similar views for your own initiatives to succeed

• Alone recognition and reward systems usually do not sufficiendy

recognise contributions. They are linked to performance measures

of the traditional economy.
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• Measures of return on invesonent are done using ttaditional

accounting methods, thus investments in knowledge er::ili=cing

activities need strong advocates at senior levels (Skyrme: 2001).

ORGANISATIONS SHOULD CREATE A KNOWLEDGE SHARING CULTURE

To create a common understanding of knowledge and its application and

sharing thereof; a common language, mutual understanding and generally a

supportive organisational culture should exist. A common vision should exist

as far as the organisation and its function. To create this environment, the

typical processes of sttategic management and concomitant change

management should be engaged in.

This knowledge-sharing environment creates a new 'culture' within the

organisation. The following are important issues to consider in creating a

knowledge sharing culture (SAMDI 2(03):

• The role of information and communications technology should not

be overemphasised, yet it should be duly acknowledged. It is a tool to

be applied by people out of their conviction.

• The limitations of technology to ttansfer tacit knowledge should be

recognised

• Managerial interventions should be launched to remove barriers that

resrrict knowledge sharing.

• Face to face interaction between staff should be encouraged and an

over reliance on e-mail and other information communication

technologies be cautioned against
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• Knowledge sharing should be encouraged by rewards systems but

should not become such that it occurs only when rewards are offered.

Intra-org=isational (even extra-org=isational) boundaries should not limit

co-operation between sections, units and levels (SAMDI 2(03).

a. A LEARNING ORGANISATION

The basic reasons for managing knowledge is to make the organisation act

more intelligendy in the way it conducts business and performs intemal

operations. Leading organisations achieve their superior performance by

promoting intelligent-acting behaviour by individuals through delegation of

authority, management and work practices, and effective organisational

structures. They also ascertain that those who are given added

responsibilities are provided with the appropriate knowledge to execute

their responsibilities competendy (Wtig 1993).

This gives the organisation competitive advantage over other organisations.

Senge (1990) argues that the ability to learn faster than your competitors may

be the only sustainable competitive advantage in today's environment where

nothing is constant or predictable. The most successful corporation of the

2000s will be a learning org=isation.

A /earning "'lf111isation IS 011 organisation ",hen peuple

rontin1it1Uy txpand their capaci!y to mate the nJu/ts they InifJ !km.,

",hen 1tt1V and txpansitJ< pattmzs of thinking art n1lTttnrd, ",hen

rollecti.. aspiration is setfm, and ",hen people art ronti1l1JaI!J /earning

ho", to /eam together (Senge, 1990).
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Management Today (2004:25) confirms that a leaming organisation IS

fundamentally set upon the optimal growth and utilisation of its intangible

resources through the strategically focused management of knowledge in the

development, integration and execution of its business processes and

protection of these competencies in a pro-active and structured way.

The approach to leaming organisation is focused on enabling the organisation

to handle new organisation strategies (Koulopoulos 2001: 61). It is oriented

towards cultural refonn of organisational attitudes and practices SUttOuoding

knowledge. The leaming organisation focuses on reforming the way people

think and learn skills, rather than just on the way they organize their

knowledge. The leaming organisation focuses on team-leaming through

exchange of the tacit knowledge which each of the members possess. In this

way, they are able to develop a 'team knowledge', less susceptible to damage

through loss of key employees. The objective of the learning organisation is

to improve levels of innovation throughout the organisation (Koulopoulos:

2(01). Management Today (2004: 36) mentions that a learning organisation

takes a view on things that are long term and not short term. However, if an

organisation is to become a real learning organisation, the shift must come

from the leadership. Management must support the process by listening and

providing for the implementation of ideas that arise from the exchanged

interactions.

WIig (1993) clarifies the nature of a leaming organisation by saying that,

"organisations are built on networking". The effectiveness of the organisation

is directly a function of how well people nerworl< to deal with the complexity

they face. Without nerworlring, people operate in isolation relying on their
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own limited knowledge and perspectives, and work suffers tremendously if it

can be done at all

The basic reason for assembling people in an organisation is to let them work

together to facilitate interactive networking and, if possible, team to perform

collaborative work. Organisations operate and prosper through people

interactions. People interact and work together to get things done by

analysing challenges, resolving issues, solving problems, making decisions,

and implementing changes (Wlig: 1993). These networks have been given

different terms by different practitioners namely, Learning networks or

Co=unities ofPractice.

LEARNING NETWORKS OR COMMNUNITIES OF PRACIlCE

A learning network is a group of people who are engaged in similar or related

activities and who share a co=on purpose related to their co=on context

and similar work roles (DPSA 2002: 2). This co=on purpose leads them to

share frustrations, ideas, experiences, successes, lessons learnt and insights on

specific themes and to help one another find solutions to problems and

develop a co=on practice or approach. The reasons for the learning

network are:
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•

Collaborative learning results in better understanding of and

'~ty on challenges and expected outcomes as well as better

insight on how to achieve goals and make expected or maximum

impact within their areas of performance and influence.

By-aesign, engagement amongst members tesults in the creation

of new knowledge through reflection, debates and discussions.



• The knowledge economy presents an additional challenge.

Knowledge markets are globalising rapidly. What someone knows

in Gauteng could make or break your business in KwaZulu-Natal

Consider the examples of the Siemens sales team in Malaysia that was able to

get a large telecommunication contract because of the experience and material

developed by their peers in Denmark. Success in global markets depends on

communities sharing knowledge across the globe (Wenger et all999:7).

The great benefit is in linking champions or experts in a specific field for the

purpose of sharing tacit knowledge. Learning networks are informally bound

together by shared expertise and passion for finding solutions joindy and

sharing their expertise and passion for finding solutions joindy and sharing

their knowledge (DPSA: 2004). An important and acceptable dynamic issue in

the learning network scenario is that they emerge and dissolve, caused by the

fact that they are genuinely driven by 'needs'. Content owners, be it line

departments or components within departments, have crucial roles to play.

Forming a learning network can be divided into the following activities:

• Determining the purpose;

• Detennining the membership.

Of extreme importance in establishing leaming networks is the identification

and nomination of people, line departments, who will drive the network/s.

These people play a crucial role in ensuring that learning is embraced within

and/or amongst the province or within and/or amongst departments who

share a common purpose (DPSA 2004).
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The co=unity of practice is a practical way by which learning organisations

practise knowledge managemenL They are the first knowledge-based

struetUJ:e (Wenger et al: 4). Co=unities of practice at the simplest levd are

small groups who have worked together over a period of time (Wood 2004).

Wenger (1999) gives an example that engineers who design a certain kind of

dectronic circuit called phase-lock loops find it useful to compare design

regularly and to discuss the intricacies of their esoteric specialty. Artists

congregate in cafes and studios to debate the merits of a new style or

technique. Gang members learn to survive on the street and deal with an

unfriendly world. These people do not necessarily work together everyday,

but they meet because they find value in their interactions.

They may create tools, standards, generic designs, manuals and other

documents at they may simply devdop a tacit understanding that they share

(Wenger et al: 1999). They may be local co=unities who typically have

regular face-face meetings where they see other co=unity members.

However, others may be distributed co=unities who cross multiple types of

boundaries (Wenger et al: 116). Geograpbically distributed co=unities link

people in time zones, countries, and organisational units. Distributed

co=unities are generally less present to their members. On a teleconference

call or on a Web site, co=unity members are not visible unless they make a

contribution, post a question, or ask for hdp.

CULTIJRE: COMMUNICATION AND VALUES

Distributed communities are also likdy to cross cultures. National cultures are

the most obvious type, but organisational and professional cultures can also

present problems in diversified companies or when there has been a lot of

merger and cultural diversity issues. People from different cultures can have
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very different ways of rehiting to one another and to the community, and this

is likely to affect the development of global communities. Cultural differences

can easily lead to communication difficulties and to misinterpretation

(Wenger et al: 1999).

In one instance of a merger of an American and a European company, people

realized that they had different interpretations of how to come to a meeting.

The Europeans always came very well prepared, with an agenda and

documents compiled in advance. They thought the Americans had not done

their homework, either because they were lazy or because they did not care.

The Americans, on the other hand, were used to building the agenda together

at the meeting, and interpreted the all-meaning preparedness of the

Europeans as an attempt to take over.

Language differences also inttoduce a very basic barrier to communication.

They can intensify cultural boundaries, even when all parties agree to speak a

co=on language. Non-native speakers may not understand the nuances and

connotations behind certain terms or may hesitate to speak if they are

uncertain of their ability to express themselves effectively.

Also access to technology can be a barrier to communication. Communities

are based on the connections of members. If simply connecting is difficult,

people are less likely to make the effort, at least not regularly. It took a global

co=unity in Nigeria twenty minutes to connect to the community Web site

because his bandwidth was so narrow (Wenger et al: 1999: 116).

In ancient Rome, corporations of metalworkers, potters, masons, and other

craftsmen had both a social aspect (members worshipped co=on deities
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and celebrated holidays together) and a business function (training

apprentices and spreading innovations). In the Middle Ages, guilds fulfilled

similar roles for artisans throughout Europe Guilds lost their influence

during the Industrial Revolution, but co=unities of practice have continued

to proliferate to this day in every aspect of human life (Wenger et al1999: 4).

People in co=unities of practice can perfonn the same job or collaborate

on a shared task or work together on a product for example, engineers,

marketers and manufacturing specialists. They are peers in the execution of

'real work'. What holds theta together is co=on sense of purpose and a

real need to know what each other knows. There are many co=unities of

practice within a single company, and most people belong to more than one

of them.

In the organisation work itself is organised as a network of intetlinked actions

between people particu1ar1y through interactions between knowledgeable

people whose expertise is pertinent to the challenges that are faced.

Networking takes many forms and occurs at many levels. For example, it can

be shallow as when it is forwarded to those parties who will be affected in

order to coordi1U1l4 activities. It can be more extensive when people exchange

information and work to adjust their activities to cooperak. It can be more

comprehensive when knowledge-workers access expert networks to obtain

assistance with difficult challenges. FInally, it can be very comprehensive and

effective as when a complimentary team of knowledge-workers collaborate to

wo.rk on specific tasks by pooling their knowledge and creating together (Wtig

1993).
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Modem management theory encourages the use of networking that serves to

make better use of the organisation's knowledge resources and to establish

working relations between people.

According to Cadsen and Stuart (2002:53) the most critical issue is identifYing

and leveraging distincrive knowledge that makes the firm unique in the

marketplace. Distinctive knowledge is always linked to organisational routines

within groups of individuals, routines that are deeply rooted in rituals, myths,

heroes and stories thus encultured.

Figure 4 The TOTS community ofpractice model adapted from WIig (1993).

Figure 4 above indicates the four most important challenges in the

community ofpractice. The most basic one is teamwork. The tearn shares in a
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V1Sl0n, based on the objective of the co=unity of practice. Secondly

members must trust each other. 1his will allow a free flow of information and

for members to keep secret the privileged information that could be abused

by competitors. 1birdly all members need to be open to each other. Everyone

has something worthwhile for members to gain from.

BROAD BASED APPROACHES TO COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE

Wrig (1993) mentions a few broad based approaches to community of

pracnce.

Core competency approach

1his is when the organisation is focusing on what they are good at or their

dominant area of expertise. A financial firm, for example, may find that its

core competency, whar makes it successful in the market place, is its ability ro

provide high-yield mutual funds; a manufacturing company may find it is irs

high technology designs of compressors, and so on. Firms pursue this aspect

of knowledge management to answer two questions: (a) How can we improve

our core knowledge to become better? (b) How can we include our dominanr

expertise differendy into produCts and services to increase the value and

demand for our offerings?

From a knowledge management perspective, identifying, focusing on,

strengthening, and exploiting or applying the core competency is an objective

that a knowledge organisation must acrually pursue (Wrig 993).

Learning organisation approach

The rationale behind this concept is that to keep abreast of competition, the

organisation must build explicir practices to learn quickly and thoroughly and

implement what is being learned faster than the surrounding world changes.
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If the organisation learns slower, it falls behind This may lead to a number of

tactical steps such as the one associated with deliberate 'benchmarking'

activities. Others involve fonnat market, customer, and competitive

intelligence gathering and analysis, as well as internal communication

ptogrammes. One important example is the Federal Express Corporation,

which based much of its success on aseenaining that all its employees are well

educated to be able to engage with all kinds of routine tasks and a broad

range ofnon-routine challenges.

Human resource management approaches

This approach was initially used in several organisations with prior experience

with knowledge-based systems development or with knowledge optimising

systems. Methods such as knowledge profiling and knowledge use and

requirements analysis are used to identify and explicidy characterize

knowledge areas and proficiencies required for particular positions and tasks

and to provide a framework for personnel reviews to be difficult but find that

the knowledge-based framework often changes tbJl.t process from being

confrontational to be collaborative and creative. It helps to identify personnel

growth paths and determine educational needs that are easily aggregated to

corporate programmes.

Other organisations have introduced comprehensive 'skills directory' systems

tbJl.t contain extensive information on professional capabilities--areas of

expertise and levels of proficiency for each of their employees. These

inventories are used to build highly qualified project teams in engineering

£inns and other project-oriented organisations, and to identify hiring

requirements, detect valuable but under utilized expertise and, in less desirable

situations, decide where there is excess capacity (WJig 1993).
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Knowledge optimising approach

1bis is managing knowiedge through in-depth rask-environment and other

knowiedge analysis methods to detemllne potentials for improving

knowiedge work and decision-making. Critical target functions such as

underwriting, customer service, instrumentation maintenance, or design

engineering are investigated. 1bis approach to knowiedge management

explores and analyses the target function's present and potential overall

functionality, its knowiedge-intensive activities and different approaches to

perfonning these activities, as well as the knowiedge flows exchanges,

pooling, knowledge building, and higher level uses. To perform these

investigations, methods are used to detemllne what the knowledge is about

rather than what it is in detail, as required when developing knowledge-based

systems (Wtig 1993).

Universal management of knowledge approach

1bis approach views knowledge as the decisive and fundamental driving force

of success, and facilitate knowiedge building and use. The organisations that

practise this method have 'holographic management' where every employee

replicates the visions and objectives of the leaders. Finally, they ascertain that

the intemal culture supports the underlying philosophy.

THE CREATION, SHARE AND TRANSFER OF BFST PRACTICE IN

ORGANISATIONS

Best practice can be defined as a committed approach to improvement in

every area of the organisation or service delivery system in an m:ganisation's

strive for excellence, establishing and maintaining highest quality services, and

continwlly improving performance to achieve better outcomes for service

users. A best practice is a method that has been judged to be superior to other
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methods. Many times it is the most efficient way to perfonn a task. The idea

of best practice performance is embodied by an organisation's shared vision

for world-class performance. 1bis vision must be supported by a

comprehensive, integrated and co-operative strategy, which brings about

continuous improvement in cost, quality and timeliness.

SUMMARy
In this chaprer the researcher provided information about the rise of

knowledge management and the implications of the g1obalisation push to the

knowledge age. He then looked at the forces such as learning networks and

organisational best practice that have been brought about by the speed of the

knowledge economy. In the following chapter the researcher will study the

role of electronic communication in knowledge management with particular

reference to public organisations in KwaZulu-Natal.
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Chapter 5

ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION IN ORGA..NISATIONAL KNOWLEDGE

MANAGEMENT

lNTRODUcnON

The invention of the pnnnng press 111 1558 set in motion an ongOIng

revolution of which the future is interesting but difficult to predict. The

information age has revolutionized and digitised co=unication to a point

where to attain the higbest dividends of communication, organisations need

to have highly specialised and updated skills. Knowledge IrulIlJlgCffient has not

escaped this information wave.

COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES AGAINST KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

SYSTEMS
To be highly competitive in the field of information and knowledge,

organisations have to optimise their communication skills. The transfer of

information, for instance, the use of Internet, intranet and teleconferencing

has drastically changed and shaped organisational operations. However, there

is an over reliance on electronic communication as a tool to leverage one of

the nation's most valuable resource (SAMDI 1994).

With the advent of new technologies, such as data mining, intranets, video

conferencing, and web casting, several technology vendors ate offering such

solutions as panaceas for the organisational cballenges of the knowledge era.

Trade press coverage of the productivity paradox has further added to the

speed of the information technology treadmill by suggesting that increasing

investments in new information technologies should somehow result in

improved organisational performance.
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THE NEW ECONOMY PUBUC SECTOR

As the new economy is global by nature it demonstrates the following

characteristics:

• Fast paced innovation to efficiendy address increasing needs.

• A need for ever-inereasing improvement in productivity due to
lacking human resources capacity in number terms.

• New business models influenced by private sector businesses
practices.

• Political pressure to deliver services rapidly and immediately.

• A call for sustainable development rather than 'old style'

development practices.

• Performance management and evaluation systems to unprove

officials' practices.

• Performance management and evaluation systems to Improve

officials' conduct (SAMDI 2003:72).

In the KwaZulu-Natal Department ofEducation the senior managers such as

Directors and Chief Directors have to sign a Performance Management

Development System with the following core management criteria assessed at

the end of the contractual period:

• Strategic capability and leadership;

• Programme and project management;
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• Financial marulge!Ilen!;

• Change management;

• Knowledge marulge!Ilent;

• Service delivery innovation;

• Problem solving and analysis;

• People Management and empowennent;

• Client orientation and customer focus;

• Co=unication;

• Honesty and integrity (KZN Department of Education

2004:17).

From a strategic management point of view, the imperative is to equip all

workers as knowledge workers. It is also to find ways to cope with change

and to be able to predict the future.

ESTABLISHING KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT ROADMAPS

The road map is a living document regularly updated that serves as a

framework for the monitoring of the knowledge management programme. It

reflects the current state of the interrelationships between work in progress

and proposed for the future and the overall milestones and aims of the

programme (SAMDI 2004: 88).
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Knowledge Asset Road Maps highlight the critical knowledge assets required

by an organisation to meet needs five to ten years in the furore. They are

mechanisms enabling organisations to visualise their critical knowledge assets,

the relationships between these and the skills, competencies and technologies

required to meet furore demands. They allow:

Individual knowledge management acrions need to be defined and justified in

terms of their contribution to the overall aims, which are;

• Effective co=urucation of the work and progress on the

programme to the participants and observers;

• Management aids for those involved In eatryIng out the

programme and measuring its progress;

• More effective communication between users, researchers,

technicians, managers and directors involved in the various

aspects of the programme;

• Sensible decisions to be taken on the opponunities for further

exploiting the results of the programme; and

• The identification of knowledge gaps that need to be filled

(SAMDI 2(04).

CAPACITY BUilDING IN THE PUBUC SECTOR THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

MANAGEMENT

The challenge of deploying the knowledge assets of a public sector

organisation to create improved performance becomes crucial because:
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• The rate of innovation is rising, so that knowledge must evolve

and be assimilated at an ever faster rate:

• Institutions are org:uusmg their acnvlUes to be focused on

creating customer value. There is a need to replace the informal

knowledge management of the staff function with formal

methods in customer-aligned processes.

• Competitive pressures are reducing the size of the workforce,

which holds this knowledge.

• Knowledge takes time to experience and acquire. Employees have

less and less time for this.

• There are trends for employees to retire earlier and for increasing

mobility, leading to loss of knowledge.

A change in strategic direction may result in the loss of knowledge in a

specific area. A subsequent reversal in policy may then lead to a renewed

requirement for this knowledge, but the employees with that knowledge may

no longer be there (SAMDI 2003).

There are many problems with identifying these knowledge assets and being

able to use them and manage them in an efficient and cost-effective manner.

Instimtions need:

• To have an organisation-wide vocabulary to ensure that the

knowledge is correctly understood;
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• To be able to identify, model and explicidy represent their

knowledge;

• To share and re-use their knowledge among differing applications

for various types of users; this implies being able to share existing

knowledge sources and also future ones; and

• To create a culture that encourages knowledge sharing

INFORMATION MANAGEMENf, SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGY IN THE
SOUTH AFRICAN PUBUC SECTOR

The democratic process from 1994 onwards in South Africa coincided with a

global move towards information driven governance. The newly elected ANC

government of 1994 realised the importance of information as a commodity

and established working groups and committees to investigate the use of

infonnation systems, management and technology in the South African

public sector. The Presidential Review Commission (DPSA 2004) found that

the use of the infotmation resource in government encompasses the three

aspects of (i) management, (11) systems and (ill) technology (IMST).

Although the primary focus of the Presideotial Review Commission (DPSA

20(4) is the use of systems and technology to manage information in the

public service, it is believed that such practices can only be understood in the

context of developmeots in information managemeot, systems and

rechnology more geoerally. The report argued that the state has a major role

to play in promoting the information society and the consequent use of

infonnation technology as a whole. It also recognised that current public

service pracrice lags behind that of the private sector in South Africa, which is

itself slipping behind developments elsewhere in the world As a result the
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public service in South Africa is falling dangerously behind its public and

private sector counterparts internationally.

In order to propose options for ttansfonnation 10 the information

management, systems and technology (IMS1) sector, the South African

government bas sought to identify the best practices internationally. Although

the private sector bas played a leading role in the development and use of

IMST, there ate some valuable precedents such as in Australia, Canada.,

Singapore, Malaysia and the United States where other governments have

taken the initiative. These, and other examples, suggest that the current

shortcomings in the use of information management systems and technology

in the South African public service may be overcome if sufficient political will

is mobilised to address the systemic problems identified below.

The view of IMST advanced by the Commission is that technology is driven

primatily by the business objectives of the state, and not business objectives

driving Infonnation technology. Even though infonnation technology can

significandy change the manner in which the public service conductS its

business, ttansfonnation must be shaped by the strategic and operational

requitements of the public service, particularly in relation to the provision of

efficient, effective and equitable service delivery by adhering to the principles

of Batho Pele-People FIrst (SAMDI: 150).

The report indicates that infonnation management systems and technology

should come from the senior political and managerial leadership of the state

and not be delegated to the technologists. Senior politicians and management

should see the management of infonnation management systems and
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technology as equally impOrtant, as are the management of people, money

and organisations in the public service.

THE INFOR..l\iATION MANAGEMENT, SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGY

PROBLEM IN SOUTH AFRICA

The South African public sector has the responsibility to deliver services to all

the inhabitants of this country. These aspects ensure that the information

management systems and technology problem is exacerbated. The essential

nature of the information management systems and technology problem is

that current systems and technology applications in the public service cannot,

in their current form, come close to meeting the requirements of the new

South Africa. The problem is two fold

• South Africans already invested huge amounts of financial resources

in technology and systems.

• There is a dire need for the public service to suppon this investment

in its quest for transformation.

However, this massive investment has been made in a highly fragmented
manner.

The Io&k ofinfegraudrtw ill tkvtlopmmtpltmnmg bmvem tb,

dijftmt.t sphms ofgpvmunmt ploas the So/db Afrut11l dtvtlopmmt

drillt ill smoltSjeopor<!J. 11Itlrgpvmunmta/ "lotions Dr ra/btr the Io&k of

it, is 0'" of the ""ok arptctr of the integraud tklltlopmmt pltmnillJ

proaSStS bmvem the diffmnt sphms ofgpvmtm,nt (SAMDI 2004:

88).
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A huge cost has been bome by the South African public without any

appreciable benefit in the fonn of greater service delivery or a more efficient

and effective public service. Perceptions gathered from srare officials also

indicate that the current information technology assets are not regarded as

contributing significantly to service delivery or transformation objectives. In

most cases, both the public and officials believe that the current systems and

technology may even act as a major constraint on realising these objectives

(SAMDI2003:151).

An area such as the public ServIce demands that individuals acqwre

knowledge and skills as an ongoing process. From the repon it becomes clear

that the public service has not benefited appreciably from the billions spent.

It, furthermore, does not have any significant pool of skilled information

man.agement resources, one of the main reasons being the attractive salary

packages offered by the private sector. The problem of staff is possibly the

most critical and demands to be resolved before any real progress at

transformation can be made.

Functions of information management systems in government

Technology and systems have been used for transactions and control

purposes for many years. In the past couple of years new management

information systems have been implemented to supply information systems

have been implemented to supply information for strategic planning and

policy decision-making. Recently the use of information management system

and technology has been tested to enable the electronic delivery of certain

public services through online kiosks and other mechanisms.
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At present, infoIItlation regarding transaction and control of data is managed

in the South African public service using electronic means. The following

systems already in use indicate that the use of information manogement

systems and technology is now essential (SAMDI 2(03):

• The ttansversal financial and personnel management systems.

However, this system has been changed over to BAS.

• The case manogement systems used by the South African Police

Service.

• The motor vehicle registration systems used by the Department of

Transport.

• The pensions and unemployment insurance systems used respectively

by the Departments of Welfare and Labour.

• The subsidy manogement system used by the Department of Housing

(SAMDI2003: 152).

An example of the system that is already being implemented by the Gty of

Johannesburg (Sunday Times: 2004) is an initiative aimed at using modem

information technology to house municipal data in a central place, making it

more accessible. The project is now in phase three and has involved placing

the council's information onto a central repositoty over the past four years,

and making this infoIItlation available to staff and the public. This phase is

specifically aimed at resolving some of the well-publicised billing and revenue

collection problems the city has been wresding with for a number of years. It

is focusing on this by allowing customers and the city to interact with each
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other through the e-government portal It will enable people to get

information that is relevant to them. Companies are able to access business

information such as zoning, lights and water matters and tenders.

In these circumstances what matters most is whether these systems work

effectively and efficiently. The question is not whether the public service

should have information management systems and technology, but whether

they have good Ot bad information management systems and technology.

In tecent years the use of information management sysrems and technology

has extended to developing management information systems to assist seniOt

management and policy toles. Although many of these systems build on the

base transaction and control data systems mentioned above, they have been

linked with more general policy-oriented databases. The report indicates

several separate initiatives in the Department of Housing, Welfare, Education,

Health, and Department of Local and Provincial Government. While the use

of information management and sysrem and technology in these instances

cannot be questioned, the duplication of data collection and warehousing

activities should be assessed with the intention of rationalising these systems

in government (S~IDI 2003).

Information management systems and technology is being used increasingly

to deliver services directly to the public. The range of services that can be

delivered directly using information technology include information and

transaction kiosks which enable citizens to access their government

institutions 24 hours a day. 1bis is already effective in South Afiica through

portals that have been created in the community learning centres or
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multipurpose centres (Government Communication Infonnation System

2003).

MULTIPURPOSE COMMUNITY CENTRES (MPCCS).

The White paper in Education (Department of Education 1995) stated the

government's intention to revise the non-formal. education and mass

infonnation communication strategy by beginning to establish the

Multipurpose Community Centres.

According to the National Investigation of Community Colleges (1995)

community leaning centres are a means to help the people who have been left

on the side by mainstream education. They are seen as a complimentary and

parallel education system required to overcome the limitations inherent in the

uniform and standardised nature of formal. education. They are the proactive

focus of programmes aimed at assisting the whole community to be

conscious of community needs and to be active in providing for or facilitating

action towards meeting expressed community needs. They aim to link

training, education and developmental programmes to the provision of

resources relevant to the learning being done.

These infonnation centres have been builr in rural areas like Msinga, north of

the TugeIa river, Bergville and Cato Manor Community Learning Centre as

one-stop community infonnation kiosks. The Government Communication

and Infonnation System (GCIS) Department, under which the centres fall,

develops and support the research to provide the most relevant infonnation.

The centres have to be the integral part of the community in that they would

be situated next to the frequendy used centres and forming part of the
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community development They would provide infonnation relevant to the

community being serviced e.g.

• Postal services like sending and receiving mails;

• Application for social services infonnation;.

• Use Internet;

• Receive counselling on a number of illnesses;

• Receive their pension through a teller machine;

• Receive infonnation about government available service;

• A help desk;

• A library;

• A voice prompted pension portal.

The centre would not discriminate between those that are illiterate from those

that are. However, infonnation might need to be repack2ged in order that it is

on the level of literacy of its users. Repackaging could include Ca) translating

infonnation to the language spoken by local people, (b) bringing in cultural

artefacts and music so that people would feel welcome to the centre, ernploy

a communication officer that speak and undersrand the local language and to

simplify infonnation so that they include more pictures than written texts.

It would provide up to date information in all ways posSlble and gradually

introduce them to electronic communication so that communities would be

able to access varied government funds. The one-stop centre would reduce if

not totally end the 'wrong door effect' (DPSA, 2003:90). This happens is
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when you stand in a queue and after 20 minutes you discover you are in the

wrong queue. There is nothing telling you where you have to go. The

challenge is for the infonnation and communication technology to eliminate

the 'wrong door effect' and introduce a single ",-indow, "thar is structured

around the life events of natural persons and juristic persons" (DPSA, 2003:

91).

With the passing of the Skills Development Act of 2001 which encourages

employers to contribute towards the training of their worldorce and the

government Skills Education and Trnining Agencies which develop and assess

trnining material and quality of the training material, these centres can become

skills training centres where people are trained from literacy courses to

business trajnjng.

The South African gove=ent is serious about improving the lives of people

by managing knowledge througb technology. The challenge is combining the

skilled human capital and the use of technologies. Jbis according to

Government Gazerre (22889: 2001:8) is manifest in the government plan for

a national e-strategy. The e-strategy has to do the following:

• maximising the benefits of elecrronic transactions to historically

disadvantaged persons and communities, including, but not limited to:

• making facilities and infrastructure available or accessible to such

persons and;

• communities to enable the marketing and sale of their goods or

services by way ofelecrronic transactions;
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• providing or secuong support services for such facilities and

infrastructure to asSISt with the efficieot execution of dectronic

transactiOrlS; and;

• reodering assistance and advice to such persons and communities on

ways to adopt and utilise electronic transactiorlS efficieody.

In countries like Australia, Sing.tpore and the United Atab Emirates

information rnanagemeot system and information technology also includes

advances in Information technology enabled medicine and education where

international expertise can be delivered to remote areas, a process known as

telemedicine, via Internet technology or equivaleots.

SUMMARy
In this chapter the researcher looked at how the information managemeot

systems impact on the public organisations in South Africa. The

governmeot's aim is to empower and improve both the public sector as an

organisation as well as the public community to access service through

electronic communication systems. However, there are problems with the

high expeoditure of computer progtammes that continue to clog the system

with problems. In the next chapter the researcher will ptOvide insight into the

advantages and the disadvantages of information rnanagemeot systems and

technology in governmeot.
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Chapter 6

ADV,\,'iTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF LNFORMATION MANAGEMfu'IT

SYSTE.>,{S AND TECHNOLOGY IN GoVERNMENT

INTRODUCTION

In the last chapter the researcher looked largely at KwaZulu-Natal's public

infonnation management systems in the context of South Africa and focused

on the problems that have occurred when technology was used as a driver

rather than an enabler to organisational goals.

In this chapter the researcher is to focus on the benefits of a well integrated

infonnation management system where human resources are not left out of

the equation of organisational objectives and perfonnance.

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND IMPLEMENTATION IN THE

ORGANISATIONS

All the different uses of infonnation management system and technology

raise the inevitable question in the South African context of whether a

country already over-burdened with large-scale unemployment, low levels of

scientific and technological education, and a vast rural population currendy

out of the reach of electronic communication, should invest further in such

advanced technology. The cost of many basic resources such as leased lines

and international telephony are all potentially obstacles to the positioning of

South Africa as a leading location of advanced information communication

technology services, and there is a clear need to enforce existing legislation

and competition law more effectively (Grigg 2005).
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There is a legitimate concern that further advances in the infonnation

society will merely exacerbate the existing divisions between rich and poor,

urban and rural, and the technologically infonned versus the technologically

marginalized A look at the rest of the developing world supports such

concerns.

There is reason to believe that current infonnation technologies and systems

have greater potential than earlier ones to be accessible to the poor, rural

and technologically =ginalized sectors of society. The extension of the

infonnation society in South Africa is therefore both feasible and desirable

if it can be used to assist all segments of society to make use of the new

infonnation tools and systems. There are also compelling arguments to

suggest that South Africa cannot afford not to continue to invest 10

appropru.te infonnation technology. These reasons range from the fact that

many of the basic operations of government are now entirely dependent on

such technology, to the fact that the country's economic future, relative to

the rest of the world, will also be det=ined by the extent to which it sees

to keep up with technological developments elsewhere.

Possible solutions to the information management systems and

technology

There is quite a high level of awareness and understanding among senior

managers in the public service about the need for and uses of infonnation

management systems and technology. There is also an understanding of the

problems and challenges in devising and implementing effective infonnation

management system and technology (SAMDI 2003).
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The difficulties of taking over and transfonnmg the current public service,

and the overwhelming responsibilities of addressing pressing problems of

delivery, have meant that senior management have:

• either decided to live with the =song state of affairs, however,

consrr;unJOg;

• or embarked upon short-sighted information management system

and technology initiatives designed to address their immediate

difficulties with little or no attempt to seek. systemic solutions to

problems.

While it would be futile to expect high-ranking government executives to

become experts in technology, it is imperative that they should have an

adequate understanding and appreciation of the main issues, challenges and

opportunities involved. In particular, there should be enough understanding

of Information management system and technology to enable senior

management not only to deal with current problems but also to position

their instirutions to meet furore objectives in new and different ways.

It is therefore vital that certain basic building blocks be put in place to

ensure that most furore information management systems and technology

developments in the public service share a common set of fearores that will

contribute to their ultimate improvement in the long term. These building

blocks will include an object-orientated open systems architecrure (SAMDI:

2(03).

The building blocks must at least include the definition of the following

technical components:
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• networlring protocols;

• operating systems;

• data and database standarda;

• middle-ware;

• transaction processing;

• desktop environment;

• basic documentation standards;

• use of the Internet medium.

ELEcrRONIC KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS IN THE

ORGANISATIONS

Management Today (2004:23) states that knowledge management system :

should provide for the management of the risk of potential loss of

knowledge. This requires the integration of a deliberate strategy for the

embedding of knowledge within the enterprise. A knowledge-based

organisation has to develop clear strategies to capture, store, rerrieve and

disseminate knowledge. This is viewed as a strategic requirement

(Management Today: 2004:23).

Globalisation and rapid change driven by technology and the ever-increasing

customer demand force organisations to become extremely effective and

efficient in order to stay in business. The increased complexity of technology

strengthens the realisation that the enterprise cannot do everything

themselves, but needs to focus on its core competencies.
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A technology and knowledge intensive 21ft century will require new

leadership, a thorough understanding of the management of technology,

related complexities and the exploitation of technology for business

advanmge (Management Today 2004: 46).

While there are long held and practiced efforts to recording and preserving

information and knowledge in government departments in South Africa many

government departments have been late adopters of electrortic

co=urtication technologies.

The ational Archives and Records Service of South Africa Act (Act No 43

of 1996) provides a mandate for manual record keeping. Some attempts have

been made to change transfer and back up this information to digital records.

However, these are lagging far behind the pace at which technology is

advancing, hence the knowledge that users need now remains archived.

The definition of these techrtical standards would enable any system to share

data and inter-operate with any other system, even if the original progr.n:nme

specifications did not mandate such sharing Such standards are not designed

to limit departmental and provincial autonomy, but to facilitate system

choices that are not companble. They would also enable the public service to

more readily extend the capabilities of the current systems and obviate the

need to replace them in the short term. The move towards this kind of

systems architecture would help to:

• ensure greater inter-operability and integration of different

applications
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• facilitate continuous nnprovement In the technology and

human resOutCes of the state

• overcome current skills shortages and service bottlenecks.

The above movement to object-orientated technology raises some pertinent

questions. SAMDI (2003) argues that a downside of object-orientated

technology is that it is substantially different from other information

technologies. Because of the difference, it usually presents a considerable

learning curve to practitioners. Considering the current state of affairs in

IMST in the South African public sector, one should stop and ask the

question whether such a move to object-orientated technology is not

premature and could cause considerable harm to the public sector in the long

run.

OBJECT- ORIENIATED (OPEN SYSTE.."d ARClllTEcruRE) TECHNOLOGY

Object orientated technology is one of the hottest topics in information

technology at the moment, and it is destined to be in the information

management system technology that the specialist is scrambling to learn how

to write software in object-orientated programming languages, create

databases using object-orientated analysis and design. Object-orientated

technology is any technology (e.g. programming language, database

management system) that combines information and procedures into a single

object (SAMDI 2003).

Combining information and procedures is quite different from other

approaches. Most often, information is stored separately from procedures. In

other approaches it is possible to have access to the information but not able
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to do anything with it because one may not have the procedures much like

having a certain file and not having the correct computet programme to

access the file. Likewise one may have the procedures in the form of software

but not able to do anything with theta because you do not have the

information to work with.

ALTERNATIVE SERVICE DELIVERY

Governments throughout the world are faced with the challenge to

modernise their processes to provide services to citizens at evet increasing

levels of convenience (DPSA 2003: 31). This is a result of the fact that

• citizens ate becoming more and more sophisticated due to the

exposure to modem technologies in their daily lives, for example cell

phones; and;

• evet-Increasmg levels of servIce experienced by citizens In their

dealing with business, e.g. Internet banking.

The availability of and access to information and communications

technologies offer opportunities to governments to interact with citizens in

ways that traditional mechanisms cannot achieve. Hence the South Afiican

government's change towards e-government ((DPSA 2002:31). E

Government is about

• using technology as enabler to facilitate government service delivery

by improving internal operations of government, reducing costs and

turnaround times, increasing accessibility of public services to citizens,

and enabling them to interact with government through multiple

channels at their convenience;
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• rethinking current service delivery mechanisms and finding the best

possible ways to deliver the same services more effectively. The

integration of related services across and within departments with a

view to allow the citizen more convenience when dealing with

government; and redesigning the way in whicb government IS

organised in a manner that makes sertse to the citizens.

However, e-government does not suggest doing away with traditional

contact-type service delivery mechanisms but rather that these be

complemented by taking advantage of tecbnological innovations (DPSA

2002: 32).

Information is pivotal to the perfonnance and capacity of government

services and South Africa's economic competitiveness. At issue is whether

information tecbnology can be used effectively to empower government, the

private sector, and citizens alike. The complexity of today's world demands

that the public and private sectors not only learn to master this tool, but also

to work co-operatively to maximise the national benefits. To acbieve this, the

public and private sectors must engage in innovative partnerships that share

the costs, risks and rewards of developing tecbnology-based solutions. The

government should look at the pionee.ting work on alternative service delivery

as a model for developing new public-private partnerships for information

management system and tecbnology delivery.

In the procurement and operation of state assets, the Canadian government

has made significant advances promoting what is called the alterative service

delivery model Unlike the Private Ftnance Initiative in the United Kingdom,

whicb tried to subject every asset or service acquisition to a privatisation test,
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alternative service delivery puts in place a range of service delivery options

involving a sp= of the public, to encourage new relationships in service

delivery without the gov=rnent abdicating its ultimate responsibility of

governance.

As the processes of integrated development planning for and between

spheres unfold, it should be realised that South African reality poses unique

challenges to officials and politicians alike. South Africans are actually

engaging a new system of governance within the context of a new social

system where the principles of non-<liscrimination, equity, fair distnbution of

resources, gender equaJity, transparency and democracy prevails.

In order to justify the energy espended through applying the above

mentioned principles against a developmental backdrop, we all need to learn

&om our problems as our best practices. Chapter 3 of the Constitution of the

Republic of South Africa, 1996 (SAMDI 2003: 89), places the obligation on

different organs of state to apply the principles of co-operative governance to

attain sustainable development on the basis of an integrated efforL

Essentially, the secret formula in effecting this ideal is to build a culture of

knowledge sharing throughout government. One way of doing this is through

e- sttategising.

THE E-STllATEGY OF ORGANISATIONAL KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENI

As the world of business continues to globalise, the way people work together

is undergoing a dramatic transformation (Management Today 2000:14). There

is no doubt the Internet in its first ten years of commercial existence has

changed the fundamentals in business models in terms of how organisations

design, develop and deliver products and services to customers.
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Porter (2003) confinns that the Internet is an extrernely important new

technology, and it is no surprise that it has received so much attention from

executives, entrepreneurs, investors and business observers.

Leadership is now being mediated by technology as we interact through e

mail, Internet meetings, at a distance via a whole new range of col1Jlborative

technologies that are transforming how organisations work together. Porter

(2003) decries the importance that has been given the Internet at the expense

of managing human capital resources.

Caught up in the generalftrvo1lT; many hl1tJt ammud that the

11Itmtet mangeI evtrythittlJ mukring all the old 11/lu ahord companuI

and rompetiJion ObIOIm.

The Internet has led many companies, dotcoms and incw:nbents alike, to

make bad decisions that have eroded the attractiveness of their industries and

undermined their own competitive advantage (porter 2003).

Research conducted with 2:1 South African organisations in 1999 (Avolio and

Maritz 2000: 14) stated that, when asked which charactetistics would become

more important over the next five years regarding the future work place, the

following emerged:

• flexible work arrangements 77%;

• a knowledge sharing culture 86%;

• face to face interaction 53% (one of the lowest);

• collaboration in teams via technology 84%;
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• leading virtually through technology- 7('/'10.

The research indicates that the type of leadership and the nature of teams will

be more virtual and dispersed in the near future. When these organisations

were asked if they have the appropriate organisational structures, work

designs and technologies in place to lead and develop virtual teams, only 15%

responded positively. The key question is not whether to deploy the Internet

technology- companies have no choice if they want to stay competitive- but

how to deploy it The Internet technology provides better opportunities for

companies to establish distinctive strategic positions than did previous

generations of information technology (poner 2003:2).

Many of the companies that succeed will be ones that use the Internet as a

complement to traditional ways of competing, not those that set their Internet

initiatives apart from their operations. The Internet has created some new

industries, such as online auctions and digital marketplaces. Its greatest effect

has been to enable the reconfiguration of existing industries that had been

constrained by high costs for co=unicating, gathering information or

accomplishing transactions.

The value of integrating traditional and In=et methods creates potential

advantages for established companies. It will be easier for them to adopt and

integrate Internet methods than for dotcoms to adopt and integrate

traditional ones. It is not enough just to gnft the Internet onto historical ways

of competing in simplistic 'clicks-and-mortar' configurations. Established

companies will be most successful when they deploy Internet technology to

reconfigure traditional activities or when they find new combinations of

Internet and traditional approaches (poner 2003:2).
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Management Today (2000:14) quotes a recent survey of corporate executives

ranked going 'vinua!' as among the top five challenges to be addressed over

the next five years. The shift towards e-leading teams and organisations raises

several fundamenrnl questions for organisational leaders and human resources

practitioners to consider. South Africa is already observing the emergence of

virtual leadership and the need to establish the virtual workpillce within

organisations.

In a recent survey conducted with 30 leaders in a bIge organisation in the

manufacturing industry (Avolio and Maritz 2000:14) the organisations

expressed thac

...Jar them to stay competitive they need kJ rethink their

leadership as ""U as plaa more emphasis on managing knowledge in

teams. These kams 1711iSf have global access to the hest people, have the

ability to dtliver quickly IVith seamless kchnologies, effective and local

netwrks and accelerate the sharing ofidtas.

Knowledge-based organisations must begin to address these questions to

harness the collective intelligence, creativity and know-how of human

resources working in virtual teams.

THE DANGER OF IT DEPENDENT KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENI

While the electronic knowledge managed organisation reaps profit there is

always a possibly downside. These can be because Internet or computer

downtime can cause serious and even farnl problems for many industries.
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Certain emergency services like air travel, safety and security services and

automatic bank tellers cannot afford to go offline.

Nick Cheetham (Management Today 2000:46) argues that computer networks

are becoming increasingly essential to maintaining a competitive advantage

and a critical factor in that computing services are available 24 hours a day,

seven days a week - or, at the very least during critical periods of processing.

However, the intermittent downtime has a negative effect on service delivery.

Hence knowledge management should not be about pure technology but

techoology should be employed as an enabler in an integrated system.

The increasing computer crimes where a pin number can be used to hack

other peoples' information remains a big danger to the information stored

over a long time. Hence in the KwaZulu-Naral Education Departtnent and

many other service organisations a unique password is used for performing a

specific function in the processing of a client's forms e.g. payment. This is

done so that no other person can use the same password and thus for

instance illegally pay himself huge sums of money or deduct money using

somebody's password However, computer criminals always find a way of

subverting the system.

The advent of the computer memory sticks that can take gigabytes of

information poses a danger for people who can at the split of a second save as

in their disc the whole privileged and strategic information from an

organisation and wipe off the source of information from the hard drive. To

save themsdves from such impending disasters some companies have

installed systems and made policies that disallow users to save as (Knowledge

Managers Practitioners Group: 20(4). But with existence of e-mails some files
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can still be sent 'home' or diverted to a destination where the user can collect

them later. It is thus important for the organisation to establish a foolproof

system of archiving infonnation. The infonnation and communication

technology policies should be discussed and made known to everyone in the

organisation.

THE USE OF E-MAll..AS ELECTRONIC KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENf SYSTEM

Organisations receive hundreds of e-mailsofvariousformsaday.Itis

therefore important that a policy on e-mail storage and usage be established.

Given the nature of the environment, it is important that the organisation

recognise that e-mail systems such as those commonly found in the

marketplace are not record-keeping systems. Unless there are arrangements in

place to transfer e-mail messages to a sCOlte central system and to manage

them as electronic records, the policy should be to require users to print

important electronic mail messages to paper and place these in the corporate

filing system. In setting this policy, records managers should be prepared to

offer generic advice on how electronic messages can be managed even as the

important messages are printed to paper.

As more organisations embrace e-mail as their primary method of

communication, the majority ovedook the fact that e-mail content contains

evidence of business decisions, actions and transactions. These e-mail

messages become documents and records with the same legal requirements,

restrictions and standards as any other record produced in any form or

medium. Public and private organisations are quickly discovering that, in

connection with the transaction of business, they have an obligation to apply

the appropriate retention for e-mail created or received, and an equal

obligation to provide access to the e-mail (Abaza 2004).
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While e-mail management is a large and rapidly growing industry sector,

organisations have been slow to adopt this technology due to both the

complexities involved in properly managing e-mails as documents, and the

sudden explosion in the use of this method of communication. Organisations

in both the public and private sectors are increasingly faced with issues related

to compliance with industry, legal and government regulations and standards

relating to the management of e-mail documents and records. In most

organisations today, e-mail management is either non-existent or is done

using existing technologies such as e-mail delivery software, document

management systems, and/or records management systems. Many

organisations are realizing that e-mail management requires specialized

capabilities not presendy found in existing products.

The evolution in the way organisations are conducting business higblights the

need to automatically capture and classify e-mail content in its entirety and

native form within the corporate file structure based on rules specific for each

organisation. Knowledge workers must also be allowed to search, retrieve,

and manage the life cycle of e-mail within a secure environment that allows

true collaboration between all A comprehensively structured e-mail

management system provides many benefits including reduced information

technology costs, reduced downtime and improved messaging infrastructure,

and reduced legal costs. By capturing e-mail and organizing it into corporate

knowledge maps, e-mail content is accessible to authorized users thus

allowing for better and faster decision making. efficient implementation and

execution of business processes, and improved knowledge worker

satisfaction. Organisations will have better control over their information
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(measure of wott perfOImed) and knowledge (ability to execute WOtt

planned) assets.

When implementing an e-mail management solution, organisations should

avoid the following shortcomings during their selection process:

• When e-mail-based knowledge is not captured, the organisation

abdicates its legitimate right to be the custodian of its knowledge.

• Relying on users to make decisions about which e-mail message is

a record will result in the loss of important e-mails that are

corporate records.

• The complete random purging of e-mail leads to knowledge

drain.

• The blanket purging of e-mail leads to the loss of e-mail-based

documents, records, and ultimately evidentiary records.

• E-mail-based documents and records are not organized in the

corporate file plan classification, with one potential problem being

that the process of legal discovCty becomes vcty difficult and

expenSIve.

• E-mail records are not subject to the corporate life-eycle retention
rules.

• The storage requirements of the personal e-mail workspaces

swell
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• The content duplication problem is not addressed.

• Retention of oonvenience copies extends the organisation's risks.

Technologies that address the challenges associated with structured e-mail

management are just beginning to emerge. One of the most challenging

technologies to develop, that is expected to oontinue to evolve and mature,

deals with the automatic classification of e-mail and electronic dornments. To

achieve accurate auto-classification there is a need to implement several

technologies in concen; including the implementation of roles based on the

organisation's business requirements and auto-categorization based on

content analysis.

Tbe eMonoge solution is a leader among the solutions presently available for

structured e-mail management (SAMDI 2004). It organizes and manages e

mail, along with its metadata and attachments. eMonoge allows organisations to

implement a secure and structured knowledge map to link and understand the

relationship between information and knowledge holdings. It provides a

single point of access to corporate knowledge regardless of storage location

or format. Knowledge objects (word documents, spreadsheets, images, e

mail, web content, etc.) are organized in a logical hierarchy that features

compound folders and subfolders. These folders contain documents (and

virn.tal documents) that are located within multiple repositories. eMonoge can

be oonfigured to automatically monitor and capture knowledge objects from

various sources and to automatically classify them within its knowledge map.

Its built-in roles-based engine allows users to set "capture roles" defining how

objects are automatically captured and classified.
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By capnuing messaging-based knowledge, orgarnzmg it into a dynamic

corporate file classification, and making this knowledge accessible from other

applications, eMmro§ ensures compliance with legal and industry regulations

and srandards. As the percentage of e-mail-based business documents

increases, implementing a structured e-mail management solution leverages

the investment in e-business and e-commerce applications. Organisations

without structured e-mail management solutions will Jag behind as their

competitors surge ahead, armed with better control over their e-mail records

and profiting from true collaboration between their knowledge workers.

However, the storage media is only part of the equation. All electronic

records are created using technology that is consrandy cbanging. Thus, even if

a CD-ROM can last for fifty years, the technology of CD-ROM drive will last,

probably at most, ten years. Consequendy, one of the requirements for an

electronic records management programme will be the planned migration of

information off of the current storage medium to a new medium. The new

medium will take advantage of the technology in use at the time of migration

(SAMDI 2(04).

There are several research projects underway around the world that are

exploring ways to resolve the problem of having to move electronic

information to new technology. Because there are no obvious answers at

present, part of any electronic records management programme must include

planned migration to new media. Thus, the organisation should determine the

answers to the following questions.

E-mail should be managed according to the basic ptinciples that apply to

records in any medium. The management and retention of e-mail are subject
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to the National Archives and Records of South Africa Act, (Act No 43 as

amended), and its regulations. The following guidelines are applicable to the

management of e-mail (National Archives and Records Service of South

Africa: 2003).

Each govemmentl1 body needs to establish a policy for capturing records of

e-mail communications. Its own unique functions and environment should

infonu this policy. The policy should be endorsed by senior management and

should be communicated throughout the organisation as part of the overall

records management policy. The policies should infOIm e-mail users that

official records communicated through e-mail systems must be identified,

managed, protected, and retained for as long as is needed for ongoing

operations, audits, legal proceedings, research, or any other anticipated

purpose. A policy should also explain how the govemmentl1 body would

implement a records management programme that includes e-mail records.

For example, the policy should specify where official records will be kept,

such as in a central repository associated with a departmentl1 nerwork or

Loca1 Area Nerwork or in decentralised e1eetronic or paper-based filing

systems. Govemmentl1 bodies should infonu end users about policies for

securiry, backup and purging to protect records from alteration, loss, or

inappropriate destruction.

Retention periods for records communicated through e-mail systems, like

other records are derived from the functional needs of the office and any

additional legal and audit needs. Generally, records tranSmitted through e-mail

systems will have the same retention periods as records in other formats that

are related to the same function or activity. Strategies for managing and
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preserving electronic messages as records will have the same retention periods

as records in other formats that are related to the same function or activity.

There are two basic options for filing and managing e-mail records:

• Print messages and file them in paper-based filing systems, or;

• Transfer e-mail messages to an electronic file plan in the
electronic repository.

The method chosen will depend on whether the office has a paper-based

filing system or an integrnted document management system in place. If the

office uses .the first option, the following should be kept in mind to prevent

unnecessary duplication of e-mail messages on the paper-based files:

• Ifan e-mail message is sent and no reply is expected, print and file

the message; (National Archives and Records Service of South

Africa: 2003;)

• Ifan e-mail is received and no reply is necessary, print and file the

message;

• If an e-mail message is sent and a reply is expected, keep the e

mail until the matter is finalised As soon as the matter is finalised,

print all related messages and file them. A good option would be

to require the recipient to always attach the original message text

to the replies. In this way messages sent and received on the same

matter are kept together;

If e-mail received and a reply is expected, keep the e-mail until the matter is

finalised As soon as the matter is finalised the message must be printed and
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filed. A good option would be reply to the message and to attach the original

message text to the replies. In this way all messages sent and received on the

same matter are kept together.

If a message is sent to a distribution list and the recipients reply to the

message, different records are generated, that should each be kept until the

individual matters are finalised and then be printed and filed separately.

If the second option is used, the above approach to prevent duplication could

also apply for messages saved into the electronic repository, depending on the

specific features of the integrated document management system and the

business rules of the particular office.

Whichever method is chosen, all users should be aware of the policies,

procedures, and tools for managing e-mail messages and they should be

capable of applying them consistently to all records. Furthermore, both the

paper-based and the electronic records management system must ensure that

• Related records are grouped together in accordance with the office's
file plan;

• The records are accessible to authorised persons;

• The retention of the recotds is supported for as long as they are
requited;

• Destruction of records can take place when so scheduled; and

• Permanent preservation of archival valuable records is supported.

When preserving electronic messages, the following specific requirements

should also be kept in mind:
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The e-IruIil message must include transmission data as well as the message

itself and all the attachments to the message. The transmission data identifies

the sender and the recipient(s) and the date and time the message was sent

and/or received. This data provides essential context for the message. This is

equivalent to correspondence on paper, where the record includes

information identifYing the sender and recipient and the date of the letter, not

just the message. Any attachments containing information necessary for

decision-making or to understand the intention or the context of a message

should be kept as part of the record

When e-IruIil is sent to a distribution list, information identifying all parties on

the list must be retained for as long as the message is retained. If the e-IruIil

system uses codes, aliases, nicknames, or anything other than the real name of

senders or recipients, their identities need to be retained as part of the record

If a message is sent to a distribution list and the recipients reply to the

message, different records are generated that should be filed as separate

records. The system normally uses the subject line to name messages when

they are filed into the file plan. To prevent filing of messages with the same

name into the electronic repository the messages should be renamed to

enable them to be filed Renaming should include the subject of the message

as well as any other information that would identify each message as a unique

entity. Ifmessages are renamed, a proper audit log should be kept (National

Archives and Record Services of South Africa: 2(03).

SUMMARY
In tbis chapter the researcher looked at the different information systems and

technology used in government as a way to service delivery. He concluded
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that although South Africa cannot be left behind in the global village, the

amount of billions spent on infonnation communication technology has not

yielded corresponding results. Therefore it is not advisable to create an

infonnation technology dependent wmkforce. Finally the researcber looked

at the use of electronic knowledge management and bow to store the useful

electronic mails.

In the following cbapter the researcber will focus on the future of electronic

knowledge management in organisations.
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Chapl" 7

THE FuruRE OF ELECTRONIC KNOWLEDGE MANAGE..>.fE..'IT IN

ORGA..NISATIONS

INTRODUCTION

Countries like Malaysia and South Africa and various organisations around

the world have begun their 2020 visions. The researcher visited the capital of

Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, in 2003 and was introduced to their country's vision

of 'a paperless society' by year 2020 (2020 vision). These are electronic

co=unication strategies with an aim to prepare and project the government

and organisations into the future. For governments and organisations in

general to work better (Le. to the satisfaction of citizens), it is necessary that

governments are organised accotding to business processes rather than

accotding to departments (DPSA 2003:32). Curtendy government is

organisl'd accotding to departments, which operate in silos. They are all

governed by specific regulations, which often do no encourage seamless

sharing of information between systems, even if the systems are within the

same department.

WHAT INFORMS GOVERNMENT's VISION ON E-GOVERNMENr?

Witscbger (2003:14) mentions that any organisation can throw technology at a

business problem. Successful organisations will provide a combined

tecbnological/burnan-interfaced solution that treats the customer as a person

and not as a number. Witschger (2003:16) further argues that people are the

key differentiators for organisations to achieve a competitive edge in a

radically changing world and hold the key to unlocking the value contained in

an organisation's resources in order to create wealth. Thus the government's
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vision is of using technology as enabler to fast-track public service delivery

and not for its own sake. That vision is premised on the following:

• The increase ofproductivity;

• Reduction in the costs of service delivery; and;

• Provision of convenience to the citizen (DPSA 2003:33).

These are in turn supported by four pillars, which rest on the foundation of

competent skills to drive and support government information

communication technology strategy.

The pillars are the following:

• Inter-operabiliry;

• Infomution security;

• Economies of scale; and;

• EIimjoation of duplication.

The appropriate institutional framework to ensure the realisation of this

vision has been set up and comprises among others agencies such as State

Institute Technology Agency (SITA). SITA is the prime system integrator and

also has a role of being the central procurement agency of government

Information and Communication Technology goods and services, thus

enabling the realisation of economies of scale and elimination of duplications.

The Centre for Public Service Innovation looks at encouraging innovation in

the Public Service as well as setting up of Public-Private Partnerships. The
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Government Information Technology Officers' Council (GITO Council)

advises the Minister for Public Service and Administration on the appropriate

policies to the use of technology in government to facilitate service delivery

(DPSA 2003).

FuTuRE PROSPECTS OF ELECTRONIC GOVERNMENT

Lack of system integration leads to a situation where = processes

requiring the authorisation or interaction of different systems/deparnnents

are prolonged. Shilubane (2002: 32) quotes an example to indicate the

disintegration of these systems:

br order to applyfor rompatry "gistrtJiion, which is do,,, try tht

Department of Trade and Industry, it is 11!ctssary to verifY thot tht

directorr oftht c01!1Jxmy do not h_ a criminal "cords. This databare is

kept try tht SAPS. IJ is also necessary to chtck whether tht cii"ctorr have

pmnanent "sidenct a databare, whicb is ho1lSed ot tht Department of

H011Ie Affairs.

This process requires the interaction of at least three departments and

therefore implies that requests have to be made in writing to the particular

deparnnents for them to do a search on the individual company registration

whether they comply with the requirements of the law. 1bis situation impedes

the speedy delivery of services to the citizen. Often the citizen is burdened

with moving from department to department inquiring about the status of

their application. The citizen has to identify the department responsible for

the delivery of a speci.fi.c service and if interdepartmental interaction is

required the citizen becomes the integrator. In addition the citizen has the
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burden of supplying the same infonnation every time he or she interacts with

government.

However, the ideal should be that the citizen is able to request services and

infonnation about government form a single point (Shilubane 2002:32). A

multi-channel delivery approach, which gives the user of government services

an option to choose the medium and channel that they are comfortable with,

is possible. 1bis will complement the current contact-type approach to service

delivery, with the use of kiosks, intecmediaries, retail outlers, telephone and

faxes, as well as cellular phones. In order to ensure social inclusion, it is

possible to use technology in a manner that enables citizens with various

disabilities to interact with machines through voice prompts and other

mechanisms that take into account their disabilities and inabilities. Citizens,

who do not feel comfortable dealing with government in either English or

Afriksans, should have the option to interact with government in any of the

11 official languages.

The use of information co=unication technology to speed up delivery of

services will have the benefits of the following:

• Increased productivity in the Public Service Government services will

no longer be confined to the normal office hours thus enabling the

processing of far more transactions than with current contact-type

services. Citizens will be able to interact with government anytime of

the day using any medium they are comfortable with. 1bis also offers

avenues for the training of current data captured in order to enrich

their jobs to focus on other functions such as approvals ofleave.
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• Gtizen convenience; citizens will deal with government as and when

they want to go through a cbannd of their choice.

• Reduce costs of service delivery while there will be huge investments

in infrastructure in the beginning, it is foreseen that the migration to

decrronic government will in the long tenn result in reduced costs for

service delivery.

The integrated customer service foreseen through the Gateway (Shilubane

2002:33) presupposes that the customer will have a single view of

government in its entirety. The citizen will have a central point through

which he or she can have access to public services thus diminating the

need for the citizen to have an understanding of how government is

organised in order to deal with government Technology will act as the

integrator of government services, allowing citizens the opportunity to

give government information once and have it updated in all the rdevant

databases of government This will ease the burden of supplying

information to government and when some derails or information about

the citizen change. There will be a single place where this information can

be changed

SUMMARY

In this chapter the researcher discussed the future of knowledge management

in organisations by looking at the vision and information technology

implemenration srrategies that the South African government is putting in

place to integrate its information co=unicarion technology (rCl) systems.

These systems are meant to create a single point or mulri-channd delivery

systems for service delivery. This will enable citizens to access and receive
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infonnation and services from one centtal point. For citizens who are both

functionally and computer illiterate, voice prompted machines combined with

their thumbprints for protection and change ofvoice will be avai.lable in their

own language. In the following chapter the researcher will discuss the

fiddwork and data processing.
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Chap"r 8

FIELDWORK A."ID DATA PROCESSING

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the researcher presents the results of an empirical survey

among knowledge managers active in the public, private and non

governmental sectors in KwaZulu-Naral.

REsPoNDENTS AND RATE OF RETURN

70 survey questionnaires were distributed to various levels and sectors of

assumed knowledge managers. 50 fully completed questionnaires were

rerumed to the researcher, which tepresented 71% rerums.

70 prospective respondents were taIgeted by means of e-mail, personal letters

and personal contact to serve as respondents in a voluntary survey because

they were tit ftJcIIJ operating as knowledge managers according to their job

descriptions. V (39%) of the 70 prospective respondents contacted were

infonnally acting as knowledge managers in their organisations, without

explicit training in knowledge management, and were therefore unsure of

what the term 'knowledge management' meant or whether they were

knowledge managers. These 27 prospective respondents therefore declined to

rake parr in the survey.

THE QUESTIONNAIRE

The questionnaire had 50 questions divided into 6 parts, namely (i) written

permission to use responses for academic research; (n) general personal

parriculars; for instance, age, gender and home language; (m) activities as a

knowledge manager; (iv) technologies used for sharing knowledge
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management; (v) about the usage of the organisational knowledge; (vi)

knowledge management policies.

DATA ANALYSIS

The data collected by means of the questionnaires was analysed by means of

the statistical programme SPSS 11.5

Setting up data encoding parameters in SPSS

Rows, columns and cells

SPSS 11.5 is a statistical analysis database organized in vertical columns and

horizontal rows. Each column contains the data for a particular question of

the questionnaire. Each row contains the total number of responses of a

particular respondent as shown in the SPSS 11.5 screen shot below. The rows

and columns attribute what I have been testing for. The data is entered in the

numeric codes 1 to 9, including O. The first column is the respondent

number, which represents the respondent in an anonymous way. This was

done because respondents were assured that they would not be identified

The sum total of a respondent's responses makes up the total number of

attributes that reflect the respondent's overall attitude about the aspect that is

being surveyed The point where a row and column intercept is identified as a

cell. Data is entered in a cell.

The data for each respondent is entered one cell at a time, proceeding from

left to right Each cell in the respondent row contains the respondent's

particular response to the attribute what is being tested in that particular

column of the database.
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~!!l~g~~~

r;""" -- r
TeSp _" 'age gender

" 1 1 4 1
2 2 3 1
3 3 2 1

_4 4 2 1
5 51 2 1
6 6 2 1
7 71 4 1
R R' ~ 1

In the image beside one can see

the coding parametezs for age,

gender, etc. Responses were

entered in numeric fODDat that

is 0 to 9. I used 0 as default

places because they are not sum

able.

Variable view and data view

Figure 5: The data entry view in SPSS 11.5 One sets up the coding

parameters for each survey item of the questionnaire by right clicking on the

column banner at the head of each column, by then selecting the Define

Variable option, indicating whether the question relates to a scalar, an ordinal

or a nominal measurement set of variables. One first fills in the Age label on

the panel, then you tick Scale as the measurement unit before clicking on the

Labels tab, as shown in the image below:

1t! 1t! ::11 1 !J

19 19 4 1 5
2J 2J 3 1 3
21 21 1 1 4

..-r>I\Da.aVlew J. Variable VIew "ISP5S Proa!ssor is read)

Figure 6: The Data VieW in SPSS 11

Figure 7 below indicates the variable view of the database. Coding pararnerers

such as the respondent identity document number for each respondent, age,
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gender, race and for the possible responses to questions are set up in the

variable view mode.

- - - . - - - -

~~.:::Jg~~~~~1
- Name Type Width 0ecir1i ~bel ,-

1 resp Numeric 8 0 IRespondent number t

2 age Numeric 8 0 IVour age {
3 gender Numeric 8 0 IVour gender I{

.. - - .. - _... '.

Figure 7: The variable view in SPSS 11.5

The name column in the variable mode

The name column gives the short hand name for

each of the question elements to be coded into

SPSS. It appears in the abbreviated form, and gives

an indication of which questions or statements

appear in the questiomWre. For example, 'quali'

represents the question; 'Where did you obtain your

qualifications?' in the questionnaire.

- - - -
~.!!I~

Name

1 resp
2 age
3 gender
4 reqv
5 quali
6 texpfp
7 texpop
B retrain
9 facilit

10 ethn
11 nogr

FlQure 8: The Name
column
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The type column in variable mode

The Type column in Figure 9 indicates the

natllre of the coding symbols that will be

used to encode each respondent's

responses in SPSS. As can be seen from

this figure I used numeric codes (numbers

0-9, or combinations of them) to

represent the responses that respondents

indicated on their questionnaire.

- - - --

~!!I.:::Jg.!d
Name - Type

,j resp Numeric
., 2 age Numeric

3 gender Numeric
4 reqv Numeric
5 quali Numeric

6 texpfp Numeric

1 texpop Numeric
B retrain Numeric

I~ 9 faciltt Numeric
10 ethn Numeric

·11 nogr Numeric
When one clicks on any cell under the

Type column, the Variable Type sdecrion

box, as shown in Figure 10 below, opens

up, allowing one to sdeer the most appropriate type of variable to translate

the response to data.

Figure 9: The type column In
variable mode
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The width and decimals columns in variable mode

- - - .- -
~!!I.::2Jg!dkJ~~1

Name Type Width Oecirr

1 resp Numeric: B 0
2 age Numeric B 0
3 gender Numeric B '0
4 reqw Numeric B 0
5 quali Numeric B 0
6 texpfp Numeric B 0
7 texpop Numeric B 0
8 retrain INumeric B 0
9 facilit Numeric B 0

10 elhn Numeric B 0
11 nogr Numeric B 0

FlQure 10: Setting up the column Width and number
of decimal spaces

spaces, then 1 will be

represented by 1. If one

The width column defaults

to eight spaces. Decimals

relate to how many

decimal spaces there will

be after the nwneraL If

one selects '0' decimal

seleers 1 decimal space,

then 1 will be represenred

by a number followed by a

fraction, for example, '1.0'. If rwo decimal spaces are chosen, then ir will

appear as '1.00'. If for example when one is working with currency, then the

whole number will be followed by 2 decimals, as in 10 dollars, $10.00

The label column in variable mode

In the Label column, the questionnaire elements are typed in exacdy as they

appear in the questionnaire. So the rext will appear exacdy as ir appears in the

database as shown in FJgUre 11 below:

- -

~.5I~g.!=lkJ~~~~1
Name Type Width Oecim Label

1 resp Numeric B 0 Respondent number
2 age Numeric 8 0 Your age

3 gender Numeric 8 0 Your gender

Figure 11: The label column In vanable mode
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The values column in variable mode

For every response tested, a coding parameter has to be set up in the values

column. It can include a simple response such as YES/NO, or a scale, or it

can take the form of categories such as the racial group or the gender of the

respondent. One fills in the age coding parameters by typing "Your age" in

the Variable Label slot and then one by one stipulating the age variables. One

for instance defines the 1 = 20-30 variable by first typing "1" into the Value

slot, and then typing 20-30 in the Value Label slot. After clicking on the Add

tab the coding parameter 1 = 20-30 appears as the first item on the coding

parameter list. A sample of this is provided in Figure 12 below.

Figure 12: Value Labels

One follows the same procedure, by setting up the coding parameters for

each attribute item on the questionnaire as column in the database.
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Selecting the appropriate

measure for the type ofdata

-- -
_ 0" X
---..-

Right

Right

iRight

!Right

iRight

!Right

iRight

IRiQht

---L

S

'~Align~~.J.~jght

Right

There are only three types of measures.

They are Nominal, Ordinal and Scale.

The scale of measurement will dictate

the Statistical procedures that will be

used in processing the data. According

to Leedy (1997:40) when nominal

measurement is used data is usually

restricted or limited For example when Figure 13: Measurement

we measure gender, we divide into two groups, ruunely, male or female.

Ordinal measurement is where various pieces of data are brought together

and nmked in either higher or lower values than each other. A scale is used to

achieve inferential analysis. A scale has equal units of measurement, where a

mean can be determined

SUMMARY

In this chapter the researcher explained what the statistical programme SPSS

11.5 is all about and how it was implemented to capture the data received by

means of the questionnaires. By pressing the Alt and Print screen buttons at

the same time, snap shots ofparticular functions of SPSS 11.5 were taken and

placed in Word, to help the reader better envisage how SPSS 11 was set up to

code the results. In the next chapter the researcher will report and interpret

the results of research that were obtained using the statistical programme

SPSS 11.5.
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Chapter 9

RESULTS

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the researcher will report and interpret the results of the

survey that were obtained using the statistical programme SPSS 11.5 from

assumed lmowiedge managers in KwaZulu-Natal The researcher will analyse

the results and give a general overview of the respondents of this study in

order to understand how electronic communication is used in lmowiedge

management in the organisations, and where this usage could take

organisations.

DEMOGRAPlllC PROFll.ES OF THE RESPONDENTS

Part 1 and Pan 2 was included to investigate the demographic profiles of the

respondents. It included pennission to use the questionnaire, age group

(graph 4), managerial level (graph 15), gender (graph 16) and whether their

jobs include knowiedge management or not (graph 17). Although the survey

questionnaire provided for the "age group" range from 20 to 70 it became

apparent in the results that all the respondents fell within the age group of 30

to 60, cutting off the fringe between 20-30 and 60-70.

The age group 30-60 as represented in graph 4 is normally a range of

economically active persons. People begin working in their early twenties and

work their way up the management level so that in their early thirties they

may have become managers on different levels.
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AGE GROUP

The grnph (Figure 14) indicated that 22 (44%) respondents were between the

age range of41-50. The 51-60 oge group constituted 18 respondents (36%) as

the next major age group. The researcher had hypothesised that this group

would be in the middle to senior manogement positions as deputy directors,

directors, managers and senior managers. In order to empirically test this

hypothesis one of the questions was to investigate the level of management at

which the respondents worked. FIgUre 14 below confirmed the hypothesis.

Legend
• age group 31-40
• age group 41-SO
.agegroupS1-S0

Figure 14: Age groups of respondents
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The last group of 10 (20%) fell within the 31-40 age group. These are usually

the lower level managers who are still undergoing training. A few might have

been quicker to climb the corporate hdder as middle or even senior

managers. In the graph below the researcher will look closely at the results

regarding managerial levels of the respondents.

MANAGERIAL LEVEL

In the graph below (FJgU1'e 15) 22 (52%) respondents formed the largest

group of middle managers. There were 18 (36%) senior management

respondents while 6 (12) out of 50 respondents indicated they were junior

managers. The scramble and the competitiveness towards a very narrow

upward mobility, particul.arJ.y in the public sector mean that there will always

be large numbers of competent managers who remain on the lower level of

management In the public sector this argument is attested by the number of

always disputed senior posts and acrimonious legal fights that always follow.

Consequendy those posts are never filled and some have to be cancelled.
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~end

• My~ levet junior manager
• My rnal8Qerial leVel middle manager

• My mal8gerialleVei seniOr manager

Rgure 15: Managerial levels of respondents

However, it does not follow tMt if an individual has spent many years in the

organisation he is assured of a higher position, although in terms of the

Labour Relations Act (1999) he is guaranteed an interview should he apply for

the advertised position. However, the researcher assumes that the more years

a person spends in the organisation the more knowledge he acquires. 1bis

could be a plausible reason tMt the employers use to offer him a higher

position so that he could transfer his skills and knowledge to more workers.
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GENDER

There was an almost equal split between female and male respondents as

females constituted 52% (26) and male constituted 48% (24%) of

respondents as represented in Figure 16 below.

~end
• gender at male.g......at _

........

Figure 16: Genders of respondents

The slight increase of female respondents (4%) above male respondents as

knowledge managers can be explained in the light of Affirmative Action and

Employment Equity policies that favour the preferential employment of

females, blacks, and disabled people. The South African parliament has

increased the percentage of female members of parliament to 40%. The next
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graph (Figure 17) shows the result of whether the jobs of the respondents

include knowledge management.

JOBS INCLUDE KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

It was crucially important that this question be included as failure to do so

would have invited and resulted in unusable responses from wrong people.

Putting the question as Question 1 basically meant if the chosen respondent's

job did not include knowledge management he did not have to complete the

survey questionnaire.

Legend
• Does your job include km? yes
• Does your jab include km? no

2.lIO"4

98.00%

Figure 17: Jobs includes KM
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The researcher discovered through many confused calJs from rhe respondents

that by rhe definition given at rhe beginning of the questionnaire knowledge

managers had no clear understanding of the subject. In the graph below

(Figure 18) rhe researcher will give the results of the Secror where the

respondents are.

EMPLOYMENT SECTOR
The researcher distributed rhe survey questionnaire across all the three sectors

identified These were rhe public, private and non-governmental sectors. The

aim was to cover the whole specrrum of managers and get a fair view of how

knowledge management is practised in different sectors. Giving the

questionnaire to one sector would have given a distorted picture of the

situation. In rhe graph below the results are indicated in this picture.

Legend
• s.cu pubic: MtVice
• Secla' pr;v-. tr'/lII'p'ise

.So=NGO

Figure 18: Employment sector
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An observation made was that a significant number of respondents, 38 (J6%)

work in the public sector, while 7 (14%) work in the private sector. The least

represented group at 5 out of 50 (10%) was the NGO sector. The cause for

this is that the researcher found more willingness from the public sector

respondents to answer the survey questionnaire than the private or NGO

sector. This was unfortunate as the experience provided by the 1Knowledge

Managers Practitioners Group monthly meeting that the researcher attends

indicated that knowledge management is a field that has been embraced fully

by the tnanJ>gl'IIlent in the private sector. The public sector is lagging far

behind both in the information tnanJ>gl'IIlent system and the new corporate

business ideas. In the graph below (FIgure 19) we will look at the results of

how managers regard themselves.

1 The Knowledge Managers Group is a voluntary group of data managers, IT specialists
and managers, HR managers, information managers and anyone who is interested in
knowledge managemenL They meet every month in and around Durban and present
knowledge management projects and discuss solutions to KM issues.
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TYPE OF MANAGER

Legend
• What type of manager do you regard yourself as? knowledge manager
• What type of manager do you regard yoursetf as? directorlmanager
.1Nhat type of manager do you regard yourself as? duat knowledge manager/director

• VVhat type of manager do you regard yourself as? no response

48.00%

Figure 19: Type of manager

It was noted that 24 (48%) of the tllaruIger respondents regard themselves as

knowledge tllaruIgers. Out of 50 respondents 21 (42%) regarded themselves

as either managers or directors. Only 4 (8%) of 50 regard themselves as dual

knowledge managers and directors simultaneously. If one puts this group (the

dual managers) and knowledge managers (48%) together the toral is 56 %.

Tbis indicates that half the numbers of organisations have knowledge

management key responsibilities for their managers. When asked how the

knowledge managers learned about knowledge managemenr 19 (38) indicated

they trained themselves and only 14 (28%) indicated they were given in
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service ttaining. This may also mean that as many knowledge managers were

not ttained, knowledge management responsibilities were just added because

"someone bad to do the job". As can be seen from Figure 19 a negligible

small fraction of respondents 1 2%) did not respond. In the graph below

(FIgure 20) the researcher will look at the results of how long respondents

have been knowledge managers.

DURATION AS KNOWLEDGE MANAGER

Legend
• For how long have you been a knowledge manager? 1-5 years
• For how long have you been a knowledge manager? 6-10 yean

• For how long have you been a knowledge manager? 11·15 years
• For how long have you been a kr1cHIIedge~ 16 years or k»nger
• For haw long have you been a knowledge manager? no response

Rgure 20: Duration as knowledge manager
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There were 17 (34%) respondents who have been knowledge managers from

1-5 years. 15 of 50 (30%) of respondents have been knowledge managers for

6-10 years. 7 (14%) have been knowledge managers for 11-15 years and 2

(4%) have been managers for 16 years or longer. Based on the past grapb

results it may be concluded that many 'knowledge managers' have recendy

assumed the term 'knowledge manage', however, all along they have worked

on this level their designations were, 'manager'. It was noticeable that nine

(18%) respondents did not respond to this question. The researcher

associated the failure to respond with the lack of understanding of the term

'knowledge management' as many prospective respondents called to enquire

about it even though the term had been defined in the introduction of the

survey questionnaire. In the graph (Ftgure 21) we will look at the results of

how respondents learned about knowledge management.

1.EARNING ADmIT KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENr

From the results seen in the above graphs it has come to light that many

managers do not know much about knowledge managemenL As indicated in

a graph above (FJgure 20) 64% of the respondents have been knowledge

managers for less than 10 years. It was important that the researcher

investigates how they learned about knowledge management.
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Legend
• How did you Ieam _ut KM? seIf-traHled

• How did you learn about KM? in-service training
• How did you Ieam about KM? diploma courseIs
• How did you Ieam about KM? degree c:ourseIs

• How did you Ieam about KM? no response

Figure 21: Learning abou1 KM

In the graph above (Figure 24) 18 out of 50 (36%) trained themsdves as

knowledge managers. 14 of 50 (28%) leamed knowledge management

through in service trnioing. 8 of 50 (16%) leamed knowledge management

through diploma while 5 (10%) leamed knowledge management through

degree. 5 (10%) the respondents did not respond

It was noticeable that although there are nor many trained knowledge

managers with 8 (16%) who leamed knowledge management through their
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degrees and 5 (10%) through th.,;" diploma, there is a gradual increase of

managers with knowledge particularly when adding those 14 (28%) who got it

through in-service trnining. The number increases noticeably when we add

the 18 (36%) self-ttained managers. While in-service ttaining is good for

continuing education it cannot be compared to the grounding that one

receives from spending time at the college or university. However with the

available technologies it is possible to supplement interactive courses so that

managers may share th.,;" problems, practice with other knowledge managers.

Although the 'no response' constituted five (10%) respondents they should

be read against the 18% respondents in the graph (Figure 20) who did not

respond to how long they have been knowledge managers.

KM FORUMS
In the graph below the results of which Forums are accessed are discussed. It

was noted that half of the respondents, 25 (50%) mentioned in the survey

questionnaire that they reference no KM Forums. 13 of 50 (26%) of

respondents indicated that they reference only one Forum amongst the

indicated ones. 6 (12%) of respondents reference two or three Forums. 1, 2%

of respondents indicated he or she references four of five Forums.
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Legend
• Which KM foroms do you reference? none
_Which KM fotums do you reference? one

• Which KM forums do you reference? two or three
• Which KM forums do you reference? tour or five

Figure 22: KM Forums

eo._

The above results indicate that knowledge =agers generally do not read or

belong ro a professional knowledge =agement think-tank, or forum. They

therefore do not have a place were they discuss or get updated in best

practices. There are countless journals both hard copies and online that

managers can access at their own pace and time. Journals of knowledge

management and reviews on management studies such as:
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• Smitt Ddivtry &vinv- A learningjo1/T1loJfur FJlblic Monagm is available

free and monthly from the Department of Public Service and

Administration.

• Monagement Today- is available at a price from UNISA in Pretoria.

On visiting the Internet one can find various websites for knowledge

management teams, schools or forums. The websites www.brink.com and

www.~bus.com are some of them. Without updating themselves the

managers lose out tremendously on the latest knowledge management best

practice and KM projects and the sharing of knowledge management

infonnation and knowledge.

What is needed is a paradigm shift that expresses the idea that new challenges

cannot be solved by old solutions. Trivedi (2002) argued that the problem

with applying old solutions to new problems in the world of online learning is

that these applications tend to produce results that are "as good as" what we

have done before, what is often referred to as the "no significant difference"

phenomenon. In other words new wine sits uncomfortably in the old wine

skins.

In KwaZulu-Natal there is a monthly meeting of Knowledge Managers

Practitioners Group from different sectors of employment. It is a free

membership organisation and access to it is available a "vanessam@ckb.co.za.

The researcher has benefited tremendously for anending their monthly

meetings. In the meetings best practice lessons and projects are discussed and

members share ideas and netwOrk as well
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The researcher was once invited to attend a Durban Business Women's

Association. When one member indicated in the meeting that she had a

problem that needed an attomey, someone offered to help, phoned for an

advice and the problem was solved before the meeting was over. Networking

is one of many benefits of belonging to a professional body and reading more

about your field ofwork.

In the following graph (FJgUre 23) we will look at the results of where the

respondents received their knowiedge management qualifications.

PLACE WHERE QUALIFICATION WAS OBTAINED

This question confirmed the results on the above graph (FIgure 23). 25 (50%)

indicated that again they have no knowiedge management qualifications, as

they are self-taught. This would explain why in the above graph (Figure 22)

50% indicated they do not reference any forums. They probably do not know

which forums to access. 14 (28%) of the respondents received their

qualifications from South Africa. There were only 3 (6%) of the respondents

who received their qualifications from abroad 7 (14%) of the respondents did

not respond indicating as above that they may be doing the knowiedge

management job without any qualification or understanding of it.
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l.egend
• Where did you obtain your KM qualification? self-taught

• Where did you obtain your KN qualification? abroad

• Where !id you obtain '/04S KN qualification? South Africa

• Where <id you obtain you" KN qJalifica:tioo? South Africa and abroad
• Where did you obtain yru KM qualification? no response

Figure 23: Place where qualifK:alion was received

Most knowledge managers, 25 (50%) are self-taught knowledge managers. 14

of 50 (28%) received their KM qualifications from South Africa. 3 (6%)

received their KM qualifications abroad. A significant number 7, (14%) of

Knowledge managers did not respond wbile 1 (2%) indicated that he/she

received his/her KM qualifications both from South Africa and abroad It is

difficult to compare the number of qualifications from South Africa and

abroad, as there are generally nOt many managers who have had an

opportunity to study abroad The researcher's experience in 2004 was that in

Nethedands knowledge management is offered as a course in Business
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studies. South Africa is not far behind as universities have begun offering

knowledge management as part of the business studies and organisational

development. In the next graph (FJgUre 24) we will look at the results of

whether respondents had to train before they are given the title or work as

knowledge managers.

TRAINING AS KNOWLEDGE MANAGERS

This graph shows that a significant number 21 (42%) of respondents did not

train as knowledge managers. 17 (34%) agreed that they had to train as

knowledge managers.

Legend
• Did you have to train as a knowiedge manager? yes
• Did you have to train as a IaIONI!oge manager? no
• Did you have to train as a knowledge manager? rm na: :sure
• Did you have to train as a kl'lclwtedge manage(? no response

Figure 24: Training as Knowledge manager
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1bis confirms the graphs discussed above that many knowledge managers

only had a change of tide or given knowledge managemenr responsibilities

withour training. It is reasonable to mention that the subject per se is

relatively new in South Africa. A few universities have introduced knowledge

management as a course. The problem is its wide and cross disciplinary

nature. It falls under Business Studies, for example, in the University of

KwaZulu-Natal (Durban) while in some universities it is located under

Co=unication (University of Zululand, Umlazi branch) while others think ir

should fall under the Human Resources Department 9 (18%) respondents

indicated that they are not sure whether they received training. 3 (6%) of

respondents did not respond

In the next graph (Figure 25) the result will show us how much of technology

knowledge is associated with knowledge management by looking at whether

or not the respondents were given the responsibility as knowledge managers

because of their technology skills.
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TECHNOLOGY SKILl.'i NEEDED TO QUALIFY

Legend
• What ted'Inology skills did you need to qualifY? infonnation management

• What tsdv1oIogy skills did you need to quatify7 computer skill

• WI\at tedvJoIogy skills did you need to QJali1'y? no response
• What technology skills did you need to qualJfy? no skill
• What technology skills did you neecl to qua1i1y? irrelevant 3flswer

Figure 25: Technological skills

Mosr respondents 20 (40%) did nor respond, probably because they were nor

trained nor received a qualification on knowledge management 17 (34%) of

the respondents received infonnation managemenr as a technology skill.

These were a combination of computer workers as well as infonnation

workers, for example, libnuians. The researcher believes that the t=,

"technology skills" was too broad a tenn and sbould have been defined more

narrowly. 8 (16%) respondents indicated they received computer technology

skills. 3 (6%) of the respondents gave irrelevant answers that indicated that
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the tenn 'technology skills' meant different things to different people. 2 (4%)

of the respondents indicated that they received no skill for technology. It is

given that knowledge managers cannot have all knowledge necessary to

implement all management programmes, however, without some

technological knowledge the manager would rely entirely on the technology

department that might change the knowledge management project to be a

complete technology based project. In the following graph (Figure 26) we

analyse the results of career path.
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CAREER PATH

Legend
• What career path did you take to KM? data manager

• What career path did you take to KM? human resource manage
• What career path did you take to KM? education official

• What career path did you take to KM? information science

• What career path did you take to KM? administrator
What career path did you take to KM? other

• What career path did you take to KM? spoilt response
• What career path did you take to KM? no response

30.00%

Figure 26: Career path

In this graph 17 (30%) of the respondents rook human resource as a career

path to knowledge management. 6 (12%) are in different levels of education.

There was a split of data manager and infonnation science specialist, 5 (10%)
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respectively and 4 (8%) did not respond 3 (6%) of respondents took the

career path as administrators. 1 respondent (2%) indicated a different

response than the ones mentioned. 11 (22%) were spoilt responses. The split

amongst data, information, education and HR managers is an indication that

knowledge management is a cross-disciplinary subject applicable to a number

of careers. The assumption is that human resource departments in these

organisations were quick to adapt to include knowledge management and

consequently trained their managers on it. In the next graph (Figure 27) we

will look at the structure of the organisation.

STRUCTIJRE OF THE ORGANISATION

The structure of the organisation determines the flow of information. If the

structure has multi-layers, communication becomes long. gets diluted and

distorted on the way up or down. If the structure is more flat there is a

shorter distance the information travels and there is more sharing of

information. Hence this question was asked as a way of investigating whether

the structure does not impede knowledge sharing.
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Legend
• Characterise the strudu'e of you oryanization muffi-levelledldeep

• Characterise the structure of you organization t1avshaJlow

• Characterise the structure of you organization in-between

Figure 27: Structure of organisation

In this graph 27 (54%) of the respondents characterised the strucrure of their

organisation as multi-level Tbis as indicated above may be a cause for a

difficult sharing of information. With such a structure information is usually

shared through circulars and memos and there is hardly a personal touch.

There is a lot of natural filtering, distortion and even censoring of the

message as each manager decides what needs to be passed on to the next

level 19 (38%) of the respondents characterised the structure of their

organisation as being in-between the multi-level and a flat structure while 4

(8%) characterised their structure as flat thus allowing a free flow of

information.
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The next graph gives the result of whether there are personnel dedicated to

knowledge management. This is important because this person would be able

to concentrate on the knowledge management project as well as

implementing knowledge management best practice.

Personnel dedicated to knowledge management

Legend
• Do you ............. dedicated to KM? yes

• Do you have personnel dedicated to KM? no
• 00 you have personnel dedicated to KM? rm not sure

Figure 28: Personnel dedicated to KM

It was interesting to note that a significant number of respondents, 26 (52%)

indicated they have personnel dedicated to KM in their organisations. The

researcher believes that in comparison to the public sector the private sector

has taken up knowledge management and employ knowledge management
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personnel. Career adverts for knowledge managers in the national media such

as Sunday Times are mainly from the private sector. However, 15 (30 %) of

the respondents indicated they do not have personnel dedicated to KM while

five Out of 50 (10%) respondents indicated that they are not sure whether this

is the case or not in their org.misations. In the education department, the

senior managers have been trained in knowledge management and it is also

one of their performance measures used to assess them to renew or end their

performanceconcraCL

The next graph deals with the results of how information is stored. This was

an open-ended question to allow for different experiences of respondents.

Because of the variation of responses the researcher categorised them

according to whether they were (i) very accurate, (11) accurate (m) inaccurate.
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Processing of stored infonnation

Legend
• How does your organisation process KM re storage? i1acoJrate explanation

• How does your organisation process KM re storage? accurate explanaoon
• How does your organisalDn process KM re storage? very accurate explanation
• How does your organisafun process KM re storage? no response

• How does your organisaOOn ptOCeSS KM re storage? I'm not sure

16.00%

Figure 29: Organisation storage processing

11 (22%) respondents gave a very accurate explanation regarding how their

organisations process KM to be stored. These responses included answers

such as, "we use special software to store information" and, "building

individual and institutional memory". 8 (16%) respondents gave accurate

responses. 7 of 50 (14%) respondents gave inaccurate explanations such as

"the storage is there bur inadequate" while 2 (14%) indicated that they were

not sure. 11 (22%) did not respond The researcher assumes that those who

did not respond did not know how their organisation process knowledge for

storage as usually one person does this job.
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Organisations spend millions of rands buying expenSIve equipment for

storage. What is lacking is converting or repackaging that information for use.

The unfortunate part is when organisations outsOUtce a trainer or consultant

for a lot of money that in turn use the information and resOUtces that is in the

organisation to train managers.

Processing of shared information

~nd
• How does your organisalion process KM re sharing? no explanation

• How does your organisation proces.s KM re sharing?~ uplana1ion

• How does YOAJ1 organiAtion pmce$S KM re shaI1tIg? aa:tn:B

• How does your organisation process KM re sharing? very aco.nte
• How does your organisation process KM re sharing? rm not sure

Figure 30: Organisation sharing process

In this graph 20 (40%) respondents gave a very accurate explanation

regarding how their organisation process KM to be shared. An example is,

"publication of development practice for external dissemination". Many
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mentioned the use of circulars, internal in-house magazines, meetings and

workshops. It was clear that not many respondents mentioned a planned use

of computers as way of sharing knowledge management. 11 (34%) gave

accurate explanations. 7 (14%) respondents gave no explanation. 4 (8%) of

respondents gave no response while 2 (4%) indicated that they are not sure.

The researcher believes that organisations do not do justice when it comes to

sharing of formal and stored information. Organisations are good at storing

and archiving information and are very guarded about it but do not exploit all

the necessary technologies and non-technological forms to share it. In the

next graph (Figure 31) we will analyse the results about the special systems to

acquite, store and share knowledge management.

SPECIAL SYSTEM TO ACQUIRE, STORE AND SHARE KNOWLEDGE

This is where many organisations falter by acquiring very expensive and

complicated systems from the system vendors without influencing the

features and functions of such systems.
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L!'gend
• 00 you have a special system to acqUrl!. store and share knowledge? yes

• Do you have a spedal system to acquire. store and share knowledge? no
• 00 you have a special system to acquirv, store and share knowledge? rm not sure

Figure 31: Special system of acquiring knowledge

In this graph 40 out of 50 (SO %) respondents indicated that they have a

special system to acquire, store and share knowledge. 8 (16%) respondents

indicated that they have no special system to acquire, store and share

knowledge while 2 (4%) indicated that they are not sure. The question would

be; how effective is the system to share knowledge? What is the use of special

systems to acquire knowledge if it is not to be shared? If workers on various

levels of the organisation depend on grapevine and other informal

infonnation and knowledge exchange then the organisation's special system

needs reviewing. In the next graph (FIgUre 32) we will scrutinise how

organisations filter irrelevant knowledge.
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Filtering of irrelevant knowledge

~nd

• How does you'" organIsalion filter Irrelevant knowk!dge for its users? JJnk emails deleted

• Haw does '/OS c:rgarisalion \iter iI't*Yantknc:Nrledge tor its users? no fireri"lg
• Haw does 'jQI Oi gal isa:iol.lil!I"~ kncMoIedge ltIr illI L:SeI"S? rm l'lO( SlJnI

• How does your crgarisaIion fiI:Br Irrelevant knowledge for it!! users? onry~ Ia'l<7oNtedge is s;ven
• How does you: c:argaBsation filter irreleYant knaorriedge tot its users? IiT*ed hart! space

Haw does 'fCU orgarisaIiOn fitBr mtevant IlnlwIedge br its users? no response

.......

"I.""

Figure 32: Filtering of irrelevant knowledge

In this graph, 21 of 50 (42%) of respondents indicated dut their organisations

do not filter irrelevant knowledge. 1bis takes up a lot space in the manager's

computers and waste workers' time going through irrelevant information.

However, 15 (30%) of respondents indicated only relevant knowledge is

given. Many organisations use commercialised systems or customise their

systems to filter irrelevant information. Still many organisations unethically

check information going through from or to their workers so dut workers do

not waste time using computers for their family businesses. Worse still is the

use of organisation's e-mail by workers to receive or send illicit material.
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In government, in particular the Education Deparnnent, the State

Information Technology Agency (SITA: 2005) filters all graphics before

releasing them to the recipient

8 (16%) of respondents indicated that they are not sure how their

orgarusanons filter irrelevant knowledge. 3 (6%) of respondents did not

respond 2 (4%) of respondents indicated that their organisations use limited

space in order to save only limited relevant knowledge. This happens when

computer workers only save to the main database and cannot use their

computers to save information that can be later removed and saved in their

personal discs. However, even this cannot stop computer crime as a person

can e-mail information to his home computer as soon as it is written.

In the ne.u graph (Figure 33) we wi11look at the results of the information

co=unication technology forms used to shate knowledge. Numerous forms

had been mentioned in the survey questionnaire such as (i) e-mail, (n) fax, (m)

intranet, (IV) video mail, (v) video conferencing, voicemai1 and (Vl) telephone

or cell phone.

Respondents could make more than one choice. The responses were

categorised according to the number of responses in order to analyse them.
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Forms of leT to share ioformallrnowledge

~.• __ <ltICTOCll""J_.~"-"._"'''''''''~'''YIU'~_or'''''''
• __<:tlCToolQl_.I*"JCI"IIY"""._"' ~ ..'1O.i~l'llwor!lv•
• __dlCT"")lILl_~...._"' ~ ....,.,....~_or""""
._""""dlCT""l""J.....~__"' ~"'I'»"~_

FIgUI'e 33: Forms of leT to share knowledge

In this graph 22 (48%) of respondents indicated that they use four to 6\"e

roans of info.a:nation communication technology to slutt kno\\'iedge in mer
organisations. 15 (30%) of respondents indicat:ed th~' use six or mo~ fOImS

of ICf CO sh2re knovoiedge in their organisations. 10 (20%) indicated they use

two or three fOImS of let. Whereas in graph 25 40% knouiedge managers

had indicated that they did not Mve any technology slcills to get anplo)-ed as

knowledge~ this~ a good indication that dtha through in·servia

mining or WOI:kshops. 48% oEmon say they now use diff~t forms afICf.

This is 2lso possible through e--leuning \\nere the organisation cm.~ a

video-linked. workshop. Managers would not leave their wodcplace and they

would leam how, for insa.nc~ to use die wm cam.
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Forms orrer to share informal knowledge

~.
• _ _ ,.lCTIlO ..... _porIQ'l;IIyn...lOI::Cm5., .....~ ..lOo"'~ _ ... _

.'__<:tlCTOOlQl_'~__'_"''''''l</xNoOoo<IgIoilllO"'~'''''''1\o•• __ "'lCT"")'<l'l_.~__",.....~ ...,.,..~_ ... ",,"

.\o\tic!l_dICT"'""_~ __"",,,~,,'fOI~_

FtgUre: 33: Forms of ICT to share knowledge

In this graph 22 (48%) of respondents indiaued that they use four to five

forms of infoanation communication technology to sb:are kno"'iedge in their

organisations. 15 (3lJ'/II) of respondents indicated they use six or mo~ forms

of ICT to share knouiedge in their organisations. 10 (20%) indicued mey use

rwo or~ fomlS of leT. Whereas in graph 25 40% knoo~macugers

had indicated that they did not have any technology skil1s to get employed as

knowiedge~ this~ :a. good indication that ama through in·semc:e

mining or WOI:kshops. 48% of them say they no\1O use differmt fonns of ICT.

This is 2lso possible through e-leaming nett the organisation cm amtnge a

video-linked 'JIOwhop. ~1an.agers would noe leave their wockplace and they

would leam how, for instance, to use me web cam.
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In the nen gapb Wl:: \lO'illlook at resulco of the use ofe-m:ails.

Use or electronic mail

The e-mail is one of the bugely used tedmology services. Thousands, if not

millions of e-mail messages are sbaced ~(\\."eeD people around the 'Q.-odd

Aheady many orgmisarions are worried about the time spent~ and

reading e-mails. Junk dearonic mails dw:~es carry vir:a1 infections are

a great -wony to many users. There were vuious responses from \\--hich the

responde:nts could choose as many as mey w:anted. These were categorised

accotding to me mnnher of choice.

Lagend
• WhaI is WMlIISe'J fI;r h 'PS UIPizaU,? ncnII

• w.- .. __ used for in 'PS a lizlllion? OM

• ...... is erMiI ..-Il;r in)lOUl" u izlIIia,? IIoC 011Yl101

• ...... is r.aiI useoll;r in)US o izlIIial1 brer ....
• 'Nla ill ...... U5IIIi Il;r if!)lOUI" 0 _1 ...01-.

FIQlUe 34: Use of electronic mail
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Six n:spoosc:s were given as prompts, (i) infoc:nal oommunication; (11)

lmofficial~ rommllnication; (m) offiu: me::noUs and notices; (rv)

organisarional policy communications; ('\"") meetings; and (n) union notices

and infonnation. According to FLgUtt 34 the rerults are that a si.go.i..ficam

number of respondents (26). 52%. use the e-mail for two or three things. The

researcheras~ that the bulk: of these e-mail use:s comes from the private

sector as in many gm-ernmmt offices~ a computer is still a pIi-rilege.

Sixteen respondents (320/0) chose four to five reasons. 4 ttSpOndents (8'%)

only use it for one reason. 3 responck:nts (6%) do not use it. 'This is probably

because they do not know bow to or because they have secretaries UIho e-mail

for them or because they do not know bow [0. The researcher has

ape:rienced helping wom colleagues who have computers but do not know

bow to use the e-ma.iJ. and 1 (2.%) respondent uses it for only one reason.

The next graph (Ftgu..re 35) analyses the results of the e-mail retention policy
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E-mail retention policy

.........
• ea.\ICU IiwD, Igw.. ""--*"Pl*:1?le5
• ea. W-..... '-ifl r..mspck:f? ""
.0000)OJl" ..W-AZiOil Mw Pl*:1? rm mt ....

F'9'Jf'e 35: E-mail retention policy

The question in Ftgure 35 asked whether organisations haye an e-mail policy.

It 'W':lS apparent foan the ttSpOns~ that there is an equal split of 16 (32)

respondents who said. <yes" and 'no'. 12 (2-1-%) indicated that thq are nor sure.

From this question and gn-en responses the researcher assumes that the

pou::ntial of e-rmil as a pou"ttful as v.-dJ. 2S a cksr:ructive force (e-mailing

organisation as weIl 2S aebanging pomDgJ:2pbic mWs) has nO[ bttn raken

seriously by at least more than a quarter organisations md that organisacional

e-mail usage is not communicated v.-dJ. to different lc\-els of man.agers.
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What managers need to know is m.at e-mail coment coocUns evidence of

businl$S decisions, actions 2nd tranSactions and e-mail messages become

doolmmts and records with the same legal requirementS. This oills fat a clear

e-mail tetmtion policy. E-J.ll2il records must be subjea [0 me corpotate life

cycle retention roks. If thett is a court case (for aample defamation) basm
on the e-mail message> against anomer organisa.tion, e-mail messages

conWning the sou.n:e of litigation can be used. By eapttlring e-mail and

organisation can file it into cotpOtate knovd~ maps. E-mail content is

accessible to authorised users thus allowing for better and faster decision

making. efficient implemeowion and execution of business processes, and

improved knowledge wotktt satisfaction.

The nen graph ttpOtts on 'Whether the organisations have single or multiple

<htaba=.
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Single integrated or multiple UDintegrated database

Legend
• Oo8yotrarpliaalilorl"'-~~ Ilr"""**~K.-? -.gII n.or-__
.o.-\IOUI'~"'--"~or"""'~K~_~_
.o.-",-~--'__~<r""'~K"""""'l*?rm_....

FJgUre 36: Single integrated or muttiple unintegrated database

The graph, FJgUtt 36, indicates dearly that in a significant number of

organisarions, 22 (44%) of respondenrs are not sun:: v.'hether they ha~e a

single in~ted or multiple uninregrated <i:u:llnses. The m.ess~ is dw

knowledge~ ha"e systems they do not know and therefore do nm

use these systems to mar advan~ A significant split of 16 (38%) indicated

chm sy5tttnS use integrated as vodl as unintcgrated d:uabases. A single

inrrgrared d:m..base is osier ID 1u.ndle, 2.S the all-up time for infoa:narion is

The nen grnph daIs with lll2IUgcIle:D.t support. Without such suppon~

is no chmge of pacrice
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Senior management support of KM

Legend.!:loes the -*r 1'* ,OerI: 01 'r'CU' llI(11lillisalioll:5lJllflOl't KM? yes
~ the --.. Il'8 '"'" t 01 yos 1lI (IIlil1isaliol1 :5IJllflOI't IOIr? no

Figure 37: senior management support of KM

In this goph (FJgUtt 37) the~er asked a question to the effea whether

smior management supportS knowledge rnanagttnalt. h ~'OU1d be near

impossible to implenent knowledge ma.aago:nent 'trithout the support of

mose in power in the organisation. Smior marugem.ent decides the strategic

direction of an organisation. It ...-as intereSting to nOte tha[ the m-~dming

tmjority of ~dmts, 40 (81%) indicated a 'yes' vohile 7 (14%) were nO[

sure Oaly 2 (4.17%) indicated the negam-e Smior ma.n.agers need to effect

orgmiurional and intt:m..al teeb.ni.ca1 climate so that knowledge:~em

is not implo:nen[o:J. in an <ad hoc, ttial and error' manna.
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The nen !!"Ph (FlgU'< 38) deals with 'YJ'<' of ,,,,,regie know!<dge which

organisations keep ttaek o£ A choice of possible responses was gn-c:n as (i)

= recouJs. (ri) supplier rerords and (m) p=oond records. The

responses were categorised according [0 the nUIllbu chosen. Ho'\\>~er. for

me respondents who fdt limited by the choices the:re \W.S an 'omtt' to add to

IDulrip1e choice; as ir. applies to his or her organisacion.

Types of strategic KM

Legend
.'NhatypeSdShlegK: KWdouyru~ eep b:l< d? none
• """'1)'plIS of~ KU does ycv ...... - . n IlIIep nci;en_
...........~ cl~ KW _ JCU' Oigalisa!iai, lIMp llZt. d? IIMl ar-~

.'MIa1)'ClMd~KW donycvca... - +m keep llZt.d?~{~l

FIQUI"e 38: Types of strategic KM

In dlls graph (FJgUtt 38) 2. question was med as to U"b.2.t [ype5 of Sttatefjc

knowledge~t me organisations keep nack of. The possible
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=poDS" w= (i) ="'" =n!s; (u) supplie< recoros; (w) p=onnd

manc:s. An OTttWhdming numlxr of respondm.lS, 38 (76%) chose twO to

thrtt types_ This indicated that: many organisatiom k~ infoanarion of thdr

stakeholder:s in th6r: electronic systems. HOWNtt, 7 (14%) keep one type of

srakebolders while 3 (6%) explained further to say mat their organisations also

keep oth~ infoIIDation.. It v;as also significant that 2 (4%) of the ce::.--ponde:nts

indicued there is no infomwioo of th.rir sa.keholders hpt in mm systems.

This researcher concluded that either this group use computers only for word

processing, have no access to the computer or haye never checked ~i1at thm

dearonic systems keep traek oE

1b.e oat graph (FIgUIe 39) analyses ac~s to kno'lriedge manage:r:nmt

records by levds of management.
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Access 10 Df records by levels of management

~0....,., Itas -=-lOyoAI IOol NaIrdI? s.rior lI_W!I*"*•

• 'NIle Itas 8CCeSS 10 'fO'I1Ool1KorllS? WicIlte management
• wr.. tIa:s a:z:aa 10 'fUAI1Ool~ ..IIricW~.Who has IICCIA 10 'fO'I1Ool -us? Upper.Middl.~

• 'NIle Itas IICCIA bymrlOol IKOIUS?~~
Wha has __ III )'CU"1Oot IKIX'!!s? AlII11Dp1Ihop __.Wtocl_ ~")'CU"1Oot~ 0lMr

Rgure 39: Access to KM reoJfds by levels of management

'Ibis question vns asked in ordu to find out who ~ acc~s to knowledge

management reooros in the organisations. This would info.c:n the ~er.
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as 1imir:ation of access would mOll limit:ation of information and practice.. As

indicned in FIgUtt 39 it was noteWOrthy Wt Z2 (49%) ~dents say the

acct5s is to all except shop srewaros. [t was not surprising that shop stewards

were left out, as they Ut: not part of me management StrUCDJre.. 9 (18%)

respondents indicned both middle and senior IIla!:lagttIlmc to have access to

knowledge rnanagemOlt. It was interesting wc n-spondents -who indicated

th2t smior: ma.n.agetS have acuss to knov.imge m:an.age:nenc were 8 (16%)

while 7 (14%) included other people not mentioned in the given response>. If

IIla!:lagttIlmt gives access to fonn:a.l organisational knowledge. infoc:nal

acbange guessing and prectining what 2nd nere the organisations stand on

certain issut5 like 'restIUCtUIing, me::rgtts and saWy incmtSe' ~..ill become less

The nen gaph (Figure 40) provides information on the protection of

stta.tr:gic infoanarioD..
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Protedion oC strategic information against employee abuse

FtgUre -40: Protedion of strategic infonnation against employee abuse

lbis question was to test the safety of kno-wiedge elecrron.ic bases as nuny

companies are losing tons of knowiedge, especially in the adven[ of the

memory discs, mm cao~ 2.W2.y an organisation's infotmarion. This has

resulted in companies~~ arttUl about who has access [0 thCr

database. /Is indicated in lh, gnph, 30 (60.42%) of lh, =pond.m, indi=cd

that they b2ve 2. legally enforcoble code of conduCL HOWNer. 2. significao[

numbtt of 14 (27%) claims thq- are not SUtt whik 6 (12, 50%) indic:ued dw:

in thm otganisations OCKme is~ [0 save orga.'lisarioo infoanari.on in
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The n.en graph (Figure 41) looks at the protection of records against ,,"iral

infection

Protection of records against viral infection

'-'"
____,"p l;r;y~ al__

____,"p- 'I!llIt_~ _

• ~I.ut_~ ",,_ .....
____,",..- 'IiQI ... _
• ~.iOI _

-

Figure 41: Protection of records against viral nfection

This question 'W3.S asked as a result of the huge irn-O'tmmt5 injected by

organisations in teehnologica1 software and against constant computer ""iral

ar:cu:ks. for inst:mct me recent Sobert virus that left: many organisations

across the world~ total wipeout of thm infomwion. kspondeots~

given a chaict of (i) constant upda.tes of antiri.tal so~ (n) 6.re-wa1l (riJ.) a

comhinarion of firc..wD. and a:mst2l1t update (~) I am. not sure and (v) no

=pons.. In dUs gnpb (F>gU<e 41) • >ignifican, numb<r nf =ponses of 36

(72%) indicated mm organisations Mve const2nt up<hteS of antivit:al
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sofrw:ue. TIlls is undm;cmdable as this is scmda..rd pncnce for many

computers. Also the anti-virus software is acri.vated as soon as me computer

is switched on and only needs the user to confinn the upd:ue. 7 (14%)

indicated th~were nor SUtt, most probably~ thC2 respondents either

do not use the computtt or there is a redlOjcian who does the updare. 3 (6%)

indicated tbtry' have a 6.rewall sysrem while 2 (4%) said they use both the

6rew:ill and constanr updares. The nen graph (Hgure 42) S1Imm:;!Iises the

results of the non·rechnological fonn.s ofcrcu:i.on and sharing.
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Non.technologicaI Corms oC KM creation and sharing

-.-, ...,'''*'9<AiI~d~ cr-.&-..g _yo.s ~daiao'.-7.....
• _, ...,' '.- "_d~a-.&-..g~'PI "............7llOQor,","

F'9W'e 42: Non-technological forms of KM creation and sharing

InF~ 42 2.bo~e me question was asked in order to emphasiK me point

that knowledge~mt is Oot technology. Infomurion communication

technology embles a quicktt and an easier knowledge processing system...

R.espond.ents wttt aIlou.-ed to choose mott than one response. In this graph

p=ible =po<>se' given = (i) ne=lette>; (ri) notic< bo=l (m) meeting (w)
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c:iroJ1ar (v) int~ offi~ memo and (n) om~_ It~ inraesting to note that 27

(54%) of respondents indicated. that mm orga.nis2.tions use four or five non

tedmologial foans of cr:eation and. slwing. 20 (41,67) indicated r::heir

organisations use twO or thrtt forms mentioned Only 2 (4,17%) indicated.

they only use one form. The nen: graph (FJgWe 43) anal~ the softwue

used. to process knowledge~t. This is an indic:arion that many

organisations use all a>aila:b1e foans to suit differing k\-els of people. ![ also

indicates that for different messages one can employ a more sW[able media.

Organisations have adapted ID the illi[ettey levels of some of their wotk':ers by

repack:!ging infomwion either as visu2ls or w:ritten in the language of their

wurl<=.

Software used top~ KM: in organisation
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Legend
• 'Ml.~--)IOUr~1IM J) pn;ICeSIKM'? D-house~
• 'NhaI IOftwa'e dOn you'" organiaa&ialllSlllO~ KM? e:ustanised~
• 'MIM:~-. 'fOIl~ ... 10 ;n>a!SS KM'? ali,.,l6'tiIl pn;dua$
• wtIa~ dDI$ ygur c:r;;riIaian llM Cl process KM? tin IlCI ...

%7._

FIQUre 43: Software used to process KM in organisation

1.bis graph indicates an intereSting phenomenon dut the researd:ter had

anriripated, and dw: is, mu there is de.tt difference: be~ kno..iedge

~v.-"b~ ~ path [() knowledge~t was through non

~ologic:al route and those whose path was through pure infor:::mation

communicarion rechnology. Those with the background of information

romnnmicuion tech:colog.v stroegly bdieve, sometimes in adusioo. to all

dse, in~ poWtt of information rechnology~ wbil.e those ...uhOUt this

badq;round aLe not very knowledgeable about the more involved language of

campur=- This is «ideo,;n rbisgr>pb (Fogutt 43)~ olmosr 16 (31,91%)

responden3 indicm:d th~ do not know voilat sofunre is used to process
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knowledge~t in their o.r:g:anisarioas. There was an almost~

spread of those who said they use commtteia1 products 13 (25,.53) and almost

14 (27,66%) of those who indicated they use alStnmised softwue..

Commerci:al software may not be suitable for spe:ific: organisario02l needs,

hence the idea to purchase customised software. Oose [0 8 respoocknts

(14,89%) ind:iau:ed they use an in-h<>USe product.

The next graph (FIgUI'C: 44) looks at the communities of practice or learning

netWOoo.

Communities of practice as part of KM polic)'

'-'".e.-)OI~ d::n::;.:.. ","dill iOII~,..
• !lc.-lI'U"~ d=-='=".i*tdillllOllldcJ?""

• e.-jOr""-_~d:n=a. i*t"'.IOIIllalcJl' f'IIl ......

FIgUf1! 44: Communities of pcadice as part of KM policy
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Comm1mjries of practice or lelIming organisations or~ learning Il&W'Orks

are a way for organisations to link people with people (as knowledge assets).

It allows for infonnarion and knowledge transfer (Wrig 1993:217). It is also a

non-expeosive and a teehnological route to me orgmisariomJ. implCIlClcui.on

of knowkdge managerom.t. This quesrioa., therefore, ...-as to find out 'Whether

organisatioos ~e begun implementing kno'Wledge roanagemm.t. It was

instructive that 25 (50%) respondents indicated mey do not know.

Community of pCl.Ctice is dooe by~ on di£f~t l~ds and therefore

impossible for respondent ID2I12gttS not to know it. \Th.e:n one compares the

past response with the fact that 15 (30%) ~ndelus indicated. thar they do

nm know it can be deduced that manyo~onsmainly use teehnology to

pro=s knowkdge Only 10 (20%) in<fi=<d they h2« a policy. The n=

gt:apb (FlgUtt 45) snrnm:u;ses how knowledge u-otkers sb2tt infoanal

knnwledge.
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How knowledge workers share infonnal knowledge

--

Figure 45: How knowledge workers share informal knowledge

Taci.r: and infm::mal. knowl~ is hdd by individuals and shared ~~nere in

the shop floor of the ~ations. It is 2lso the most influential knowledge

which the gene:a.l wm::kers.. Many people espeeiaD.y in the 10Wtt echelons of

an organization proer to beli~e infoII112l kno~'kdge ather than the official

ver900. and therefore managtts disrega...u it at their peril.~ and Jones

(2OOZ) argue lint infoc:oal knowledge is socially coostIU.eU:d and is kept a.li\-e

by Us ronstant repeating. When it has lost its usefulness it fades a~.....y and

d:ic:s. and yer much of it has enormous staying power. The message is often in

the telling and it pbys a crucial role in defining the cul.wre of the organization.

One key to successful KM is the exploitation of all foans of knowledge. both
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foom! and Woo=!. 10 this gn>ph (F>g= 45) respondents had be<n given

four po5'ilile~ which ate, (i) meerinJl'. (n) umd of mouth, (m) ,hop

stewud (IV) wmksbops (v) ~e. ~'1ore than one of the above" U'"3.S

indudoi in onitt (0 accommodaTt' those~ mat would indicare -a

number of responses. As expected 48 (96%) respondents chose more than

one of dle responses. The bal:mce was a split of 1 (2'/0) etch berwem "no

response" and "mtetings".

The nat graph (Figure 46) rq>OrtS on me COfDIDlmieatioo officers in me

organisations.
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Communication officers in organisations

Legend
• Is !hen a a:ll'IIfTari:3l all'ic:a'r inywr~?)eI.Is INn a~ oftiCaIrinywr~?no.Is !here a~ dfIt::eIr in ywragao 1iwiOi,? rm not SISll

FIgUre 48: Comroonication officers in orgarisations

Cornm1mjcarion offictts and hdp desks are employed by organisations in

order to eliminate problems, supply correct infocm.a.tion and direct or red:ittct

CUStomelS ro correa qumcs. 'Ibis reduces or compld:d.y diminares the

~ qume' effect ..rn.ett a custornCr stands in a queue for tv.""Clty minutes

befott the org:mis,rion doses only to ~ info.aned ,,,:ben be reaches the point

of serrice dDt he or she is in the "wrong qume" and should r1lMr rejoin

another quale or "rome back tomorrow". Kumerous banks, for inst:an~
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SWlda.Id Bank:, has this~ of ::I. communicarion ofEca going around me

queues and helping people to go to cotteCt offices and queues.

In this g:r:aph (Fpe 47) it WAS inn:resring to note dw: 39 (78%) responda1ts

indicated that mey rurre communicarion officers. 7 (14%) indicate<! that they

dO not have 'While 2 (4%) said mer are nO[ sure. The next graph (F1gUtt 48)

summarises the level of provision ofknowledge man.agcnmt.

Level of provisioD of KM in orga.nisations

'-'"._""'_-"__"'_.,;Ql ~J_
._,.."",-"lIIO_"''''-' otlo.l .....-J_
._""'_~__"'~.,IQI.."""_? 01_._

FlQure 47: Level of provision of KM in organisations

Although a substm.ri2ln~ of respondents 22 (44%) are satisfied ~th the

levd of provision of knowledge management in organisation it was to be

opec:ted that almost the same nm:nbe:r 19 (38%) would not be satisfied with

the provision of k:nmriedge of wo.rker:5i. Many industrial actions indiate this
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phenomf=noc. when a rumour started either by half infaanation or fear sprod

to say the company is: dosing down~ the company is doing well but is

involved in a merger with another big company can result in a work stoppage.

9 (18%) respond=15 bdi=, the le<d ofpnwisioo" vcy high-

The next graph (FIgure 48) reportS on the feedback mechanism.

Feedbac.k.lJle('banism

.........• ls_.~lI:I~~~_.,.,--..n~

."'_.~~-"""""""2*""~'"

.'" lheft.~~CUIII:IIT*S .. ...."........ _by --.en rm nct ....

Ftgtn 48: Feedbadt mechanism

A IMming mganis:nion allows for two-'W':lf oommuni.cttion. It regards

customers as part of its assets. The infotmarion ~ed. from dimts is: used

to improve OlSIDtn£r rda.tions, processes and the products. Howe":tt, they
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also go back to alStomus to tell them of the progress of their suggestions ete.

In the graph abo~e (Ftgutt 48) it W'llS interesting to nme that 25 (50%)

~dents agreed and ~2i.d d:~~niS::Jrionspro-ride feedback~

it would seem that close to 22 (43,75%) respondents say there is no feedback..

One notices this phenOttlmOn parriOJ!ady in the public service of employees

and the gener::al public no complain that telephones are nm mswered,

doe:u..Im:ncs to process their payment or any other of their welfare issues go

missing and mat no one~ to pick up a government phone and tell them

in uilich stage of processing their issues are. 3 (6,25%) respondents indicated

they are not sure.

The nen _h (F>g= 49) foa= DD the futu<e of knowkdge mamg=enL
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Whe.. KM is taking organisations

~nd

• 'Nhenl do ygu lril'lk lQI"~)IllU"~1no~
• 'M'oel1l do ygu tnnt IQl is mDlg)ICIl.r~?~ .......

• 'Nhenl do ygu ti* 1Ql.~p;.r~?-=--
• w-e do ygulril'lk KM ;. taking )IllU"~ \'e'}' a:an!B 8iqlIal3D:li I

F"1gUJ'e 49: Where KM is taking organisations?

In FJgUre 49 the question ~ open to allow the kn~ man.agers'

experiences to come to conn::ibute to me undersranding of electronic

comrmmjca.rion in knowledge rn..:uugement. The rc:scarcher 'Will t:XPre5S some

of the ideasv~ 20 (40"/0) respondents gave n:ry aceuratt ~~. 12

(24%) gave accut2.~~ 'While five (10%) and 13 (26%) respectivdy gave

inacmrate :l!lSWetS md no aplanarions. Some of the ve:ry :and accuclte

respooses were (i) "it will unfomuw:dy lead to infoom.rion overload"; (n)"as
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a high technological organisation the use of paper might be limited or

toduced".

If filtering is not done, infonnarion overload becomes a serious issue. He:nce

IIWlY cuganisations and gm-ernmmts m~ begt.m to plan for a 'papedess

future'. One of the hospitals in Durban., known as Chief Albert Luthuli

Memorial Hospital, has begun papedess "patient processing" routines until

the said patiClt is admitted or is treated as an outpuieru:. The concept of

tc:lemedicine in the Unired $wa as \\"ell as being im.pl~e:c[o:i in South

Afria is a papciessp~

The next graph (FJgUre 50) repom on the knowledge management policies in

orgamsaoons.
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KM policy in OrganisatiODS

Legend
• Does your organisation have a KM poicy? yes
• Does your organisation have a KM policy? no

• Does your or;anisation tlave a KM poic(l rm 1'101 sure

• Does your Ol9anisation have a KM pofIcf? no response

2.....

JI.....

Figure 50: KM policy in organisation

Knowledge mm.agcnent,. as a relatively new otganisational concept, must first

be bought and supported by smior~t. This ck:mands a paradigm

shift, a buy.in be senior managttnee.t in recognising that~ h.a~C!: moved from

the Industrial age economy to akn~ economy_ Without a policy or set

ofg'riddines kno~ 3.5 a knowledge managttnee.t roachmp th~ 'iroUld. be no

organisarion2l change and development. Therefore the: question asked in
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Ftgutt 50 reg.mfu>g the <ristence of knowledge~t policy in the

organisation meant to assess th~ seriousness of the implcnenl:2rion of

knowledge ~eot. Although 16 (38%) =poodeo", og=d .meo

contrasted with 15 (3QO/o) and 15 (30%) of those 'W'ho said mere is no policy

and those ...mo said they are Dot sure respectively. it still implies a lack of a

derided and fOOl5ed implementluion of 2. knowiedge management process.

Only 1 (2%)~n did not respond The nat ppb (Hgure: 52) Sltmmarises

the organisation's workshops' conaibution to kno'Witdge r:m.n.agc:nent.

Organisatiom 'Workshops' contribution to KM

l,egend
• 00 your~IWCIl1C:!f'IapI: CClI'lIrialta ID KM no KM WIlI'kSI'IDpI:

• Ca )'CUI"~I WCll'1tInclIla c:a"ldIula ID KM yes

• Ca your~I '""" lii ocps c:cnriL.. III IQl till

• DolOJI"~' .....b""""* ccmb..ete Cl IQl rm 1IlX__

F19ure 51: Organisations' workshops contribution to KM
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.Almosr all otganisations invest hugdy in me workshops. seminars and

conferences with the intention to infonn. skill and update their workforce.

b.famgc::s spm.d 2~ part of their worlcing time a.tte:nding these worlahops.

This ~rion 'WdS posed in order to find out whether the workshops are

chosen 1CCOrding to the pm"onnance skills and needs of the worUr. In tet::mS

of the above graph 20 (40%) respondents said they have no wOI:ks.bops. It

would be interesting to know how these otg.tnisarions update the skills of

their wotkforce. 18 (36%) believe that their workshops contribute to

kno..mdge management. This poses 2 question as to what reasons are

woIkshops for if not to create, sto~ and sh2...re knowledge. There VO'aS 2 split

of 6 (12%) ea.cb betwttn those who fdt their workshops do not contribute to

knowledge management and those who are not sure. The nen graph (F~

52) reports on the number of KM wOlxshops each yeat.
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Number of KM. 'Workshops attended each )·ear.

Legend
• How Il'Ia'¥ KW l1lIiI:ea~ dO yoJ M:end ea:1l yst1 /1CI'll!

• Hoot lla'l'f KW teIa!:ed WO'bhops cia yoJ iI2nd &d'l year? ""'1rIan !I
• How Il\iIl'lY KW related ""'Irtshops dO yoJ D!nd each year? rnorIlhan !I

FtgUfe 52.: Number of KM 'NOf"kshops each year

The responses in FJgUtt 32 agree with the last graph oa FlgU!'e 51 \1:h~ 36%

_dollS indiat<d tha< m<y b2d KM wo<hhops. 21 (42%) =pondollS

say they have no workshops. This could be because: of the specificity of 1an

workshops'. It could also mean du.t tm:re are workshops, but they an: not for

knowledge mam.gement. 18 (36%) indicated in thar organisaooas thq- has

~ than fu-e km voodahops v.illk 11 (22"/0) say they h:a~e mott than 5 KM

workshops per year. The resea..rcher~es that foe knO\l,~ rmnagemmt
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and its impljcations to be fully undersrood and implememed both the policy

and 'km specific u-oIkshops' ""ill oeui to~ implonented.. This could~ done

as pact of the continuing education process and would involvr less

expc:zdi.ture than the tIadirional. vrodGhops where atttndants have to go OUt

sotne'Whtte and be accommodated in a boteL With the digital intttaerive,

disttibuted le2ming processes cm teach prople in diffettnt bnmche:s at the

same rime. Using an electronic whiteboacd the consultant teacher can tteeive

~ts &om and respond to con~ of pracri.ce. The oat~h (Figure

54) reports on the OIg.1Oisarional in·sen'ice training.

Organisational in-service training

Legend
.1s1lfll~KY~_")ICU"~~.Is IIfII D.-__IOI nri'lg _ iII)1CU"~ tIC.IsWI1~ KW nininlI_i1)1CU"~ I'm _.no

Ftgure 53: Organisational in-seMce training
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The responses in this graph furth~ high1igh t and coo.fum the [WO abo..e

pangtaphs in~ to the 'WOrkshops and in-service mining. 2D (40'%)

ttSPOfideo.ts indicarecl. tb.ar: dlett is no in-scmce training in mm organisations

while 12 (24'%) indicated they are not sure. Wuhour in·service mining or

wockshops the oth~ alttmative is that: infonnation and mining is slured

through e-mail and other infoc:nal~. However. the absence of a twt;

Wlly communica.rion and in:.-nnt response, vmich is pro'rided by the

wockshops and in-service tt2ining, imply dw the organisation has a rop-down

rommnnieuion approach. WoIkers are told what to do and when to do it and

no rcga:rd is considered for their own professiOllal and personal growth. in

partio.tl.a.c in regard to KM workshops. The next graph (Flgutt 55)

summarises the employment of competitive intdligm.ce.
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Employment of competitin intelligence in organisations

-.O-')'CUa".. '....., ',.....~_lIIIRd.I(U~~
.0000ycua".. o~ ' ......~.l*tdhlQl~lIl;I
.Does)OlU"~~~......,..~dGK.W~rm.... SlnO

FIgUre 54: Employment of competitive intelligence in crganisation

Competiti.l'"e intdligtnce in cettain organisations, like the public sectOr, is a

relatively n~ tcmL Competitive intdligm.ce provides organisations uith

actionable infoonarion~ competitors' activities and is a key pan of an

ovttall analysis of the operating environment. I.earning networks across

orgmisarion.2l strUCtU.r'eS C3.Q enrich organisations in competitive intdligm:ce

without doing anym,mg unttbic:al. For insance the gm"emmeot can arrangt:

cross-organisational best practi.ce exchange on issues of common inte:rest.

This 'W'3S indicued by the numbtt of respondents no lwi agreed to~d

co the surv~ questionnaire who phoned me researcher before answtting the

~ oiling bow the tem1 'I'plied to their worl<. This \u; beeo
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ronfinnro in the graph above by 21 (420/0) of~dedand said they are not

sure. One would expect people at the l~el of It!:2.I12gttS to know if such a

policy aisted in mm organisations since com:pttirive intdligmce is a \'"ery

sensitive issue that incl~ such issues as patent rights. Then=fore

~.nons m>uId «ganl it as pricl<g<d infon=tion. 17 (34) Wd they do

not have competirn-e intdligence. 12 (24%) agreed that: they have it. The nen

goph illustea~ the impom.nce placed onkno~~t reroros by

orgamswoos.

The oat graph (FIgure 55) rq>am on the conttOl of access to kno'OOiedge

~trecords.
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Control of access to KM. records

l.egend
• How is *X:eSa Cl '!'CV lOot r.con±s araoIIId? pI5IIMInl

• How is *XeSS ID~ KM~ CO"IIrolIed? rea::rCed

• How is IIlXeS$ 1)~ I<M l'eeI:I'd$ c:omrolled? llItIer(~l

FIgUre 55: Control of access to KM records

AD otgmisarioas protect mm knowledge in mm database from being

e:s:posed. [0 anyone from outside their organisations or ~e:n from. people

within meir organisation who 'WOuld abuse it. Proriding passwords does dUs

and \"'arious systtms. wbicb record the person. who last used. the compurer. In

FIgUre 55 it bec:u:ne very dear th2r orgmisarions are comrmed with security

of mm infomwion. 40 (91, 67%) of respondents say access to mm
knovOodge =do is amtrolkd by me~ 2 =ponden" (4.11%)

indicated that it recotds conttol wxe5S. 2 incticued omer responses not

indicated. One said it is "only ~ted staff' and other indieued, ''it is not
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rontrolled". The nen grapJ:1 deals 'Q.lth me question of v.-hemer an ethial

policy consrrains an organisation's IQ.1 sn::uegy. The next graph (Figutt 56)

shows the resulrs of ..IDemer ethical policy coasttains !he mganisarion.

Coostraint of ethical policy OD the organisation

!-,.egend
• ~ II'l tIIhic:al~ c:lrISl:'VJ )'CU organiuIial's IQI~ yes

• IJoM II'lIlti::al~~)IllUl'ar-"'--'s KM s:r-.;y? no
• ~ an ..... pokyc:ll'lS9in )IllUl'~'sKM~ rm IQ so-
• IJoM Ill.~ polic;y ecnsnirl )IllUl' CIlpIi:ution's IO.l~ no respottIe

Figure 56: Constraint of ethical policy on the organisation

The responses in this graph were not~"Ortby. mat 30 (60%) ~pondents

indicated dw dter att not :il.1tt whether ther think an ethial policy has

constraint on me organisarion. The response> in this graph can be read

rog«hc< ooiIh th< gaph (F'!l'= 50) Wour km poIi<y .me« 15 (30%)

respondents md 15 (30%) ~elr indicated they did not know and "not
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sure" respectivdy. Tbis seems to be a problem. that a significant number of

a:tuUgttS do not know the policies gcweming the infonna.tion and knoui~

flow in their organisarions. In this graph (Ftgure 45) 13 (26%) respondents

denied that there is any ethical a>nsttaim on knou.i~ managemenL 6

(12"10) og=d m., rh, ,drial poIig 00.. aft", <h", mganis.rion kno";<dg<

management strategy"_ 2 % did nOt respond Managers need to be brought to

the planning ofmy projea. to buy into and understand why a:rt:rin decisions,

foe ms[mce, who has to ha~ access to certain infonnarion att tak~

SUM>wlY
In this dupa=r ttsults~ anal~ It tI."aS apparent that many knowledge

~ were never trnined to be knowledge managers. They hui to tr.lin

th~~ and attend workshops ona: they lud hem. given KM

responsilii1iry_ While seniOt management supportS the implementation of

knoui.edge management thett is a rd1rive hck of policy direction~

knoui.edge management implementation, e-mail policies of s1uring of the

subject. While many technologies 3ft used by o\"u 5QO/o organisations thett is

no link hetwem. those technologies and a knov.-l.edge management ro:i!dmap_

The researcher believes that the ~rablishment of knou.iedge rmnagement

policies will resolve these issues.

In the nen chapter the resc::archer will gwe recommendations and

conclusions.
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Chap'" 10

CONQ.USIONS A.."'D RECO);!:ME.."nAllONS

L"'iTIlODUcnON

In this last chapt~ me resean:h~ gives a synmesis a.nd summary of the

dissatarion. 'Ibis is ba.sed on the litttUlltt surrey md the empirical

conclusion of fiddwork. F~ will be the geo.ttal conclusions,

observa.rioos, recommendations and suggestions foe funh~ cesea.rc:h.

St:P..IMARY OF THE STIiDY

In dlls stUdy the eesearcb~ set out to conduct an empirical srudy on the role

md the impa.ct ofel~ communication in knowledge~t. He

hypodlesised me knowledge mmagc:m~t a.s a field of study md

otganisarion.a. pncrice 'W'd5 new and confusing md that many managtts

confused it 'With technologies.

$rnssman (1997) 2nd T wxnis' a.rgum.e:nts that many otganlSanons nave

pound milliom into buying =hnologies wiEh the intmcion of dfeaing

per:foz:m.a.nce was used as a base fOt determining the role of technologies in

knowledge mamgmunL

The ttSearChec tested the V1~'S of assumed knou.iedge mamgers in

K~ulu-~a.al to empiric:aDy find their undc:mmding 2nd application of

elecr:ronic communication in knowiedge mao.age:nc:nt.

GDo.'EJlM. OBSER.VATIOl'lo"S A..!'oID IlECOYMENIB.TIONS

The swdy~ed 2. number of inttteSting issues from the surrt=y. These will

need to be addressed by organisations in order to sumve in the changing
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wmId of !he knowl<dge =omy. as knowl<dge 1= b<come !he key

economic resourcc: and the dominant and perhaps a-eo. the only source of

c:ompeti.~advmt2ge (Drucktt 2002:20). Today orgmisarions surrivc: not on

mOl' rote products but on rhm competmces.

It W1S apparent from d:Le study dut there are differences in pCleticc: of

knowledge management in the: organisations in KwaZulu Natal. It \l;~

promising that although 50% of the knowledge~ were self-taught

there was 81% of senior m.a.nagcmem support co implemem knowledge

mamgcmenL

LEADEltSHrP AND ~l-\NA.GEM:E1'.'TNEEDED TO [\lPu:MENT KNOWlEDGE

MANAGEMENT
Otganisarioos nem mamgers 'With a d:w1ge ~eo.t pandigm.. Bantsi

(2002) cmplu;;sc,; !he poim by quoring Albcrt Ein;to" .mo argued du, "!he

signific:,nr problems 'W'e i2ce cannot ~ sok-ed by the S2ID.e level of thinking

dw: aea.led memn
• Organisarions dut £ail to shift rultural attitudes ",ill not

=in knowl<dge focused; ~ effOttS will be >hon-lived Al!hough

changing me organization climate b.2.s been outlined as the most diffiro1t

aspect of knowledge man.agemo:lt. (Davenport 2000) it is one due must be

tmbraced for KM success. <nganisarions cmnot be unaffected by the

knouiedge: economy which is duracterised by tbe speed and the

overwhelming amount of infoc:nation and knowledge.

Case (2tX>2) obsttves that wh2.t most organ.iz:uions don't realize is that mey
already h.ave the ingttdients of a knowledge o.lltl1re People are, by nature.,

;oci,l beings dut "P"'d much of !heir =rltd2y uIlring m =h od1cr, passing

along infoamrion. and mnsfttriag knowl~ in foanal and informal

meetings. MudI like communities of good frimds, mganisarions ue made of
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knowl.~ rommunities. groups of cnployees who band together uound

wOlk issues. Leadetship is important for engendm:cg the spirit and practice of

innovation by visibly driving this process and 'walking me ta.Ik' (Banm: 2002).

Teadership and~ent support 'W'ill rum UDf'roductn-e '\l.-orkers to very

productive and c:lIhusiastic worltetS. \{"orlt in the~ economy

im'olves prople '\l."ho apply t:hm ~ts, skills and cre:uirity personal

assetS dw: att lxyond the complete conttol of employers. It is impossible to

ayyJimr and imnucr this kind ofkno~UM in me U'3y t:ha.t manager:s

could when worlt was the compldion of ~rivemanU1l wks. The more

'VOOrk invok-es the applicuion of knmUedge and creativity, the more

tr.a.di.riotul foIlIlS of~ contrOl become irrelevant (people

Mm'gem"," 2(03).

The ooly w:ay to creare a eul~ dut is simult:l.neously more colbbottrive is if

knouiedge woa.ers a...-e able to manage meir own wmx. In this n:gud

orgwisarions need. to become l~ organisations and illow for

communities of practice to take place. 1bis is ..mue people '\l.no work on a

project or do the work in their different sections that Deed cooperation come

together to share their experiences. decide bow to solve problems related to

their work and leam from e:1Ch other..

Es'rABUSHING A LEARNING ORGANISATION

When asked about the existence of the communities of practice in their

otganisarioos it 'WllS ~pare:nt dw: many organisations (30% no and 50% oat

sure are DOt implementing it)_ Yet 54% of the managers indicated lhat in their

o~njsations they use 4 to 5 non-technol.ogical ways in sharing knowledge.

!his indica.tes that organisations M've lurdly begun to rum w:it~ to
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explicit kn~ by mgag:ing 'irotkcrs to sha..~ their best pracnces.

Tmttfore corpocue memory rrmains dormm.t.

Knowfedge mm.agtts should nO[ d:isregard the powtt of informal

information o:change. Thq- should lead a leaming organisation whtte a

sharing c::ul.tutt is the nonn. Storyttlling should be structured co dart the

vision, the policies and practices of the organisation. Scholtz (2003) confum.s

the above, "through the ~e, we have been telling each other Stories

about work for as long as we e::att to remember". Change agents can

Jfecrively use me formal and infoonal corporate myths and pan.bles to

tmSea.t the unproductive, outchued. beha\'iours in favour of more profitable

Smrytdling could be an antidote for South Africa's organisations in daling

with 0110101 divc:sity. TdIing, and mg.aging with our awn and other peopIc's

srories, can be a «ry dfecrive~ of bringing about a deep understanding

=l =p<a fa, group dynamics, <ti=sUy and the role of le2decsIllp. ScbollZ

(2003) SCiltes du.t ~rionsdw: tte competmt ar making~ in chaotic

COllditioos, and de£ning smR for othtts through storytelling and sluring of

knowledge across all l~ of managttnmt, have a major comperim

Wv-mcoge.

The srody revealed that half the numbers of managers do not have any

fOlUIIlS they access about: the subj«t ofkn~~ent.This would

explain the mLSOO why many respondents either phoned and asked. the

researcher more about kn.awledge m:m.agement as a subject or declined to

an",~ the~ citing bck of knowledge about it. It is impottmt
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dw a refermce section mm~t magazines and CD ROMs be circulated

through~ organisarion's intI2net or hard copies ro all relevant~.

THE IMPORTA..l'Iol"CE OF E-LE.U!Iro'ING FOB. KN"OWUDGE MANAGEllS

Knowkdge manag= should alway> look ahead in onIcr not to be Id'< =iling

the digit>! age. If th'] do '" rh'] will alway> be enritely led by their teebnicd

suff .in making decisions dut affects the implemenwion of knowl~

~ Using e-1earojng, for ~le. ~based knowledge

m1.02gemo:u depositories and electronic pcrfoanance support sysrems can

provide just in-rime and just-cmugh online amice ([raining and

Dttelopmeor 2002). An effee::m-e e-1Mroing progcunme dunge; cu1ture;,

WOtkplace bew:riour. reuntion., and, ulti.nutely. the mgmisa.rion so tha.t it can

~ mote competitiv-e. Knou-ledge mmagets. as learners. need

oppornmities ro practice new skills and become comfortable with applying

th~ Newly onployed man.agers may be given reasoo.abI.y short knO\l"iedge

awugem01t ba.sed projects so that they ma.y practise. for instance, on bow ro

implem01t a best pra~ project in their dmsion. nut is one reason skill

pncrice is an imporrant complem01t to e-le:uning prognunme. But evm.

more imfxJrtant is amjning the buy-in from the learner-managers so that they

will be moriw.ted ro apply the learning.

1NTE.B.NET AND E-MAD.. AS STORAGE AND SHARE SUPPORT SYSTE.\.t: TO

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

96'% respondents agreed that they use more than one form to share

knowledge in their companies. Ho~er since this infocm.Oon is not 6lter'ed

(42%) kno~ managers are svoq>t under a~ of information and

consequm.dy do not know which infoanarion is~t or good for them.

The W:k of policy on filming presents a ba.ndful of other problems such as

personnel who wan::h. send and~ pomographic ma.temL In KwaZuhl
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Natal me State Information Technology Agency (SITA) provided a list of

unacctptable :l.Criviries th:a.t: government officials using lntemet are not

allowed to use (SIT..-\. 2005), for aample:

• Prin.re or personal for profit activities;

• Urwn::horised not-for-profir business activities; and

• Use for, or in support of, I.1lJ..1awful/prohibited. activities as defined

by b.ws or :regula.rions..

The jmplementation of sophisticmd monitoring sofN-ue ti a Wge: local

reCliler proved me human resources director's u..orst fears: employees~

spending up to t:hrtt hams a day smfing the Web often viewing pornography

(Mersbllm and Skinner 2001). Too many e-m:a.ils tae a lot of time for

'WOrkers. [f an organisation recm-es loads of e-rmils then there is a problem in

the organisation itsdf (IGmfrmlO 2002:23). Kaufman suggests that [00 many

e-mails be referred to sub f"ol&rs so w[ they m.ay be read at a coo,enient

timo.

Knowledge~ should use :ill options for elearoni.c communication

and avoid falling into the rut of communicating via one mode. For example,

ooe could fonow up an e-mail containing detailed information with a

clarifying phone call (Ka.u.fman 2002:56). If a~ gives O\-er:ly long

voicmWls or e-mails, there is a risk that the reee:tver will delete them before

done. Protection of knowledge is of su:aregic: imporunc:e to organisations.

This is 6lrmng of infor:manoa by all.cN.ing a cemin amount of inform.arion to

be szved and, saving certain kind of infoIIIUrion on the central darabase.
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Another way could be purclusing programmes that pttVmr spamming into

the system..

The Elecrronic Communications and Technology Act of 2003 (DPS..A 20(4)

states rhar no O~ should recm-e unsolicited communication md that there

should be an option to unsu.bsa:ibe or caned (Sunday Tune; 2004:11).

Empl~ cm inttoduce a wdl-drafred Internet-user policy that protects its

legitimate propriewy interests while respeering employ~' reasonable and

legitimate expeccation ofprivacy.

To stOp dris practice many large organisations now have e-mail monitoring

policies dur allow marugement to n«='l1." the conrmrs of any mlployee's

computer screen from rhm 0'Wn dc:sktops or through their infor:rn:.ation

tedmology departmmrs. This practice: by companies may lead in ethic:al cases

being taken up to coun by employees as invasion of prWacy.

The study also revealed. dut many organisations have~

comm.ercialised and eve:1 inh~ software ,duch is used to sro~ and sba.ce

knowledge. The safety of informarioo in the computers is highly guarded and

restticred to ~eryone inside organisations as long as one has a. password.

LACK OF KNOWLEDGE M.-\NAGEMENr POLICIES

It \\,"as found that together 64% organisations either did not have the policy or

~ not sure whether policies existed in their o.r:ga.ni.sations. It v.'ould ~

diffia.tlt to implement knowi~ ma.nage:ment if managers are voithou[ a.

policy. :Most~su.~ allow access to more rh.a.n one form of

electroaic commllnicu;on., for aampk, ina:anet, Internet. e-mail, video

coc.ferencing and omu foans. The researche:r concluded. dnl: these
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trehnologies were acquired for the cby·today vmro processing and no

cognisana was takm for sronagt: and sharing ofknowkdge

Knovrledge m:amgmJ.en.t policies ~ and give dittaion on the

~t of knowledge in the o.cganisation. Policies ...wuld indica.re the

fonou1ng;

• The o.r:ganisarion's definition ofknowiedge ma.n.age:rnent;

• Which infoanation needs to Ciprurm and orgmised;

• What infoanation should be disco~ from being Ciptured

becmse of its mjnjmill V2lue and the fact that adds to

informarioo. m-c:ioad;

• \'Out infoanarion is best left uith an indmdual, but

'elearonic:ally signposred' so dw. others can~ conClet with

the person to access that pe:rson's stock ofknovotedge;

• What me organis2rion knov.-i~ map looks like;

• What the mechanisms for 'oompering the loop' :att so that

information is interactive (Mer:sham and Skinner 1999).

THE BfPORTANCE Of AHELP DE'SI: OR CALL CENTRE

Two questions lwi hem askrd in the survey questionnaire regarding a full-

time help desk as wdl. as the avaibbiliry of a commnojorion offica. There are

thrtt tt:aSOnS why the support eo:nromnents as ddined by help desks, human

resources groups, and other support organizations se:mng OJSWmtts,
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anployec:s. partners, amJ/or ~mdors ~ necessary (Primus k::nowl.edge

.alurio'" 2002). A hdp d<>k;, the pettea mi= in which ID Ubtify

best pracrices for a successful ~~ tIWIagOIll"Dt in.iJia.live. Fttst.

rupport group;, partirol2rly help desks, .,. the most rigorous quesrioo

answtt environment within any organization. S«oad, most help desks record.

the rime it takes to SUCttSsfully soITe an issue or aIl5'inT a question. uirich in

O-Lm helps evaluate the effectiveness of the tedmologies and processes being

used. Thkd, in today's suppon centre, there is a need to provide self-service

options, in which OlStomers find their own aDSU"ttS. This could be via an

intera.crive computtr or the availabilitY of a repetitive programme on bow to

do a cert::lin procedure :l5 found in banks. Both sdf- and assisted service,

require dw: the most rdevam infomu.tion relChes the user in as few Steps as

possible. How can suppon ettltreS succeed ~th knouiedge nW12gemem

. ... ?=.

Th~~ six keys best pne:rices to success:

• Knowiedge access, capture, use, and improvcneDt are a natural

pan: of me support center's v;orkp~.

• Existing infoanarion duoughout the organisation even &om

isolatW. silos is available to the people seeking it.

• uo::utrres actively support the knov.i~ initiative and commit

the necessary re;ources to ensure long-term SUCC15S.

• Management recogoizes dw:kn~~support. lll2y enWl

a shift in OJ1mra1 v:Wes and &ciliwe the a::a.nsi.tioo..
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• The knowledge initi2.ri>e~knov.i~ workers for mm
puuCj>2tion.

• The knowledge~t system includes amlyric:al tools to

~rt ttSUlts and doaunent~ d:w- om;! improvement.

For a hdp desk to succeed 'With knowledge managoneru. the solution must

mimic the natu.tal work processes of the support agents, whettby knowledge

is accessed, captured, and improved as an intrinsic part of how agmts interact

with OJStomttS to solve problems. In other voords, the softu."2.re not only

assists an agent for the problem at hand, but also exttaets additional

knowledge from the interaet:ion to unprove content for subsequmt

intt::elClioos. Without a viable help desk/communicarion officer Stt:uegy,

organizations will be ha..~pressed to meet the demand for high-quality,

fImble service in an e:t3 dominared by competirive 2lte:rnarives for diSS2tisfied

USING TECHNOLOGY TO MA:."iAGE KNOWLEDGE

This srody also revemd that there are nokno~mamgtment U"Ockshops

(40"/0). Wttbout policies and \\"Or:k:shops, technology and technicians are left

to run the o.rganisations. To achieve the organisation's objective of knowkdge

management through dectronic communication the people who are to use

the technology programme need to be involved from the beginning. The

majD[ implement2ti.on hurdle in 11. knowledge--sharing system is not the

teehnology but it is getting people used to it. ThroughOut implemmwion

their opinions must be solicited 2nd respected, their concems must be

addttssed and their feedback must be fed into the fiml ddivery. Creating 11.

feedback me.-banism informs the knowledge~t systemS about the
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loopholes in regard me COOtenr, accessibility, coavm.iencr and rel~ce of

knowl.dge 00ng W=l.

There .is also a danger ofkno~managers 'Irith scmt technological skills.

In me study many~ indicated that mey were first in Human Resource

Deputments as well as in information S~ctoIS before they ,",:ere given the

=ponsibifuy of knowI.dge =g<r.;_ When a;Ud .bout cechnoJog;C2! iliIls

needed for mml to bea:xne knowledge managtts 40'% did not respond

However: 52% indicated that they have a person fully dedicated to knowledge

tnaD.2gtment. The dangtt .is that even though~ are: petsoDIlel &dicacro to

knowledge management projects the manager does not know ulhat

information is stored, how it U"aS Stored. and hO\1' to access it. Should th~

person dedicated to this job decide to leave the o~tion be may hav~ e

~ all the infomwion to his bome address and left the organisation

without very crucial information and kno~iedge.

THE RITUllE OF Eu:CTRONlC CO~fMUNICAnONIN KNOWLEDGE

MANAGEME>o"r
One way of changing the 'irotkplace around is by changing th~ 'WOrk dimat~

to that of aI~ organisation. Dlamini (Sunday Tunes, 2(04) says that we

need a De"iFO' deba.t~ about knouiedge wmkers and bOW" to ettate man to mak~

Sourh Afiica and the African continent prosper. The technical slcills and

capacity foe innovative thjnking the knowledge capital-that Japan has built

sincr me end of World War Two has ~ed me u-odc!'s second b~t

eeooomy_

Koulopous (2001) mentions live things to look for In kno~iedge

~t tedmology as:
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• Contttt smsllIVe- undttsanding the contt:n of me kno~edge

cequircmmt and tailor the knowledge accordingly;

• UStt smsi:rive- be able to organise: the~ in the W2y most

useful to the '('<cifie knm>.iedge seek""

• Flexible- be able to handle kno","iedge in any fo.c:n,. including different

subjectS, structUreS and media;

• Heuristic- should leam about its users and the knowledge it possesses

as it is used;

• Suggestive- be able to <kduce wlut the client's knowledgen~~

and suggest knmrledge assOOarions dw the clien[ is not able to make.

It is imporouu to nott: rha.t n~er teehnology nor mont"f is a sustaimble

source of competitive adnnoge KnO"iriedge is (Dla.min.i: Sunday T.IItlC:S.

2(04). In the modem economy organisarions and countries use their ability [a

genet2te and manage me teehnology indusny. Smassm2n (19 concludm

mH, "it is nat computers that DUke a di.ff~cr: but what people do \'I,ith

th ..em .

The challenge is for universities and o.:gani.sations in Africa to cre:Ue enough

knowledge workers. The chall~ is to turn all educa.tiorul institutions into

world-dass centtes dw will produce knoVii'ledge rel.l:\"3!lt to domestic and

world industries. Knowkdge ~m[ must become a priority for

govemmmt, and public policy should be geued tOW'Uds e:nrouogmg

kn~ produaion.
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For gov~ents the efforts to bring Sttrice delivery to people through user

interfaced rompurer pormls so that they access their services by using a

combination of meU: thumb print and voice prompted services is a stq> in me
right direction. The mmmuoity of practice or learning oerwor::ks already

advoclted by the Dep2rtment of Public Service and Administtation will auke

the sharing ofkn=l<dge. =lity.

De Villiers and Michel (?-fanagement TOlhy 2(04)~[ a strucrure for the

development of an integrated system for the management of knowledge

within an enterprise. These are:

• ~doping a core capability and competence fr:2m.eoIro.rk dw: is

idmtifyiog and d=ifJing the devon, kn=ledge demean;

• Identification of the opportunity and ~[erminationofcapability;

• Detemlination of CUIrmt St:lrus of intdlecrua.l and financ:ial

• Employment and utilisation of the enterprise's knov.iedge base;

• Protection of knowledge;

• Continuous support of the system;

• Entrenching the principles of a leaming organisation;
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This knowledge~= =p link> both the rechnologies al=dy emring

in an organisation 'With people. It~ technology. 'AS an enabling

mechanism for CQlDTDuoiClrion, that 'Will create a rich corpot2te manory so

dl2t th~gen~ [0 come will benefit from

SUGGESTI01"l.'S FOB. fURtHER RESEAIlCH

The swdy te\'"ealed numerous int~tingquestions• ..-hich wt:tt dosdy rd.ared

to the study and can be sugge;tions for further reseuch. They were

• The impact of u'Otksbops and seminars in the implmlCltarion of

knowledge ma.nagement in the education depa.."tIIlmt.

• The gap inkn~~t implementation betwttn the

p:riv2te as wdla.s me public Sttl:Ot.

CONQ.USION
The researcher recommends that for organisations that introduce electronic

communieuion for kno'W'iedge mm.agernmr, a cbmge strategy or new S}''5~

rollout must be accompanied by a morough enminarion of the ~ples'

skills. This could incorpoare a comm1mjonon plan., leadaship and dunge

mining stttregf, as~ as a sr2keho1~~t policy to ensure all

users rake ownership of dle n~ systml.. Although~ organiza.rions realize

the impornmce of knowl~~Clt, they do not understand how to

establish a successful knowledge maI12gCDertt environmmt. Tho~who show

most commitment to knowiedge aun.ago:nent lu"\"e~ technology as the

key drivtt for knowledge m=gcm=r implem"".non and d«eIoprnmc

While this appn:nch is fine fot shott-rime rn.'Uds, the technological sunce

on its own ~ not offer long.tetm benefits to the organisations. The

opamum approach for knO\\iedge ~{ adoption VO'ithin

??3



organisa.rions is that of climare a.nd technology combined. If manageme:u

fully~ this process they will have a. buy-in and begin aperimenring

md ossisring m";' emploY=; through =h,_of knowl<dg< awugem<nL
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FOR OFFICE USE ONLY: Respondent Code: _

Voluntary Questionnaire for Managen and Directors

Electronic Communication in Know!edqe Management
Where e-C.....unication could take OfiOllisatiolls

Depamnenr ofCommunication Science

University ofZululand (Durban Campus)

Researcher: Sipho Lombo

Study Leader. Prof. R.M. KJopper

To the respondent
1. I need your help to understand how electronic communication is used in Knowledge

Management (KM) in your organisation, and where. in your view this usage could take
organisations.

2. What you say in this questionnaire will remain private and confidential. No one will be
able to trace your opinions back to you as a person.

3. In the broadest possible sense in infonnation age societies knowledge management is a
frameYo'OrK. within which an organisation views all its processes as knowledge-driven
processes. These processes involve the creation., dissemination., renewal. and application
afknowledge for organisational sustenance and survival.

4. IfyOUTjob entails functions that involve K.M., please complete this survey.

This questionnaire has five pans:

L Pan I asks for written pennission to use )'OUI responses for academic

research.

2. Part 2 asks general personal paniculars like your age, gender and home

language.

3. Pan 3 asks your activities as a Knowledge Manager.

4. Pan 4 asks technologies used for creating and sharing Knowledge

Management.

5. Part 5 asks about the usage of the organisational knowledge.

6. Part 6 asks about KM policies.

How to complete this questioonaire
I. Please answer the questions as completely as possible. Also. please be sure to read and

foUow the directions for each pan.

2. Use a PEN (DOl a lead pencil) to complete the questionnaire.

3. Please do nO( alter any n:sponses that you have made.

Thankyou \'ery muchfor your willingness 10 fill in lhis queslionnaire.



NB: Tick only one option per question orfiJl in the required information.

PRACTICE QUESTIONS

A. My designation includes "manager or director:

DYes

D No

This is where the real questionnaire begins

PART 1: PERMIssiON TO USE MY RESPONSES fOR ACADOUC RESEARCH

This informarion will be kept szrictJy conjidenriaJ. Your personal identity will nOl be r(!1,'ealed la anyone. also when

the resuJu ofthe surwy ore published

I berdty gin pumissioD th2t my rtipooses may be used for researcb purposes provided that my idcotity is

Dot reveakd iD the published records of the rc:sean:b.

Initials and surname Postal address:

_________________________ Postal code:

Contact numbers: Home: Cell:

PART 2: GENERAL PERSONAL PARTICULARS

Please tell us a [jule about yourself

Please mark only ONE option per question below.

I. Does your job include knowledge management functions?
D Yes
D No

2. lama:
D Male
D Female

3. My age is between:
D 2(}-30
D 31-40
D 41-50
Q 51-{j()
D 61-70

4. I work in:
D Public Service
D Private Enterprise
D A NOD-20Vernmental organisation (NGO)
D As a Private Consultant



5. I work as a
Cl Junior Manager
Q MIddle Manager
Cl Senior Manager

PART 3: ACTIVITI£S AS A KNOWLEDGE MAl'lAGER

6. Do you regard yOUISelf as a:
Cl Knowledge Manager
Cl Director! Manager

7. How long have you been a Knowledge Manager?
For years and __ months

8. How did you learn about KM?
Q Selfuained
Cl In-service training
QCertificate
Cl Diploma
QDegree

9. What KM Forums do you reference?

Cl JoumaJ of Knowledge Management Research and Practice

Cl JoumaJ in thought and practice

Cl Bitpipe.com

Cl ZDNet.com

Q MagaLcom

Cl Knowledge business

Q Others, please list:

10. Where did you obtain your KM qualification? Please indicate the institution.
Q Self-taught
Q Abroad: _

Q South Africa;---------
Q Africa; _

11. Did you have to train as a Knowledge Manager?
Q Yes

Q No

Cl I'm not sure



12. What technological skiUs did you need to qualify as a Knowledge Manager? Please
explain briefly.

13. By what career paths did you arrive at K..M?
a Data Manager

a Human Resource Manager

a Other, please briefly explain

14. How would you characterize the structure ofyour organisation?
o Multi-levelled (deep)

o FIar (shallow)

a In between

15. Do you have personnel dedicated to KM Unit in your organisation?
DYes

ONo

a I'm not sure

16. Briefly explain in your words what KM means in your organisation?

17. Briefly explain how your organisation process KM under these topics:
a Acquisition

a Storage



12. What technological skills did you need to qualify as a Knowledge Manager? Please
explain briefly.

13. By what career paths did you arrive at KM?
Cl Data Manager

Q Human Resource Manager

Cl Other, please briefly explain

14. How would you characterize the structure ofyour organisation?
Cl Multi-levelled (deep)

Cl Fiar (shallow)

Cl In between

15. Do you have personnel dedicated to K.M Unit in your organisation?
Cl Yes

Cl No

Cl I'm not sure

16. Briefly explain in your words what KM means in your organisation?

17. Briefly explain how your organisation process KM under these topics:
Q Acquisition

Cl Storage



o Sharing

18. In wbaI ways does your organisation allow for knowledge sharing? Please briefly explain

19. Is your Knowledge management strategy dependent 00 information communication
technology?

o Yes

ONo

a I'm nOlsure

Please briefly explain

20. Do you have a special electronic system to acquire. store and share knowledge?
o Yes

ONo

a I'm not sure

Please briefly explain

21. How does your organisation filter irrelevant knowledge for the users'?
Please briefly e'tplain



PART 4 TECHNNOLOGIES USED FOR CREATING AND SHARING
KNOWLEDGE IN YOUR ORGAA'lSATION

22 Which forms ofelectronic communication technology does your organisarion use to
share knowledge in your organisation? (Mark all the relevant options)

D E-mail 0 Telepbonesorcellphones

o Fa'( 0 Videoconferencing

o Internet D Voicemail

o lntranet 0 Subscription digital

o Video mail television

Cl Other. please briefly explain:

Cl Teleconferencing

Video mail

Video

VoiCmlail

o Other, please briefly explain:

o Telephones or cell phones

o
o
otelevision

o Tcleconferencing

23. To which forms ofelectronic communication technology do you personally have access
to share knowledge in your organisation? (Mark all the relevant options)

o E-mail

o Fax

o Internet

o Intranet

o Subscription digital

24. How frequently do you use your electronic communication technologies to share
knowledge wilh your colleagues?

o Constandy

DOlkn

o Sometimes

o Rarely

o Never

25. What is e-mail used for in your organisation? (Mark all the relevant options)
Q lnformal communication 0 Organisational policy

[J Unofficial personal communications

communication

(J Office memoirs and notices

o Meetings

o Union notices and

infonnarion



26. Does your organisation have a policy on how long e-mail messages are kept before they
can be erased?

(J Yes 0 I'm not sure

Cl No

27. Does your organisation keep all knowledge on a single integrated knowledge records or
more than one non-integrated?

Cl Single integrated database 0 I'm not sure

Cl Multiple unintegrated

28. In your view does the senior management ofyour organisation suppon K..M?
Cl Yes a I'm not sure

Cl No

Other. explain briefly

Cl Personnel maners

ClCl Supplier records

29. What types ofstra1egic knowledge does your organisation keep track of? Mark all
relevant options.

Cl Customer records

30. How is access to your knowledge records controlled?
Cl Password

Cl Recorded

Cl Through one person

Cl Other. please explain briefly:

31. Who has got access to your knowledge records? Please mark all the relevant options.
o Senior Managers Cl Shop stewards

o Middle Managers 0 Junior Managers

Cl Other. please explain briefly:

32. How does your organisation protect strategic information from being misused by
unscrupulous employees?

o Signing a code ofethical conduct enforceable by law

o Not permitting da1:a to be saved on floppy disc or COR

o I'm not sure



33. How regularly are your organisation's knowledge records backed up?

1:1 Never

1:1 Daily bases

1:1 Weekly

1:1 I'm not sure

34. How are your organisatioo's knowledge records protected against viral infections?
o Constant update of antiviral software

o By using a FirewaJl

o I'm not sure

o No policy in place

o r m not sure

35. What non-rechnological forms of knowledge creation and sharing does your organisation
use?

EJ Newsletters

o Notice boards

1:1 Circul=

o Other, please briefly explain:

1:1 Meetings

EJ Inter office memoirs

36. What Knowledge management software does your organisation use to process
knowledge?

EJ In-house software

EJ Customized software

o Commercial product

o I'm not sure



PART 5: USAGE OF THE ORGANISATIONAL KNOWLEDGE

37. Does your organisation have Communities Of Practice (COP) as pan of its
KM policy?

D Yes

Cl No

o I'm nOl sure

38. How do general knowledge workers in the organisation share informalltacit
knowledge? Please mark all relevant options

D Meetings

Q Word of mouth

Cl Shop stewards

D Workshops

Cl The grapevine

o Other. please briefly explain:

39. Is there a communications officelr in your organisation?
D Yes

Cl No

Cl I'm nOl sure

40. Is there a fuUtime belpdesk in your organisation?
D Yes

Cl No

Cl I'm not sure

41. Ifyou need information for the work you do. is there a section in your
organisarion to gel: it?

Q Yes

D 0

Cl I'm nOl sure



42. Do you regard the level ofprovision of knowledge in your organisation as
o lruldequare

a Adequate

o Well provided

a I'm not sure

43. Is there a feedback mechanism to tell customers what has happened with
information given or received?

o Yes

Q No

a I'm not sure

44. Observing the use ofelectronic communication for knowledge management in
your work where do you think electronic communication is taking your
organisation? Please explain briefly

PART 6: KM POUCIES IN YOUR ORGA.l\1SATlON

45. Does your organisarion have a KM policy?
o Yes

Q No

o I'm not sure

46.ln your view do your organisation's workshops connibute to knowledge
management?

o We don't have KM workshops

o Yes

o 0

o I'm not sure

47. How many KM-related workshops do you attend each year?

a Fe\\'er than 5

Q More than 5

o one

48. Is any KM in-service training going on in your organisarion?
o Yes



tJ No

Q I'm not sure

49. Does your organisation employ competitive intelligence as part of its KM
strategy?

tJ Yes

tJ No

Cl I'm not sure

50. Does an ethical policy constrain your organisation's KM strategy? Please
motivate:

tJ Yes

tJ No

o I'm not sure

Thank you/or answering the questionnaire.
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